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Abstract 
 
This thesis is focused on the optical simulations of the silicon heterojunction (Si HJ) solar cells. 
A model based on Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis (RCWA) was developed and integrated in 
the so-called Coupled Modelling Approach (CMA). The Si HJ structure consists of a thick 
crystalline silicon wafer as the absorber, while thin layers of amorphous silicon serve for 
passivation and selective charge carrier collection to the transparent conductive oxide 
contacts. Textured silicon wafers with inverted nano pyramids and random micro pyramids 
were experimentally fabricated at IMEC, Belgium. Some of the wafers were completed to Si 
HJ solar cells. Primary purpose of the experimental samples was validation and calibration of 
the developed optical models.  
The RCWA model was implemented in MATLAB and extended with calculation of local 
absorption to calculate local absorption in individual layers of the solar cell. After, it was 
coupled together with ray tracing (RT) and transfer matrix method (TMM) models in the CMA. 
We show that under certain conditions (number of sub-layers and number of modes) RCWA 
method accurately simulates structures with nanometer textures, while the CMA is applicable 
to structures including thin and thick layers, and nano, micro or combined textures. RCWA was 
extensively analyzed with respect to the number of modes and sublayers required for accurate 
simulations of textures of different sizes. The P = 900 nm and h = 530 nm textures were found 
to be efficiently simulated by the RCWA, requiring only 30 sublayers and 3 modes for the 
inverted pyramid grating, while sine grating required 20 sublayers and 5 modes. Considering 
the worst-case simulations, 30 sublayers and 5 modes are sufficient for simulations of textures 
with P = 900 nm and h = 530 nm. Oblique light incidence requires slightly increased number 
of modes and sublayers. Simulation of P = 1800 nm texture with same aspect ratio was also 
found possible with reasonable convergence speed and resulting in good efficiency, enabling 
simulations of structures too large for finite element method (FEM) on current PCs, while 
requiring wave optics and preventing RT simulations. P = 5000 nm texture, however, was 
found too large to accurately simulate – convergence was poor, while simulations also showed 
numeric artefacts.  
RCWA was applied to partial solar cell structure optimization to improve light in-coupling in Si 
HJ solar cell. Inverted nano pyramid texture was optimized in simulations by varying pyramid 
fraction (PF) and found that PF = 1 is the optimal value. CMA was utilized for simulations of 
complete and encapsulated (PV module) Si HJ structures. Different combinations of front and 
rear silicon textures were tested first with CMA. Nano/flat texture combination outperformed 
the rest and offered approximately 0.5 mA/cm2 (1.4%) higher JSC than the commonly used 
random micro pyramids on both sides. Besides single-side illuminated devices, bifacial PV 
module was also optimized. In addition to considering different front and rear textures, light 
management foil (LMF) was applied on top of glass layers. LMF offered significant 
improvement to the performance of the untextured Si HJ module beyond lowering initial 
reflectance, while improvements on the textured modules were limited to the lowering air-
glass reflectance. Nonetheless, the optimized module with LMF on both sides and micro/nano 
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texture combination offered 2.63 mA/cm2 (5.6%) higher JSC and thus the conversion efficiency 
than the one without LMF and micro/micro texture combination. Additionally, for bifacial 
illumination at albedo α=0.3 at the rear side it had higher JSC than would be theoretically 
possible with single side illumination.  
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I) Razširjeni povzetek 
I.I) Uvod 
Raziskave in razvoj na področju fotovoltaike (PV), v okviru obnovljivih virov energije, so v 
svetovnem merilu še vedno v polnem razcvetu. Tehnologija se je prebila iz nišne uporabe na 
satelitih in odročnih predelih na strehe stanovanjskih hiš, vozil, ceste in še mnogo drugega. Na 
trgu prevladujejo fotovoltaični moduli narejeni na osnovi sončnih celic iz kristalnega silicija. To 
je zrela tehnologija, vendar še vedno deležna novih raziskav različnih materialov, struktur in 
tekstur, ki omogočajo, da se izkoristek najboljših sončnih celic s to tehnologijo še vedno 
povečuje. Rekordna silicijeva celica (pod osvetlitvijo enega sonca – brez koncentracije 
svetlobe) je bila narejena s kombinacijo različnih pristopov in ima t.i. silicijevo heterospojno 
(Si HJ) strukturo ter v tem trenutku dosega 26.6% izkoristek. 
Disertacija se osredotoča na optično modeliranje in simulacije Si HJ sončnih celic. Struktura je 
osnovana na monokristalnem siliciju, rezina je v našem primeru dopirana s fosforjem. Nanj so 
dodane plasti hidrogeniziranega amorfnega silicija (a-Si:H), najprej je dodana plast 
intrinzičnega, nato pa z akceptorji ali donorji dopirana plast za selektivno zbiranje nosilcev 
naboja. Na vrhu dopiranega silicija je še plast prevodnega oksida, navadno je to indij-kositer-
oksid (ITO). Za dokončanje sončne celice sledijo kovinski kontakti, sprednji mrežasti in zadnji 
čez celotno strukturo (v primeru struktur za obojestransko osvetlitev sta oba kovinska 
kontakta mrežasta). Za izdelavo PV modula je potrebno opisani strukturi dodati še steklo za 
mehansko zaščito ter vmesno enkapsulacijsko sredstvo, ki je običajno etilen-vinil-acetat (EVA). 
V procesu razvoja in optimizacije struktur sončnih celic sta pomembna tako aspekt 
eksperimentalnega dela kot numeričnih simulacij. Eksperimentalni vzorci so s stališča 
modeliranja potrebni za preverjanje rezultatov simulacij, poleg tega pa so osnova končnim 
sončnim celicam in PV modulom, ki se uporabijo – kar pa je tudi končni cilj raziskav. Vendar 
pa je eksperimentalna optimizacija počasna in draga. Simulacije tu ponujajo možnost hitrih 
iteracij – namesto počasne eksperimentalne optimizacije se naredi hitre simulacije, poišče 
optimizirano strukturo in nato izdela le optimalen primerek strukture, da se potrdi izboljšave. 
Simulacije se v grobem lahko razdeli na optične in električne simulacije, kjer so rezultati 
optične simulacije večinoma vhodni podatek za električne simulacije, električni odziv pa na 
optičnega nima vpliva. Disertacija se ukvarja z optičnimi simulacijami, v prvem delu z metodo 
RCWA. RCWA, kratica za »rigorous coupled-wave analysis« - rigorozna analiza sklopljenih 
valov, se odlikuje, da lahko obravnava večje simulacijske domene kot npr. znani metodi 
končnih elementov (FEM) ter končnih diferenc (FDTD), ki sta omejeni v velikosti strukture v 
vseh 3 dimenzijah. To je zelo prikladno predvsem za simulacijo debelih sončnih celic iz 
kristalnega silicija, kjer je metoda zadostna za simulacijo nanostrukturirane sončne celice, brez 
aproksimacij ali uporabe drugih metod.  
Vendar metoda po naših ugotovitvah ni zadostna za simulacijo mikroteksturirane sončne 
celice. Zaradi tega smo sklopili metodo RCWA z metodo prenosnih matrik (TMM) ter metodo 
sledenja žarkom (RT) ter poimenovali pristop sklopljeno modeliranje (CMA). CMA omogoča 
učinkovite simulacije poljubnih struktur – za velike teksture in za propagacijo čez debele plasti 
uporabimo RT, za odziv tankih planparalelnih plasti je izbira TMM in opcija tudi RCWA, za 
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simulacije nanotekstur pa se uporabi RCWA. Podobni pristopi, kot so OPTOS, GENPRO ali 
SETFOS, vsi razrežejo strukturo na plasti, v vsaki plasti izračunajo sipanje in 1D stolp plasti 
neiterativno sklopijo. Mi te aproksimacije ne naredimo, temveč sklapljamo RCWA, RT in TMM 
v 3D prostoru, kar omogoča tudi simulacije t.i. moduliranih tekstur kot na primer kombinacija 
nano in mikro tekstur. 
Razvita modela RCWA in CMA smo validirali na realnih vzorcih struktur. Ti vzorci so uporabljali 
kombinacijo nano in mikro tekstur. Nekateri vzorci so bili le teksturiran sicilij, drugi pa Si HJ 
sončne celice za bolj zahtevno testiranje simulatorja. 
Rezultate RCWA simulacij smo poleg validacije tudi temeljito analizirali ter določili uporabnost 
in natančnost metode v odvisnosti od izbranega števila rodov in podplasti v strukturi. Analiza 
je bila osredotočena na obrnjene nano piramide in objavljena v izvirnem znanstvenem članku. 
Poleg analize omenjene teksture smo preverili še natančnost za sinusno teksturo. 
Za razvojem optičnih modelov in eksperimentalno validacijo smo razvita orodja uporabili za 
analizo in optimizacijo struktur Si HJ sončnih celic in PV modulov. Z uporabo RCWA smo 
analizirali dobitke v gostoti kratkostičnega toka celice v odvisnosti od deleža piramid, v 
odvisnosti od periode strukture ter v odvisnosti od debeline plasti ITO. Poleg optimizacije 
individualnih parametrov smo hkrati spreminjali tako periodo kot tudi debelino ITO. Nadalje 
smo optimizirali strukturo celotne enkapsulirane celice (PV modula) za izvedbe z enostransko 
in obojestransko osvetlitvijo. Pri obeh strukturah smo preizkusili različne kombinacije tekstur 
jedkanih v silicij, pri dvostranski pa poleg tega tudi izboljšave, ki jih omogoča plast za vodenje 
svetlobe (LMF) na steklu. 
I.II) Rezultati in diskusija 
Silicijeve heterospojne sončne celice so združitev dveh različnih konceptov – zrele tehnologije 
na osnovi Si rezin, ki so klasično debele okoli 150-200 µm; ter tankoplastnih Si tehnologij, v 
danem primeru amorfnega silicija z debelino posamezne plasti le okoli 10 nm, medtem ko ima 
transparenten oksid debelino okoli 100 nm. Vsaka plast ima svojo nalogo – kristalni silicij je 
glavni absorber sončne celice, amorfni silicij služi za pasivacijo površine kristalnega silicija ter 
selektivno prevajanje elektronov in vrzeli proti kontaktom, ITO pa je potreben, da elektroni in 
vrzeli lahko pridejo do električnih kontaktov zaradi slabe lateralne prevodnosti a-Si:H plasti. 
Si rezine so zaradi povečanja verjetnosti vstopa in ujetja svetlobe v celici teksturirane. Možen 
nabor tekstur je velik – z uporabo suhega jedkanja je možno generirati praktično poljubno 
teksturo. Vendar pa se sončne celice s teksturami narejene s suhim jedkanjem električno ne 
obnesejo tako dobro kot neteksturirane sončne celice oziroma sončne celice narejene z 
mokrim jedkanjem. Zaradi tega smo, kljub osredotočenosti na optične lastnosti struktur, 
izbrali mokro jedkanje za proizvodnjo nano in mikro tekstur na površini samih rezin. 
Anizotropno jedkanje po kristalnih ravninah nas je omejilo na proizvodnjo nano in mikro 
tekstur piramidastih oblik, ki so omejene z (111) kristalnimi ravninami, perioda teksture na 
štampiljki pa je določila periodo nanoteksture na 900 nm. 
Eksperimentalne vzorce za potrditev optičnih modelov razvitih v okviru disertacije smo izdelali 
na IMECu v Belgiji. Del procesov je bil že optimiziran pred začetkom raziskave, del pa smo 
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optimizirali med raziskavami. Glavni eksperimentalni izziv je bilo doseči čim večji delež 
nanopiramid vjedkan v silicijevo rezino, kjer smo imenovali delež piramid (pyramid fraction, 
PF) razmerje med površino ene piramide ter ene osnovne celice sestavljene iz piramide in 
neteksturiranega dela. Za optimalno se je izkazalo jedkanje z razredčenim 
tetrametilamonijevim hidroksidom (TMAH) pri 80 stopinjah celzija, kjer se je v raztopino za 
jedkanje dodalo še sredstvo za uravnavanje površinske napetosti Monotext. Pod temi pogoji 
smo uspeli doseči več vzorcev z deležem piramid okoli 90%, medtem ko so prejšnji parametri 
zadoščali le za delež piramid okoli 70%. Poleg proizvodnje nano teksture smo na določene 
vzorce vjedkali še naključne mikro piramide, ter naredili kombinacijo vzorcev z različnimi 
teksturami. Nekateri vzorci so imeli le teksturiran silicij brez dodatnih plasti, za druge pa smo 
dodali na teksture še tanke plasti amorfnega silicija ter ITO da smo proizvedli Si HJ sončno 
celico. Skupno smo proizvedli 14 končnih vzorcev – 6 z jedkanim silicijem brez heterospoja, 8 
pa z jedkanim silicijem s heterospojem. To je pokrilo vse kombinacije neteksturiranega silicija, 
nano in mikro tekstur, razen dvostranske nano teksture s heterospojem. 
Eksperimentalni vzorci so bili karakterizirani na različnih napravah. Mikroskop na atomsko silo 
(AFM) je dal zelo dobro osnovo za topografijo, ki jo je možno vnesti v simulator neposredno. 
Vrstični elektronski mikroskop (SEM) pa je služil za potrditev pravilnosti AFM slik ter za 
ugotavljanje variacije deleža piramid na večjem območju vzorca. Parametri teksture vzeti iz 
SEM slik so bili globina piramide, perioda ter dolžina ravnega dela piramide, prek tega pa delež 
piramid. Te podatki so prav tako omogočali generacijo strukture za simulacije. Optična 
karakterizacija vzorcev je bila opravljena na napravah Loana na IMECu ter Lambda 950 v LPVO, 
UL. Za potrebe primerjave vzorcev s simulacijami smo izmerili skupno transmisijo in refleksijo 
ter tudi difuzno refleksijo in transmisijo, vse v odvisnosti od valovne dolžine. 
Za simulacije struktur smo uporabili metodo RCWA. Zaradi svojih prednosti je izredno 
primerna za simulacije kristalnih silicijevih sončnih celic z nanoteksturami. Metodo smo 
implementirali v MATLABu ter jo nadgradili z možnostjo računanja absorpcije v poljubni plasti. 
Za lokalno absorpcijo smo diskretizirali volumen, v katerem se ta absorpcija računa. Nato smo 
za vsako točko izračunali električno polje E. Za absorpcijo vemo, da je odvisna od kvadrata 
električnega polja in kompleksnega dela lomnega količnika, torej Aplast ∝ imag(n)*E2. 
Koeficientov nismo izračunali, temveč smo absolutno vrednost normirali z znano absorpcije v 
celem volumnu – s tem smo zmanjšali numerično napako in zagotovili ohranjanje energije 
sistema. Poleg tega smo pregledali učinkovitost različnih pristopov k nekoherentnim 
simulacijam. RCWA, kot vse rigorozne metode, strukture simulira koherentno. Zato zaradi 
debelega silicija pride do gostih interferenc pri svetlobi z dolgo valovno dolžino – kar pa je v 
nasprotju z eksperimentalnimi meritvami, ker svetloba v merilnikih in od sonca ni koherentna. 
Obstaja več načinov, kako je možno tudi v rigoroznih simulacijah simulirati strukture 
nekoherentno. Najprej smo preverili pristop, kjer se spreminja debelino strukture. Preverili 
smo koherentne rezultate ter povprečenje 2 in 4 debelin strukture, poleg tega pa simulacijo 
za ravno pravo debelino med konstruktivno in destruktivno interferenco. Pri povprečenju 
debelin se amplituda oscilacij zmanjša približno na ½ oziroma ⅛ začetne, medtem ko simulacija 
za ustrezno debelino povsem odstrani interference, vendar znatno odstopa od nekoherentnih 
simulacij s sledenjem žarkov. Druga skupina pristopov so prek povprečenja simulacijskih 
rezultatov, ki pripadajo različnim valovnim dolžinam svetlobe. Tu smo preverili Savitzky-
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Golayjev filter ter konvolucijo z gaussovko. Slednje je fizikalno lažje upravičiti, ker je prvi 
približek dejanskega vzroka za nekoherenco – interferenca različnih valovnih dolžin. Oba 
pristopa sta bila boljša kot povprečenje debelin, vendar je bil rezultat s povsem nekoherentno 
simulacijo sledenja žarkom še vseeno bolj gladek kot ostali približki.  
Nadalje smo metodo RCWA sklopili z ostalimi simulatorji. Razvili smo t.i. sklopljeno 
modeliranje (CMA), v katerem trenutno kombiniramo tri metode – RT, TMM ter RCWA. Pri 
sklopljenem modeliranju se za vsak segment strukture uporabi najbolj ustrezen simulator – za 
simulacije velikih tekstur in prehod svetlobe čez debele plasti, ki morajo biti obravnavane 
nekoherentno, se uporabi RT. Za tanke planparalelne plasti se uporabi TMM, RCWA pa za 
nanoteksture. CMA tako omogoča simulacije praktično poljubnih struktur, kjer vsak simulator 
deluje v območju, kjer je najbolj natančen. Ko geometrijski žarek prispe na območje 
nanoteksture, se transformira v ravni val z enakimi lastnostmi, kar je zelo enostavna 
transformacija. Za tak ravni val se izračuna sipanje z uporabo RCWA, nato se pa en izmed 
sipanih žarkov izbere glede na verjetnost, in propagira dalje. Za optimizacijo računanja se 
RCWA sipanje izračuna vnaprej za predefinirane kote ter za vpadni žarek naredi aproksimacijo, 
da ustreza enemu izmed vnaprej določenih kotov – izbere se najbližjega. S pomočjo te 
optimizacije je možno učinkovito izračunati poljubno strukturo, ne glede na to ali uporablja 
nano ali mikro teksture ali oboje. Pri izračunu je potrebno paziti na prehode polarizacij. Pri RT 
in TMM se lahko spremeni le delež lokalne transverzalno električne (TE) in magnetne (TM) 
svetlobe, vendar pa svetloba ne more prehajati iz TE v TM ali obratno. Medtem pa ima 
svetloba po prehodu čez nano strukturo lahko poljubno polarizacijo, vključno s spremembo 
svetlobe iz TE v TM. 
Tako RCWA kot tudi CMA smo eksperimentalno preverili z uporabo teksturiranih silicijevih 
rezin ter teksturiranih silicijevih heterospojnih sončnih celic. Najprej smo analizirali nano 
teksturo na siliciju ter ugotovili, da se RCWA zelo dobro ujema z eksperimentalno opaženimi 
trendi tako v totalni kot tudi difuzni refleksiji. Vendar pa simulacije niso pravilno predvidele 
dolgovalovnega dela in napovedale previsoko refleksijo. Nadalje so simulacije kazale goste 
interference zaradi koherentnih simulacij, ki pa v eksperimentu niso opažene. RT ni predvidel 
eksperimentalno opaženih trendov odbojnosti nanotekstur, ki so posledica vplivov valovne 
optike. CMA je precej dobro simuliral odziv strukture tako v kratkovalovnem kot 
dolgovalovnem delu, edino večje odstopanje je okoli λ = 900 nm, kar pripisujemo idealizirani 
nano teksturi upoštevani v simulacijah. 
Eksperimentalne simulacije bolj kompleksne strukture, ki je imela kombinacijo nano teksture 
spredaj in mikro teksture zadaj (nano/micro) je prav tako pokazala dobro ujemanje 
sklopljenega modeliranja z eksperimentom, medtem ko RT ne uspe natančno simulirati nano 
teksture kot ugotovljeno že prej, RCWA pa ne zmore mikro teksture. Validacijo smo nadaljevali 
s Si HJ sončno celico. Tudi tu so se vsi napovedani trendi v CMA simulacijah ujemali z 
eksperimentalno izmerjenimi. Odstopanje rezultatov po metodi RT je bilo opaženo tako na 
micro/nano kot tudi nano/micro kombinacijah tekstur, kjer je bilo sploh pri nano/micro 
napovedovanje trendov povsem napačno. Ker se je CMA dobro ujemal tudi z najbolj 
kompleksno strukturo, smo s tem uspešno zaključili eksperimentalno validacijo ter hkrati tudi 
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pokazali potrebo po sklopljenem pristopu – le CMA se je dobro ujemal z eksperimentalnimi 
meritvami. 
Metodo RCWA smo podrobno analizirali glede potrebnega števila podplasti, na katero je 
struktura razrezana, ter na število rodov svetlobe in Fourierovih komponent strukture. Za oba 
parametra je dokazano, da rezultat simulacije konvergira proti pravilnemu, ko gresta 
parametra v neskončnost, vendar je za simulacije potrebno vzeti le končno število rodov in 
podplasti. Analiza je bila osredotočena na obrnjene nano piramide. Ker je povsem pravilen 
rezultat neznan razen za trivialne primere, ki jih je možno obravnavati analitično, smo izvedli 
simulacijo z najvišjim številom rodov in podplasti, ki jih je bilo še možno učinkovito opraviti na 
računalnikih, ki so bili na voljo. To je bila simulacija s 300 podplastmi (SL) ter 10 rodovi (M) in 
služila za referenco. Manj natančne simulacije so bile ovrednotene prek integrala spektralno 
uteženih razlik v simulaciji v primerjavi z referenčno. Kot mejo zadostne natančnosti smo 
izbrali 0.1 mA/cm2. Pri analizi struktur s periodo P = 900 nm ter višino h = 530 nm smo ugotovili, 
da je potrebno imeti 3 rodove in 30 podplasti za strukturo z invertiranimi piramidami, medtem 
ko je sinusna tekstura potrebovala 5 rodov in 20 podplasti. S tega smo sklepali, da je potrebno 
imeti 5 rodov in 30 podplasti za simulacijo poljubne strukture s to periodo in višino. Nadalje 
smo preverili konvergenco za večje teksture, kjer se je izkazalo, da je RCWA ustrezna za 
simulacijo struktur do približno 2-3 µm, vendar pa pri večjih strukturah konvergira počasneje 
in lahko kaže tudi numerične napake. Poleg tega smo analiziral tudi čas potreben za simulacije 
ter ugotovili, da čas v odvisnosti od števila podplasti skalira linearno, od števila rodov pa kot 
5.3 potenca, kar je nekoliko bolje od pričakovane potence 6. 
Razviti simulator RCWA smo uporabili za optimizacijo sprednjega dela strukture enkapsulirane 
heterospojne delne strukture – torej, vpadni medij je enkapsulacijska folija EVA. Nato sledijo 
plasti transparentnega oksida ITO, dopiranega amorfnega silicija (p- ter n- a-Si:H), 
nedopiranega amorfnega silicija (i- a-Si:H) in na koncu še silicij. Te plasti so bile za optimizacijo 
z RCWA nanešene na nanoteksturo z obrnjenimi piramidami. V primeru spreminjanja deleža 
piramid se je izkazalo, da je visok delež nujen za dobro protiodbojnost obrnjenih nano piramid, 
skupno je bila spektralna odbojnost JSC, R nižja za 1.18 mA/cm2. Poleg te analize smo preučili 
še posledice različne debeline ITO ter različnih period. Zlasti slednja analiza je v simulacijah 
zelo enostavno izvedljiva, medtem ko eksperimentalno zahteva izdelavo novih šablon za odtis 
– kar pa je zelo drag in zamuden proces. Analiza obeh parametrov je pokazala, da na 
eksperimentalnih vzorcih že imamo precej dobro izbrano debelino oksida ter periodo 
nanoteksture, vendar vrednosti še niso optimalne – malenkost tanjši ITO (110 nm) in daljša 
perioda (1000 nm) sta privedla do optimalnejše vrednosti, kjer je bila utežena spektralna 
odbojnost 0.27 mA/cm2 nižja.  
Razviti sklopljen simulator (CMA) pa smo uporabili za optimizacije na nivoju strukture 
celotnega PV modula, vključno z debelim steklom in enkapsulacijo, kjer nismo mogli uporabiti 
RCWA zaradi koherentnih simulacij. Najprej smo analizirali strukturo, kjer je na zadnji strani 
reflektor in svetlobo sprejema le s sprednje strani – to je tipična konfiguracija trenutnih PV 
modulov. Pri tej strukturi smo primerjali odziv obrnjenih nano piramid, naključnih mikro 
piramid ter superpozicijo obeh tekstur, kjer so bile na stranicah mikropiramid dodane 
obrnjene nano piramide. Za razliko od realnih nano in mikro tekstur ta večnivojska tekstura ni 
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realna in služi le za primerjavo ter zahteven preizkus CMA. Kot najboljša kombinacija sprednje 
in zadnje teksture na siliciju se je izkazala nano tekstura spredaj z ravno zadnjo stranjo. 
Večnivojska struktura se ni obnesla – kljub temu, da je pričakovano, da kombinirana struktura 
združi prednosti posameznih struktur, se je kombinacija izkazala za slabo, saj sta bili obe 
posamezni teksturi boljši. Ta nepričakovan rezultat sporoča, da je pri modulirani teksturi nujno 
potrebno optimizirati končno strukturo ter da optimizacije posameznih struktur niso 
zagotovilo za dobro delovanje. 
Nadalje smo uporabili CMA za simulacijo dvostransko osvetljenega modula, kjer svetloba 
vpada tudi z zadnje strani. Odvisno od deleža svetlobe iz zadnje strani, dvostranska struktura 
lahko privede celo do boljšega izplena, kot je teoretično dosegljivo z enostransko – že 
neteksturiran PV modul pa po izplenu presega teksturirane, ki so osvetljeni samo s sprednje 
strani. V primeru, da se strukturi doda folijo za usmerjanje svetlobe (LMF), se odziv vseh 
vzorcev izboljša. Največjo razliko je možno opaziti v primeru neteksturiranega silicija, vendar 
kljub dodatku LMF na vrh stekla tak vzorec še vedno ne doseže izkoristka vzorcev, ki imajo 
teksturiran silicij in so brez LMF. Tu prej dobljena najboljša kombinacija za nanoteksturo z 
ravnim zadnjim delom ne pride v poštev, ker je teksturirana zadnja stran nujna za dober odziv 
strukture na svetlobo, ki vpada iz zadnje strani. Najboljši vzorec je imel mikro teksturo spredaj 
ter nano teksturo na zadnji strani silicija, na obeh straneh modula pa LMF. Ta struktura je pri 
albedu 0.3, kar pomeni 30% dodatne svetlobe z zadnje strani, dosegla večji kratkostični tok, 
kot če bi bila sončna celica osvetljena samo z ene strani in idealno absorbirala vso svetlobo. 
I.III) Zaključek 
V disertaciji smo se osredotočili na optično modeliranje in optično optimizacijo silicijevih 
heterospojnih sončnih celic z različnimi teksturami, predvsem je bil poudarek na primerjavi 
obrnjenih nano piramid ter naključnih mikro piramid. Teksture smo izdelali eksperimentalno 
in jih uporabil za validacijo simulatorjev. Simulator na osnovi RCWA se je dobro obnesel za 
simulacije nano tekstur, medtem ko je bil simulator z metodama RT&TMM dober za simulacije 
mikro tekstur. Združitev vseh treh metod v CMA je omogočila natančne simulacije poljubnih 
struktur. V heterospojnih celicah so se nano teksture izkazale kot ustrezna zamenjava 
naključnih mikro piramid in imajo boljši izkoristek, ko so optimizirane glede deleža piramid, 
periode in debeline ITO. Najboljša kombinacija mikro in nano tekstur v dvostranskih sončnih 
celicah je pri albedu 0.3 presegla teoretično najvišji izkoristek, kot bi ga lahko dosegla 
enostranska sončna celica. Medtem pa se nam zdi bolj pomemben prispevek od optimiranih 
nano tekstur razvit sklopljen simulator. CMA bi se dalo uporabiti za nadaljnje izboljšave tekstur 
in struktur; tudi za trenutno aktualne kombinacije, ki v tem delu niso zajete, kot na primer 
tandem, kjer je zgornja celica perovskitna, spodnja pa silicijeva heterospojna. 
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• Integracija RCWA modela z ostalimi optičnimi modeli v večnivojski sklopljen model 
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1. Introduction 
The PV industry revolution was established on crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar cells, the oldest 
viable technology with first demonstrating Si solar cell fabricated in Bell’s labs in 1954. 
Currently, this technology has > 90 % market share, split between multicrystalline silicon and 
monocrystalline silicon. While it may seem there should not be much research of such a 
mature technology, the impression would be completely wrong. As seen from the NREL 
efficiency chart (Figure 1-1), there has still been a notable increase in highest c-Si solar cell 
efficiency in the recent years. These improvements come from extensive research of various 
new structure concepts [1], textures and other photonic structures to manipulate light [2]–
[6], current and novel materials [7]–[11] and other improvements [12], [13].  
 
Figure 1-1: NREL efficiency chart showing progress of solar cell efficiency. Despite age, c-Si technology is still improving in 
efficiency. [Chart taken from https://www.nrel.gov/pv/] 
Many of these improvements have been realized as a consequence of combining insights 
gained by experiments and those obtained by material and device modelling and simulations. 
This PhD thesis is focused on the modelling and simulation part of the research. In this respect 
experimental data is mandatory to validate models and offer calculation parameters for 
simulations, as well as ultimately fabricate the (record) devices. Variation of the recipes is 
usually a slow and expensive process; however, simulations enable rapid iterations and 
exploration of many different concepts. Furthermore, device modelling offers information 
that is difficult to measure, for example, measurement of parasitic absorption in individual 
layers is difficult to perform. 
Device modelling can be split into optical and electrical modelling. Split is possible as the 
materials used in the vast majority of even conceptual solar cell technologies are optically 
linear when operated under typical conditions (sunlight). Therefore, optical response of the 
structure is not influenced by its electrical response – whether the structure operates by 
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extracting electrons as fast as possible in short circuit condition, or without any electron 
extraction in open circuit condition (or anything in between the extremes), the optical 
response of the structure is identical. The only noteworthy non-linear structures explored in 
conceptual solar cell structures are upconverters [14] and downconverters or downshifters 
[15], [16]; however, even for these materials optical performance is decoupled from the 
electrical, as the up- or down-conversion happens in different layers than where the 
photogenerated current is extracted. 
Various optical simulation methods have been developed and used for PV. These methods are 
generally split into two categories. Non-rigorous methods are approximate and thus valid just 
under the set of approximations used. For example, ray tracing (RT) considers geometric 
optics, neglecting all wave optics effects. This means all features in the simulated structure 
must be significantly larger than the wavelength used for simulation. While transfer matrix 
method (TMM) uses wave optics to calculate structure response, it is limited to plan-parallel 
layers and cannot be used for any texture. Combination of the two methods is applicable for 
many problems (e.g. [17], [18]), but accurate simulation of nano textures is not possible. 
In the other category, in rigorous methods Maxwell equations are solved to describe light 
propagation with wave optics through the arbitrary structure. These methods can 
theoretically consider arbitrarily large or small structures with perfect accuracy and are often 
applied for simulation of the nano structures [19], [20]. However, their computational 
requirements are typically significantly higher than of the approximate methods, preventing 
them from accurate computation of large structures.  
Among rigorous methods, finite element method (FEM) [21] and finite difference time domain 
(FDTD) [22] methods are widely known and used also outside of PV community. These 
methods are not limited to optical simulations, and are often applied to perform electrical 
simulations, transfer of heat, material stress and so on [23]. While they perform well for small 
structures, neither is able to simulate crystalline solar cell structure due to its large thickness 
in the range of 150 µm. Additional method, limited to optical simulations, is Rigorous Coupled-
Wave Analysis (RCWA), which is considered as a one of the main tools also in this thesis. RCWA 
slices the input structure and approximates each slice to have no vertical dependence of the 
refractive index (only lateral variation is permitted). A special kind of a scattering matrix is 
generated for each layer, which are non-iteratively coupled to obtain reflectance and 
transmittance of the structure, together with fields inside the structure. This slicing proved 
problematic for metallic pyramid-like structures which are calculated as ziggurats instead [24], 
however, it also offers a sizeable advantage of considering thick layers in the same way as thin 
ones. This makes the method very suitable to simulate thick c-Si solar cells, where the FEM 
and FDTD are unable to consider such thick layers. Additionally, the method requires less RAM 
for calculation than FEM, enabling calculation of larger structures on common desktop PC 
computers. Method derivation with emphasis on differences of our simulator is described in 
chapter 4.2. 
Regardless of the simulator used, its accuracy and applicability need to be carefully analyzed. 
Unlike FEM and FDTD where convergence is proven and error as a function of element size 
known [25], RCWA was mathematically proven only to converge for arbitrary single layer 2D 
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structures that do not have absorbing incident or outgoing medium [26]. Its general 
convergence is not guaranteed and remains an open problem of the method [27], however, it 
converged reasonably well for all the 3D structures considered here, even the ones with 
absorbing outgoing medium.  Furthermore, error estimation from energy gain or loss, 
calculated from R+T+A-1 (which should be 0) is not possible, as the method usually conserves 
energy. Detailed method accuracy analysis of the simulation error was performed by changing 
number of modes and sublayers and was published in [28] and is presented in chapter 6. 
CMA consisting of RCWA, RT and TMM was implemented and explored for advanced solar cell 
simulations. Other multiscale simulators exist as well, as multiscale approaches are the 
current frontier of advanced simulations. COMSOL includes ray tracing with its FEM based 
solvers in iterative full 3D coupling [23], while OPTOS [29], [30], GENPRO [31] and SETFOS [32] 
all transform arbitrary 3D structure in 1D stack of layers, which is then solved non-iteratively. 
All these approaches are feasible for various solar cell simulations where nano and micro 
textures are combined. However, many are unable to simulate nano textures deposited on 
top of micro textures - multiscale textures [4]. We demonstrated that CMA is able to simulate 
even these interesting structures and presented results in [28] and in chapter 7.3.1. 
Additionally, experimental validation of the RCWA and CMA showed that simulation results 
closely follow the experiments.  
The main goals of research were to firstly develop improved optical models that enable 
simulations of arbitrary structures encountered in solar cell research – implementation of 
RCWA together with calculation of absorption in arbitrary layer and development of CMA. 
Various incoherent simulations were also implemented in RCWA, but RT (and therefore CMA) 
was found to offer even smoother results. In addition to development and implementation of 
the models, extensive testing and analysis was performed to verify and validate correctness 
and accuracy of the simulator. Simulator validation includes measurements of the 
experimentally generated samples, where good agreement between the experimentally 
observed trends and those predicted in simulations is shown. Following that, the newly 
developed and validated tools were applied to optimize solar cells and PV modules, with focus 
on the Si HJ structure as the highest efficiency silicon structure. Due to very good initial texture 
– random micro pyramids, the improvements offered by the inverted nano pyramids are 
modest, but nonetheless still present, showing the potential to further improve the efficiency 
of the solar cells and PV modules. In addition to the improvement of the textures on silicon, 
benefits of the light management foils on PV module glass are evaluated. 
While this thesis only considers high efficiency silicon heterojunction solar cells in various 
configurations, both the RCWA and CMA simulators are widely applicable. For example, RT 
and TMM combination has been applied to simulate perovskite-silicon tandem solar cells [33]. 
While the complete CMA including RCWA has not been utilized for such structures yet, it 
would have been possible to use it when the structure includes nano textures [34]. 
This thesis is structured in the following way: in this chapter, introduction to the research topic 
is presented. The next chapter contains description of the silicon heterojunction structure and 
textures considered as a part of this work. Chapter 3 presents experimental sample generation 
and characterization, which was also predominantly performed by me during stay at IMEC. 
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Chapter 4 describes RCWA and CMA simulation approaches. Accuracy analysis of the RCWA 
and both the method’s strong and weak points are presented in chapter 5, which is followed 
by experimental validation of the RCWA and CMA simulation models. Chapter 7 contains 
results of structure optimizations performed by RCWA and CMA modelling. Final chapter 
concludes the work with summary of the main results and insights obtained. 
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2. Silicon heterojunction solar cell 
2.1 Introduction 
Currently the highest efficiency silicon solar cell under single sun is a Si heterojunction (HJ) [1]. 
The technology is a combination of thick crystalline silicon wafer, serving as the absorber, with 
thin layers of amorphous silicon for passivation. The structure is therefore a combination of 
thin film technologies with thick wafer-based technology and requires suitable treatment 
especially in simulation [19]. The thin layers may be deposited on untextured (flat) silicon 
wafer, or on textured one. 
To further expand the solar cell structure into the module, thick glass and encapsulant, which 
is usually ethyl-vinyl-acetate (EVA) are added. Glass serves as a mechanical protection, while 
EVA protects the solar cell from gasses such as water vapor and improves optical performance 
by providing a refractive index matching between the textures of the wafer and the thick glass. 
Finally, light management foils (LMF) may be added to the top of the glass to improve optical 
performance of the structure, both by decreasing initial reflectance and increasing retro-
reflectance [35]. 
In this chapter, Si HJ structure is described first, with single-sided and bifacial configurations 
illustrated. Textures follow next, where the inverted nano pyramids and random micro 
pyramids were both fabricated experimentally in addition to considering in simulation, while 
the sine and modulated multiscale texture combining nano and micro texture were only 
simulated. After description of textures on silicon, an example of textured light management 
foil on top of the glass is described. 
2.2 Heterojunction structure 
The silicon heterojunction (Si HJ) structure is a combination of two concepts – thick wafer-
based c-Si absorber, and thin films of hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) for passivation. 
Wafer is required to have long lifetime and is typically slightly n-type doped for better electric 
property of the resulting cell. As a side effect, light induced degradation is significantly less 
and the on the module level, Si HJ even operates better after exposure to the light [36]. 
Hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) is deposited on the (possibly textured) surface of the 
wafer. Intrinsic (undoped) a-Si:H is used for passivation of the c-Si surface, while the heavily 
boron and phosphorus doped (p+ and n+, respectively) layers serve for selective extraction of 
holes and electrons to p- and n-side of the device. The layers form a front surface field (FSF) 
and back surface field (BSF) and help with additional interface passivation.  
In some realizations p- a-Si:H is deposited at the front of the solar cell. This would offer 
improved electrical performance of the device, as the holes have shorter lifetimes in the 
device and are beneficial to be collected near the front interface, where the intensity of 
entered light is high. Furthermore, it produces significantly higher barrier for the electrons 
and effectively repels them towards the rear of the solar cell. However, p- a-Si:H is highly 
defective and exhibits high parasitic absorption, therefore it worsens optical performance. 
Deposition of n- a-Si:H at the front offers improved optical performance by lower parasitic 
absorption, but it provides weaker repulsion of holes if the substrate (c-Si wafer) is n-type [12].  
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Transparent conductive oxide (TCO) is required to transfer electrons and holes to the metal 
contact grid, as the lateral conductivity of doped a-Si:H is too poor. The other benefit of using 
TCO is to provide protection to the solar cell during metallization. Sputtered indium tin oxide 
(ITO) is usually used for the Si HJ solar cells, although various other materials are studied as 
well [37]. The chief reason for study of other materials is the high parasitic absorption of the 
ITO in the short wavelength range (below 600 nm).  
Interdigitated back contacts (IBC) structure offers significantly improved optical performance, 
as the front interface does not require TCO or the doped a-Si:H, which both contribute to the 
parasitic absorption, especially of the short wavelength light (below 600 nm). On the other 
hand, field effects are significantly weaker, and especially for the short wavelengths, both 
electrons and holes need to diffuse through the whole thick c-Si wafer before they can be 
collected. Furthermore, fabrication process is significantly more difficult by the need to 
deposit a-Si:H and TCO locally instead of covering the whole surface [38]. Despite these 
drawbacks, the record for the highest efficiency of c-Si solar cells is of the IBC structure [1]. 
Finally, solar cell requires contacts to extract the generated electrons. Screen printing with 
silver paste is usually used. Front side of the solar cell is printed with the silver paste to a grid 
of fingers and busbars, while the rear side is almost fully covered with silver, although 
aluminum is often used as well in industry for its significantly lower cost. For the IBC solar cells, 
the rear side has the only contacts and requires two interleaved grids of fingers and busbars 
– one for collecting electrons and the other for injection of electrons (collecting holes). The 
bifacial structure, where the solar cell accepts light from both front and rear side, uses similar 
grid to the front side, which is also printed to the rear. This leads to slightly worse solar cell 
performance when illuminated from the front as the rear metallized side does not provide 
light reflection; however, additional light from the rear side boosts performance. 
The basic bifacial solar cell schematic is shown in Figure 2-1 including the silver contacts. 
 
Figure 2-1: Schematic representation of bifacial heterojunction solar cell. Thicknesses are not shown to scale – especially the 
c-Si is typically significantly thicker than the rest of the layers. 
Two HJ structures were studied. One followed the typical HJ structure with p- a-Si:H on the 
front and the full rear coverage with back reflector. Its thicknesses are shown in schematic: 
ITO 
c-Si 
ITO 
Ag wire 
Ag wire 
p- a-Si:H 
i- a-Si:H 
i- a-Si:H 
n- a-Si:H 
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Figure 2-2: Mono-facial Si HJ solar cell structure. Thicknesses of the layers are listed as were used on the flat and textured 
surfaces. The structure is not to scale, n- c-Si is significantly thicker than the rest of the layers. 
This structure was only considered in simulations and was not fabricated. The other structure, 
which was also realized experimentally on the cell level (though not the module level), was a 
bifacial structure. The main goal of the fabricated textures was validation of the simulation 
model. Thicknesses of layers were slightly different than of the structure above, and 
additionally, n- a-Si:H was deposited at the front of the solar cell structure. Its structure is 
shown in Figure 2-3. 
 
Figure 2-3: Bifacial structure. Note that the n- c-Si layer is significantly thicker than the rest of the layers. Layer thicknesses 
shown are the intended thicknesses for the flat structure. For the textured structures, same thickness is maintained in 
direction isotropic (perpendicular) to the structure, leading to 1.7 times higher thickness in the conformal (vertical) direction. 
While this concludes the Si HJ structure, fabricated solar cells have to be protected from the 
environment. Glass is required for the mechanical protection of the solar cell. Its optical 
contribution is mostly negative as it reflects some incident light and absorbs in the short 
wavelength range (especially below 400 nm) and requires the addition of ethyl-vinyl-acetate 
(EVA) to eliminate rear-side reflections. EVA has a twofold purpose – it shields the solar cell 
from the environment by blocking various gasses, especially the water vapor, from entering 
the solar cell. Additionally, it provides near-glass refractive index, which leads to efficient light 
passing from glass to the solar cell. To lower initial reflectance from the glass, glass might be 
textured with nano or micro textures. Alternatively, an additional layer might be deposited on 
top of glass. That layer could be a simple anti-reflective (AR) coating – a medium with 
intermediate refractive index (or graded refractive index) that helps lower reflectance; or it 
ITO, 85 nm 
n- c-Si, 200 µm 
ITO, 85 nm 
p- a-Si:H, 10 nm 
i- a-Si:H, 5 nm 
i- a-Si:H, 10 nm 
n- a-Si:H, 10 nm 
Al, 500 nm 
ITO, 70 nm 
n- c-Si, 200 µm 
ITO, 120 nm 
n- a-Si:H, 8 nm 
i- a-Si:H, 6 nm 
i- a-Si:H, 6 nm 
p- a-Si:H, 8 nm 
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might be a texture that also redirects light beyond lowering initial reflectance. We investigated 
one type of textured light management foils.  
2.3 Textures 
As mentioned, interface textures and other photonic structures are introduced in solar cells 
to improve light management – enhance absorption of light in specific active parts of solar cell 
– in order to boost the photocurrent of the device. The textures can be introduced to internal 
interfaces or externally, e.g. a light management foil on protective glass in a PV module 
configuration. 
In Si HJ solar cell structures internal textures are introduced at front and/or rear interface of 
the c-Si wafer before thin layers are processed. These textures are also transferred to other 
internal interfaces between the layers, as the layers are thin. The texture transfer (the exact 
morphology at the interfaces between thin films) depends on conformal or non-conformal 
growth of layers [39]. 
There were several different textures explored in the simulations with some experimentally 
realized as well. Details of the experimental texture fabrication are given in chapter 3. Cross-
sections through individual textures are schematically shown in Figure 2-4, where the 
experimentally realized textures are shown in blue and the non-realized textures shown in 
red. 
Inverted nano pyramids Micro texture 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sine nano texture 
 
Micro+nano texture 
 
 
 
Figure 2-4: Inverted nano pyramids and random micro pyramids textures were fabricated in addition to considered in 
simulations, while the sine nano texture and the micro+nano texture were considered only in simulations. Texture dimensions 
are not to scale. 
Each of these structures is explained in detail here, while the fabrication process is explained 
in chapter 3. It needs to be pointed out that non-realized textures refers only to this work; the 
sine nano texture [40] and the multiscale texture [4] were fabricated by other groups. 
2.3.1 Random micro pyramids 
The micro texturing of c-Si wafers is the most common approach in industry and will likely 
remain dominant for at least several years. The commonly encountered random micro 
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pyramid texture is usually and in our work produced by directional wet etching using various 
alkaline etchants [41]–[43]. Slow etching (111) crystal planes define the resulting texture. The 
most important texture parameters are the median pyramid height, pyramid density and 
correlation length Lc, which are all linked together due to fixed angle of pyramid sides.  
Two different random micro pyramid textures were used in our work. One was generated 
using industry standard KOH etching, where the silicon wafers were immersed in KOH solution 
at 80 °C. Experimentally fabricated samples, presented in the other using TMAH etching with 
surfactant Monotext® (see details in chapter 3). While the pyramids generated by TMAH 
etching were significantly smaller, their optical properties were measured to be the same. In 
our experimentally fabricated samples only smaller pyramids were applied. 
Resulting micro textures are shown in Figure 2-5 in top view, isometric view and side view. 
   
 
Figure 2-5: SEM images of micro pyramids at various angles: (a) 0°, (b) 45°, (c) 90°. Bare Si wafer is shown in (a) and (b), while 
pyramids including p- and i-a-Si:H and the ITO are shown in (c). Correlation length is marked in (a). 
Median height of the micro pyramids is 2.8 µm, correlation length Lc = 1.3 µm, and the pyramid 
density is 5*104 pyramids/mm2.  
Texturing process is fairly cheap and suitable for mass production, while it offers sizeable 
improvement in efficiency over untextured wafers, making it standard choice for solar cell 
fabrication [44]. However, it is not possible to improve it further, as only a single parameter 
can be varied which does not have optical effect. Nano texturing is slowly gaining prominence 
even in industry and is expected to reach comparable market share to the micro texturing in 
10 years [44].  
2.3.2 Inverted nano pyramids 
The advantages of the nano textures are the potentially better AR and light trapping 
properties leading to higher efficiency. Additionally, nano texturing process leads to lower 
waste of material during the etching process, further improving efficiency. This is especially 
pronounced for thinner wafers (<100 µm), where several micrometers of material waste 
results in a significant percentage of thickness reduction. 
The inverted nano pyramid texture used in our work is generated by wet etching of c-Si using 
directional etchant such as TMAH (see details in subchapter 3.4.2). While wet etching is 
limited in textures it is able to generate, improved electrical performance makes it preferable 
choice over RIE [45]. Its properties are fully characterized by parameters specified in the 
following. For explanation of the parameters please also refer to schematics shown in Figure 
1 μm 1 μm 2 μm 
a) b) c) 
Lc 
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2-6. Main parameters are: period in both lateral directions (x and y) Px, Py and pyramid depth 
d. Related properties are also flat part widths between the inverted pyramids Wx, Wy, angle 
of the side walls of the pyramid with respect to the flat part α and fraction of the area 
corresponding to the pyramid, divided by the total area, called pyramid fraction PF.  
 
 
Figure 2-6: Inverted nano pyramid texture schematic in (a) top view, (b) side view. Texture parameters are shown. 
In the schematics in Figure 2-6, idealized pyramid texture is shown, where the adjacent 
pyramids are not offset. However, in experimentally generated samples, pyramids are offset 
due to 6° angle between the columns of pillars in the master and subsequent soft stamp. Angle 
is not expected to have any significant optical effect, it is chosen to facilitate wafer imaging 
under SEM – without the angle and with perfectly oriented pyramids, cleaving plane would lie 
at the same position on the pyramid, which might not be its minimum, making it impossible 
to correctly estimate pyramid depth. 
Inverted pyramid texture parameters are not all independent, their mutual dependence is 
governed by the following equations: 
 
𝑑 =
(𝑃 − 𝑊) 𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝛼)
2
 (1) 
 
𝑃𝐹 =
(𝑃𝑥 − 𝑊𝑥)(𝑃𝑦 − 𝑊𝑦)
(𝑃𝑥𝑃𝑦)
 (2) 
These equations do not acknowledge the possibility of angles being different in x and y 
direction and assume that the base of the pyramid is perfectly square. While some difference 
in angles and rectangular pyramid sides has been observed on our samples in AFM and SEM 
images, this effect was very small and cannot be distinguished from the imaging inaccuracy 
(such as slight tilt of the sample). The angle is defined by the slow etching (111) crystal planes 
and is roughly 54.7° in both directions, which is confirmed by the side SEM images. Therefore, 
in our simulations presented in this work α was set to 54.7°.  
Furthermore, as explained in chapter 3, the texture period is defined by the soft stamp used 
for the imprint. Changing pitch of the master stamp (and consequently of the soft stamp) to 
Px 
Py 
Wy 
Wx 
𝑃𝐹 =
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑
 
 
α 
P 
d 
W 
a) b) 
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obtain different periods would be possible and resulting textures have been explored in 
simulations, but for the given master stamp, the period varies only slightly due to different 
pressure during fabrication. Therefore, only depth d, flat part width W or the pyramid fraction 
PF are left as open parameters that vary during the sample fabrication. All three parameters 
are linked together by the equations (1) and (2). 
There were multiple nano textures fabricated with more explored in simulations. Fabricated 
textures varied slightly in period from P = 880 nm to P = 920 nm, while their PF varied 
considerably, from 70% on the worst texture to 88% on the best. High PF was found especially 
important for good performance of the nano textures. Variation is not intentional, and sources 
of variability are explained in subchapter 3.4.2.3. 
SEM images of selected samples of fabricated inverted nano pyramids are shown in Figure 
2-7. 
   
 
Figure 2-7: SEM images of nano pyramids at two angles (a) and (b) 0°, (c) 90°. Bare Si wafer is shown in (a), while pyramids 
including the n- and i-a-Si:H and ITO are shown in (b) and (c). 
On the best sample, shown in a), pyramid fraction is 88%, while the b) shows the worst 
inverted nano pyramids with only 70% PF and increased surface roughness due to indium tin 
oxide (ITO) sputtering. Detailed analysis of c) reveals that the ITO deposition is not conformal 
– there is more ITO deposited on the flat parts on the top, than in the apex of the pyramid. 
This results in approximately 57° angle of the resulting ITO surface. 
2.3.3 Other possible textures 
There are many other nano textures that are possible using other processes such as reactive 
ion etching (RIE), for example the sine or parabolic texture can be generated [2], [40]. 
However, RIE leads to worse electrical performance of the structure [45] and is generally more 
expensive as well [44], making it an unfavorable choice for the solar cell production unless the 
resulting textures outperform the ones obtained by wet etching. A well-known class of RIE 
textures are very high aspect ratio textures such as the nano cones for the black silicon texture. 
While AR properties of these textures are excellent, they are difficult to passivate, and while 
they are shown to scatter light for better light trapping, such scattering is not strong [3]. 
Sine texture was added to simulations as a different example of the class of textures – a 
smooth texture lacking sharp pyramid tips produced on the upright micro pyramids and the 
inverted nano pyramids. For the purpose of comparison to the inverted and upright pyramids, 
it retained the same aspect ratio (defined as height or depth divided by period) as the 
pyramids. 
a) b) c) 
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The given micro+nano multi-scale texture was used as an example of a highly complex texture 
that may be accurately simulated only by the combination of rigorous and non-rigorous 
simulation methods, in our case by the combined modelling approach (CMA); and to be 
compared to the textures comprising it: random micro pyramids and inverted nano pyramids. 
This texture is not manufacturable using wet etching, as both the inverted nano pyramids and 
the random micro pyramids are generated by the directionally selective etching. The sides of 
the random micro pyramids are limited by the (111) crystal planes and generation of inverted 
nano pyramids in sides of these pyramids is not possible using the same etching process. 
However, multiscale texturing is possible using RIE of the random micro pyramids to generate 
the nano texture such as nano cones [4]. These textures have not been studied in this thesis. 
2.4 Light management foil on glass 
In addition to the textures on the silicon wafer, photovoltaic (PV) modules can include also 
external photonic structures such as textured light management foil (LMF) on the glass. These 
textures can further boost the PV module efficiency by lowering initial air-glass reflectivity and 
help with light trapping inside the module. One example of such textures is a corner reflector 
texture, whose 3 rectangular sides reflect light back in the same direction at any incident 
angle. Applied to the solar module, texture is oriented such that the peaks of the texture are 
on top, offering AR effect, while its retro-reflectors are pointed towards the solar cell, and the 
texture is called “corner cube” [35], [46]. Such design has also been successfully implemented 
as the solar cell textures [47]. 
LMF is a valuable addition for the PV modules – either due to the better light trapping if 
suitable foil is applied to the rear side of the module, or due to the better AR properties if 
suitable foil (either with the same texture or a different one) is applied to the front side of the 
module. However, linear optics exhibits time reversal – the equations are the same under 
reversal of time. Therefore, if the light is nearly 100% passed through from air to glass (as 
desired for the AR properties), it will be also nearly 100% passed through from glass to air, 
which is undesirable from light trapping perspective. This severely limits effectiveness, as it is 
even theoretically impossible to design the “perfect” LMF which would exhibit both low initial 
reflectance and high retro-reflectance. Note that the textures on the c-Si naturally follow the 
same restrictions, but limitations are mentioned here as the very corner-cube texture 
considered is oriented around these incompatible goals (but, as mentioned, still performs very 
well). 
2.5 Conclusion 
The silicon heterojunction structure is currently the most efficient among silicon wafer-based 
technologies and is extensively researched. Silicon heterojunction structure operation was 
described, and purpose of all layers noted. Two different Si HJ cell structures were presented 
– a traditional monofacial structure with reflecting rear side and a bifacial one. More emphasis 
was on the bifacial HJ texture that excludes the rear reflector, as that structure was also 
fabricated to validate the simulation models including the coupled modelling approach.  
Various textures were investigated on top of the c-Si wafer and transferred to the HJ layers. 
Primary textures analyzed were the commonly used random micro pyramids, and the inverted 
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nano pyramids as a manufacturable structure showing good optical and electrical 
characteristics. Multiscale nano+micro texture was introduced to simulations to showcase 
abilities of the combined modelling approach and compare possibilities of the multiscale 
textures to the individual micro and nano textures, while the sine nano texture was added as 
an example of a smoother texture. Finally, the structure of the entire bifacial PV module 
excluding contacts was described. Encapsulant EVA, glass and the LMF on top of glass were 
added to the structure, noting the purpose of all individual layers. 
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3. Experimental work 
3.1 Introduction 
Experimental samples for our research were fabricated using the facilities at IMEC, Belgium, 
in the PV department, Epifoil group. I performed the most of sample generation steps myself 
and I was present during processing for the remaining steps. Samples were used to verify our 
optical models, experimentally explore the optical effects of nano and micro textures and to 
investigate the growth and optical effects of thin hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) and 
indium tin oxide (ITO) layers deposited on top of the textured c-Si substrates. By means of 
sample characterization which was done at IMEC and at UL FEE LPVO we predominately focus 
on optical characteristics of the samples, while effects on electrical parameters were not in 
the scope of our research.  
This chapter first introduces the sample processing procedure, then all processing steps and 
intermediate results are detailed. The chapter concludes with description of the measurement 
equipment and setup. 
3.2 Sample processing 
All samples were based on the 200 μm thick crystalline silicon wafers, slightly n-doped, with 
the main sample generation steps shown in Figure 3-1. 
 
Figure 3-1: Used experimental steps to fabricate samples. Optional steps are marked with dashed rectangles.  
“Piranha clean” is a three-step process consisting of “piranha etch”, “HF dip” and another 
“piranha etch”. The first etching step removes organic impurities from the sample and 
immobilizes inorganic impurities present on the sample surface in the generated SiO2 layer. 
HF etches the SiO2 and removes the immobilized impurities. Finally, another step of piranha 
etch is performed to protect the surface. The procedure was found to have no effect on the 
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optical properties of the sample; however, electrical properties are significantly worse without 
the sample cleaning. 
Two different textures were generated, the inverted nano pyramid texture and the random 
micro pyramids. The random micro pyramid texture is commonly used, while the inverted 
nano pyramid texture was chosen for its good optical and electrical performance [2], [45]. 
Texture generation is described more in detail in “Texturing methods”. 
Several wafer samples have been processed further to Si HJ solar cells including deposition of 
a-Si:H films and indium-tin oxide (ITO) contacts. There, the sample is first cleaned in the HF 
dip to remove native oxide, followed by the amorphous silicon deposition, which was then 
followed by the ITO deposition. Finally, the samples had the contact grid screen printed using 
Ag paste. The process is described more in detail in “Deposition of HJ and screen printing”. 
3.3 Equipment and processes for sample fabrication 
Various tools and fabrication processes were used to generate the textures and fabricate 
complete HJ solar cell structures. We decided to list and describe the tools and processes in 
the order that is followed by generation of the micro textured solar cell, followed by tools and 
processes specific to the generation of the inverted nano pyramid texture. 
3.3.1 Wetbench processes 
All the work with chemicals was performed in a manual wetbench (RENA, Germany) – a 
laminar flow cabinet installed in a cleanroom facility for safely and cleanly working with the 
liquid chemicals during the processing of the wafers. Various chemicals and recipes were used 
in the wetbench. Some of them are listed and briefly described in next sections. 
3.3.1.1 “Piranha” etch 
Sulfuric peroxide mix is a mixture of H2SO4 and H2O2. It is often called “Piranha” due to its 
aggressive oxidation (burning) of organic material. Additionally, it oxidizes Si surface to SiO2, 
presenting a self-protection layer – few nm thick SiO2 layer is formed on top of the wafer after 
sample immersion in the “piranha”. 
There are various recipes to prepare “piranha” with similar properties. For this work, 
“piranha” consisting of 96% H2SO4 and 30% H2O2 in ratio of 4:1 was prepared in a glass beaker 
on a hot plate in the wetbench. H2O2 was poured in the beaker first, followed by H2SO4, to 
avoid splashing. This is similar to the typical chemical preparation where the concentrated 
chemical is poured in the dilute, but unlike the typically prescribed procedure of “piranha” 
preparation. Majority of sources for “piranha” recipe note that you must always slowly pour 
the H2O2 in the H2SO4 to prevent possible explosion of the peroxide [48]. During pouring, the 
solution rapidly heats up and reaches temperatures even above 100 ℃. 
In our case the samples were immersed in the solution in a cassette for 10 minutes, after 
which they were rinsed. 
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3.3.1.2 Rinsing process 
Wet bench included overflow bath, in which the water flows from the bottom and overflows 
through the top, removing impurities. Conductivity of water is continuously measured, and 
once it drops below a certain baseline value, the sample is proclaimed clean of weakly 
attached impurities. Rinse step was performed after each step that is related to immersing in 
chemicals. The purpose of rinsing is to clean residual chemicals from the sample. 
3.3.1.3 HF 
Hydrogen fluoride (HF) is a commonly used chemical to etch various oxides and nitrides, while 
it can be also used to etch silicon if concentrated. A very dilute solution consisting of roughly 
20 H2O : 1 HF : 1 HCl was prepared in our case to selectively etch SiO2 and later, Si3N4. The 
purpose of water and HF mixture is to etch the oxide and nitride, while the HCl is added to 
prevent metal cross-contamination between the samples in the same solution. This 
contamination is optically irrelevant due to low concentration of impurities but produces 
sizeable electrical disadvantages.  
Samples are immersed (dipped) in the solution typically for 2 minutes. The hydrophobic nature 
of the resulting silicon surface is the indicator of a long enough HF dip. Samples with flat 
interfaces are cleaned faster than the textured samples, especially the sample with inverted 
nano pyramids. 
3.3.1.4 TMAH etching 
Tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) was used to form the targeting micro and nano 
textures. TMAH is used for directional and selective etching of c-Si. Etch rate, selectivity and 
directionality are all heavily temperature and concentration dependent [49]. Two different 
IMEC recipes were used, one for generation of the nano textures and the other for the 
generation of micro textures. 
Recipe for nano texture generation was optimized during the experimental work. The final 
recipe was a mixture of 3 units of H2O : 2 TMAH : 0.03 surfactant, heated up to 80 ℃. 
Surfactant monoTEX® (RENA, Germany) [50] is used to lower surface tension of the solution 
and produces uniform wetting of the sample. Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) as well as other 
surfactants can be used instead [51]. Dummy wafers were put in the solution first to saturate 
the solution with silicon, ensuring uniform etch rate. Then, samples with the oxide mask were 
immersed to generate the inverted nano pyramids. Further texturing details and the oxide 
mask generation are given in the section “Nano texture”. 
Different recipe was used for the micro texture generation. Mixture of 20 H2O : 1 TMAH : 0.1 
surfactant monoTEX® was heated up to 80 °C. Dummy wafers were inserted to saturate the 
solution with Si to ensure uniform etch rate, then the samples were immersed for 10 minutes. 
This is the minimum duration that still produces full pyramid coverage. At such etching time 
and conditions, pyramids are smaller than the ones produced by the typical KOH etching. 
Further texturing details are given in the “Micro texture” section. 
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3.3.2 a-Si:H deposition method 
Industrial in-line tool AK1000 (Meyer Burger, Switzerland) was used to PECVD deposit thin 
layers of intrinsic (i-), boron doped (p-) and phosphorus doped (n-) hydrogenated amorphous 
silicon (a-Si:H). Intrinsic a-Si:H was deposited using silane (SiH4) diluted with H2. Addition of 
phosphine gas produced the n+ doped n-a-Si:H, while the addition of diborane gas produces 
the p+ doped p-a-Si:H. Only the “textured” recipe was used for all the samples - in it the thin 
film layer thicknesses were selected to ensure good passivation properties of the micro 
texture and were not optimized for the nano texture. Depositions of a-Si:H layers were carried 
out at IMEC by Yury Smirnov. 
3.3.3 ITO deposition 
Tool Leybold (Buhler, Switzerland) was used for sputtering of the ITO. Front side was 
deposited first, followed by rear side. Both sides used “textured” recipe, therefore thicker 
layer thickness – the front ITO was 120 nm thick conformally (70 nm isotropic to the micro 
texture) while the rear ITO was 200 nm thick conformally (120 nm isotropic to the micro 
texture). Afterwards, samples were annealed in a furnace at 170 ℃ for 25 minutes to ensure 
good electrical qualities. Depositions of ITO have been performed again at IMEC by Yury 
Smirnov and Twan Bearda. 
3.3.4 Screen printing 
To make the contacts – busbars and fingers on the front side, with nearly full rear side 
coverage – screen printing technique using Ag paste was used. After all samples have been 
screen printed, the samples were annealed in the furnace to improve electrical quality of the 
sample. Twan Bearda performed screen printing of our samples at IMEC. 
Screen printing is the final step in fabrication of all samples. Below, additional equipment and 
processes are listed for fabrication of the inverted nano pyramids in the order performed. 
3.3.5 Master stamp and soft stamp fabrication 
The soft stamp is required in embossing process of the nano-texture. First, the master stamp 
has to be fabricated using electron beam lithography [52]. This is a very costly step; however, 
a single master stamp can be used to fabricate multiple soft stamps. For the soft stamp 
fabrication, the solution consisting of well-mixed PDMS and a cross-linker in ratio 10:1 was 
poured over the master stamp, which was positioned on the bottom of a box. Outgassing of 
the PDMS was performed in a vacuum chamber for several minutes until the bubbling 
stopped. Following outgassing, soft stamp was heated in an oven at 130 ℃ for several hours 
to speed up cross-linking process. Hardened soft stamp was slowly peeled off the master 
stamp and used during the NIL press processing step to emboss the nano texture in the resist 
on the sample. The same soft stamp was used for all imprints. 
3.3.6 SiO2 and Si3N4 PECVD 
Plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) tool was used to deposit the 100 nm 
thick layer of SiO2. This layer was used to prevent etching on one side for the single-sided 
random micro pyramid texture generation. Additionally, the layer was patterned to serve as a 
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mask for the nano texturing. Protective bi-layer consisting of 100 nm SiO2 and 100 nm Si3N4 
was deposited on top of the inverted nano pyramids to protect the pyramids during the 
fabrication of samples with the nano texture on one side and micro texture on the other. In 
my case, Arsalan Razzaq and Valerie Depauw, researchers at IMEC, performed this processing 
step. 
3.3.7 Spin-coating 
Spin-coater was used to deposit a thin layer of resist on the sample. This layer was used for 
embossing of the nano texture on the sample. Wafer was positioned in the middle of the spin-
coater, held in place with vacuum. A few ml of thermally sensitive resist was poured in the 
middle of the wafer, the spin-coating recipe was selected and executed. Spin-coating was 
performed at the 1000 rotations per minute (RPM) with 500 RPM/s acceleration, for 30 
seconds, ensuring uniform resist thickness. After spin coating, the sample was put on a hot 
plate at 100 ℃ for 1 minute for the resist to harden, then it was left to cool down before 
further processing. 
3.3.8 NIL press 
A homemade nano imprint lithography (NIL) press for thermal NIL is used to transfer soft 
stamp pattern to the resist. NIL press consists of three main parts: manual hydraulic pressure 
pump with pressure gauge, heater of the lower and upper plate, and a water-cooling loop for 
the plates. Samples were heated to 130 ℃ for the imprint and cooled down to 50 ℃ using 
water-cooling. Using the hydraulic pressure pump, pressure as close to 3.04 kPa as possible 
was maintained for the imprint duration. The actual pressure varied from 2.9 kPa to 3.2 kPa 
due to manual operation of the pressure pump. 
3.3.9 RIE tool 
Reactive ion etching (RIE) tool Versaline (Plasma-Therm, USA) was used to dry-etch SiO2 in the 
region without the resist. O2 plasma was used to remove the thin layer of residual resist from 
the holes produced by the NIL, while the CF4 plasma was used to remove exposed SiO2 in the 
holes and produce initial damage to Si. In my case Arsalan Razzaq and Valerie Depauw 
performed this processing step. 
3.4 Texturing methods 
Samples with two different types of textures have been included in our analysis in addition to 
the untextured (flat) sample: These are the nano texture, consisting of periodic inverted nano 
pyramids, and the micro texture with random upright micro pyramids (3-2). 
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Figure 3-2: SEM of the random micro and the periodic nanotexture used in our investigation. 
Both the nano and the micro texture were generated using TMAH etching, which has 
directional selectivity in etching. (100) and (110) crystal planes of Si are etched faster than the 
densely packed (111) plane, so the etching results in exposed (111) planes. Inverted nano 
pyramid as well as upright micro pyramid have the same expected angle of the pyramid due 
to this directional selectivity – 54.7°. 
Flat, nano and micro textures together lead to 6 possible texture combinations, schematically 
shown in Figure 3-3.  
 
Figure 3-3: Combinations of textures on Si. All textures are produced by etching in the silicon – therefore by removing 
material.  
3.4.1 Micro texture generation 
Micro texturing is commonly performed using KOH etching (Na diffuses faster, so K is 
preferred to maintain good electrical performance; additionally, KOH etching results in the 
“nicest” – most perfect – pyramids) [53]. However, we used TMAH etching instead. The main 
difference in the resulting textures is that the TMAH pyramids with the currently used recipe 
are smaller (and therefore denser) than the pyramids obtained with KOH etching. However, 
this size difference leads to no notable differences in optical properties, either measured or 
simulated. 
Double-sided micro texture (micro/micro) generation was the simplest of all textured wafers. 
Only a single step – TMAH etching with the micro-texture recipe – is required to generate the 
flat / flat nano / flat micro / flat 
nano / nano nano / micro micro / micro 
a) b) 
1 μm 1 μm 
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rectangular pyramids limited by the slow-etching (111) crystallographic planes. Single sided 
micro/flat texture combination requires slightly more steps. These samples require deposition 
of the protective SiO2 on one side of the wafer. After TMAH etching with the same recipe as 
for micro/micro sample, HF dip is required to remove the protective SiO2 layer, exposing the 
flat wafer side. The third texture combination including the micro pyramids – nano/micro – is 
the most complicated and presented last (see “Nano/micro texture”). 
3.4.2 Nano texture generation 
Unlike the micro texture where double-sided texture is easier to generate, it is simpler to 
generate a single-sided nano texture than a double-sided one, while even the single sided 
nano texture still requires many more steps than the single sided micro texture. 
3.4.2.1 Single sided nano texture generation 
The basic single sided nano texture (nano/flat) fabrication consists of several steps, shown in 
Figure 3-4. Partial results after the step are also shown. 
 
Figure 3-4: Schematic of inverted nano pyramid texturing. AFM scan of texture is shown in subsequent figures for marked 
steps. 
SiO2 
deposition Spin-coating 
of resist Thermal NIL 
RIE 
TMAH 
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The procedure requires six steps, not including the fabrication of the NIL master stamp and 
the soft stamp. TMAH slowly etches SiO2 compared to Si – this enables selective etching of Si, 
and thus generation of inverted nano pyramids. Sample fabrication without the SiO2 mask was 
attempted as well in hope resist alone would serve as a sufficiently good mask. However, the 
resist is rapidly removed by the TMAH before the pyramids are formed. 
Spin coating of resist and thermal NIL using the soft stamp were performed one after the other 
in as quick succession as possible to avoid any degradation of the resist layer. A few ml of resist 
was poured on the sample and rotated to spread out the liquid in a layer of constant thickness. 
After spin-coating was completed, the sample was removed from the spin-coater and heated 
to 100 ℃ for 1 minute for the resist to harden. After resist hardening, sample was put on a 
cleanroom wipe to cool down before further processing. 
Thermal NIL was performed immediately after all samples were spin-coated and cooled down. 
A manual NIL press was used together with the soft stamp to make the imprint. The sample 
was heated to 130 ℃ for 1 minute for the resist to soften, permitting imprint. Then, 
maintaining the 130 ℃ temperature, a constant 3.05 kPa pressure was applied for 2 minutes. 
The required pressure was determined from the resist datasheet and the area of the soft 
stamp. After 2 minutes the imprint was completed. Heating was turned off and the cold water 
was opened to cool down hot plates. The same 3.05 kPa pressure was maintained until the 
sample reached 50 ℃ and the resist hardened again. At 50 ℃, the sample was released from 
the NIL press. Due to manual operation of the NIL press, pressure varied from 2.9 kPa to 3.2 
kPa for each sample, which introduced some variation of the samples. 
Reactive ion etching (RIE) followed next. First, 10 seconds of O2 plasma was applied to the 
wafer to burn the remaining resist in the holes. Afterwards, 170 seconds of CF4 plasma was 
applied to remove the exposed silicon oxide and produce initial damage to the Si wafer. After 
RIE completed, the sample has the oxide mask prepared for the TMAH etching. The resulting 
wafer is shown in Figure 3-5. 
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Figure 3-5: Wafer after RIE etching of the SiO2. Holes do not have constant depth and the floor of the hole is randomly textured 
due to random ion bombardment. Colorbar “blue = low; yellow = high” is used. 
The AFM image of the wafer after the RIE etching shows that the SiO2 mask remains smooth 
even after the etching. However, once the CF4 plasma reaches the Si wafer, etching is 
significantly faster. Random ion bombardment produces significant variation inside the holes, 
as the holes do not have the constant depth nor the smooth bottoms. 
Solution recipe for etching is given in “TMAH etch”. Some spare samples with the oxide mask 
were sacrificed first to check at which point the samples start to over-etch (see “Nano texture 
pitfalls”). The majority of samples were found to start over-etching at approximately 5 
minutes, 45 seconds for the given mixture and temperature. A conservative choice of 5 
minutes, 15 seconds etch time was used for the final samples. This time is heavily dependent 
on the TMAH solution, temperature, the size of holes in the master stamp and the distance 
between the holes (thus, resulting sample period). Once this optimal set of parameters was 
obtained for our conditions, a cassette loaded with all the samples requiring nano texture was 
immersed in the solution. At the end of TMAH etch, samples still have SiO2 protective layer 
with pyramid tips visible close to the middle of the holes.  
1 μm 
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Figure 3-6: Inverted nano pyramids formed under the protective/masking SiO2 layer. Colorbar “blue = low; yellow = high” is 
used. 
Besides the successful generation of the inverted nano pyramids, two other effects can be also 
observed in Figure 3-6. The first is that the pyramid depth is not constant but varies from one 
pyramid to the other in no apparent pattern. Furthermore, pyramid tips are occasionally 
shifted several nanometers with respect to the center of the hole. Neither is an AFM artefact, 
while the resulting effect of both defects on the nano texture quality is negative and is 
described in the “Nano texture pitfalls”. 
Finally, HF dip was used to remove the remaining SiO2 and reveal the final nano texture: 
 
1 μm 
1 μm 
P1 
P2 
W1 
W2 
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Figure 3-7: AFM image of the inverted nano pyramids. Colorbar “blue = low; yellow = high” is used. 
The test sample shown in Figure 3-7 has a high quality of the generated nano texture. Its longer 
period P1 was 930 nm, while the shorter P2 was 750 nm. Unlike the usually poor performance 
of samples with different periods, this sample is distinguished by an extremely short flat part 
widths W1 and W2 (corresponding to P1 and P2, respectively) – both are actually below 10 nm 
and are only drawn larger to be visible on the image. Low flat part width lead to good 
performance of the sample – the sample significantly outperformed the random micro 
pyramids. Unfortunately, the majority of the sample was over-etched and only selected high 
quality zones remained. 
All final nano textures have remarkably constant periods given the number of steps that could 
influence the results. The longer period P1 varied from 910 to 930 nm, while the shorter P2 
varied from 880 to 910 nm for the majority of the nano imprints near their center. Only at the 
stamp edge, periods are occasionally stretched out more, reaching 1000 nm. Their flat part 
widths are less constant even in the center – the width corresponding to the longer period W1 
varied from 70 to 150 nm, while the shorter period flat part width W2 varied from 40 to 120 
nm on the majority of samples. The reasons for period and flat part variability and their effects 
are explained in “Nano texture pitfalls”.  
3.4.2.2 Double sided nano texture generation 
Nano/nano texture fabrication closely follows the nano/flat procedure described above, 
though several steps must be performed for each side separately: Deposition of SiO2, spin-
coating of resist and the RIE etching. Additionally, two soft stamps are required – one for each 
side of the sample – while the NIL press generates imprint on both sides at the same time. 
Due to use of two stamps, pressure had to be increased to 6.1 kPa and the real applied 
pressure varied from 5.9 kPa to 6.4 kPa for the sample. 
Etching obviously happens on both sides simultaneously due to immersion. Etch rate is the 
same on both sides, so the resulting textures are expected to be of the same quality, while the 
both soft stamps are required to have the same period. However, due to other processing 
steps, the oxide mask and silicon pre-etch holes might not be of the same quality, leading to 
one side getting over-etched faster than the other. Indeed, this has happened on our sample. 
3.4.2.3 Nano texture pitfalls 
Unlike the straightforward micro texturing, there are several possible pitfalls of nano texturing 
that need to be noted. The most crucial issue is over-etching, mentioned several times in the 
paragraphs above. For the random micro pyramids, as well as for the upright nano pyramids 
(which were not fabricated), longer etching time removes ever more material, but the 
pyramids remain stable in shape. Therefore, longer etching does not cause significant harm. 
On the other hand, for the inverted nano pyramids, once the two (111) planes meet and start 
overlapping, a rapid etch of the edge occurs and the pyramids merge. First, the edge becomes 
flattened at nearly no increase in total depth. Then, assuming just these 2 pyramids, continued 
etching would result in a rectangular trough, again exposing the (111) crystal planes. However, 
once the first two pyramids meet, other pyramids soon start overlapping as well. This rapidly 
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deteriorates the whole structure – the whole structure becomes flattened. This is illustrated 
in Figure 3-8.  
 
Figure 3-8: Schematic of the TMAH etching process that produces over-etching. All arrows denote TMAH etching. Pyramids 
grow with time in the TMAH. However, once they touch, their common edge is rapidly etched and the pyramids merge with 
flat bottom. 
Therefore, great caution with timing is required when nanotexturing. Too short etching time 
leads to pyramids with very low PF. Too long etching time ruins the pyramids due to over-
etching, making the wafer flat again. Etching for just the correct amount of time is therefore 
paramount and needs to be carefully optimized to ensure high quality of the texture. The 
etching time of 5 minutes 15 seconds was found to be the optimal reliable value for the given 
etching conditions and the oxide mask. 
Over-etched sample with the oxide mask is shown in Figure 3-9. 
 
Figure 3-9: AFM image of sample over-etching as seen through the oxide mask. One occurrence of over-etching is marked 
with a red ellipse. The oxide mask is of very low quality, showing many different defects: stretching (black ellipse), individual 
hole displacement (green ellipse) and inconsistent shape of the holes (same green ellipse). Colorbar “blue = low; yellow = 
high” is used. 
Si 
SiO2 
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The figure shows one instance of over-etching, marked with a red ellipse. While the holes do 
not touch, the same pyramid underneath does cover both holes – note the lowest point is on 
the edge of left and right hole. Additionally, there are many mask defects shown. Stamp 
stretching produced variation of distances between the holes is marked with a black ellipse. 
The stretching is pronounced enough that some holes even overlap. Furthermore, some holes 
were displaced from their expected periodic pattern. One such hole is marked with a green 
ellipse. The same hole is additionally not circular unlike the majority of holes. All these defects 
severely deteriorate the achievable quality of the inverted nano pyramids. These effects were 
not typically encountered for the mirror-polished wafers, which were the basis of all the final 
samples. However, such issues were common for the less polished wafers due to height 
variation. 
Stamp rotation must follow the wafer crystallinity due to the etching process, otherwise high 
PF is impossible to achieve, regardless of etch time. Unlike the RIE or other dry-etching 
techniques, TMAH etching is highly directionally selective and is limited by the (111) 
crystallographic planes. If these planes lie in the same direction as the periods of the 
nanotextured holes, which are all evenly spaced, resulting pyramids can cover the whole 
surface before overlapping with other pyramids – theoretically, PF could reach 100%. On the 
other hand, if the nano holes do not align perfectly with the crystallographic directions, 
maximum PF is limited. For the worst case of 45° rotation, maximum PF is as low as 50% - only 
half of the surface is textured with small pyramids, the other half is flat. These two edge cases 
are shown on the AFM images of two wafers, one with stamp oriented along the planes and 
the other with 45° rotation, while the equation for maximum PF is given below: 
  
 
Figure 3-10: AFM image of the inverted nano pyramids produced with 0° (a) and 45° (b) stamp rotation. TMAH etching follows 
crystal planes, leading to larger pyramids without overlapping without rotation. Over-etching is additionally visible on the 
bottom of (b). Colorbar “blue = low; yellow = high” is used. 
 
𝑃𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 = {
𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛼)2 ; 𝛼 < 45°
𝑐𝑜𝑠(90 − 𝛼)2 ; 𝛼 > 45°
 (3) 
With 𝛼 being the angle of stamp rotation relative to the crystal planes.  
1 μm 1 μm 
a) b) 
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As noted from the formula, 10° rotation gives 97% pyramid fraction, while the worst case of 
45° rotation gives 50% PF. Therefore, as long as the stamp is positioned with care, it does not 
limit maximum PF significantly. 
The soft stamp has a 6° angle between the directions, which is present to enable SEM imaging 
of the samples and does not serve any optical purpose. It produces only 0.5% difference in 
periods and limits the achievable PF to 99.5% at 0° stamp rotation – so, there is nearly no 
effect on the performance. 
However, there are other issues with the stamp which do influence the final results 
significantly. AFM image of the master stamp revealed that the holes of the master stamp 
have slightly different periods. Difference is approximately 3%, leading to the same loss in 
maximum PF. Additionally, slight depth variation is present (approximately 1%). This leads to 
the same few nm differences in heights of pillars of the soft stamp and amount of residual 
resist in the holes on the sample imprint, as well as the thickness of the protective resist. This 
could lead to differences in pyramid depths, however, the short RIE O2 plasma step before the 
CF4 plasma ensures all the remaining resist from the holes is burned away. This offers 
consistent starting condition in the periodic holes before the CF4 etch. Due to random CF4 
etch, the depth variation is reintroduced, which does lead to depth variation of the generated 
nano pyramids. 
Soft stamp production affects results as well. Due to the mixing and pouring process, even a 
slight tilt could lead to the stamp having slightly uneven thickness. Additionally, due to the 
same process, the stamp might have slightly uneven density. Both soft stamp fabrication 
issues most crucially lead to different expansion across the stamp – due to either thermal 
expansion or expansion because of the applied pressure. This results in the additional 
variation of the period (beyond the one present in the master stamp). In the extreme case, it 
can even lead to the stretching defects shown in Figure 3-9. The same variation can be also 
caused during the NIL press step - if the stamp is not carefully positioned in the center of the 
wafer or if the wafer is not carefully positioned in the center of the NIL press. The highest 
variation in periods observed was an 875 nm period in one direction with a 1200 nm period in 
the other direction near the edge of a sacrificial sample used to optimize the nano texturing 
process. Variation of the periods in the final samples was modest as stated already, varying 
from P1 = 910-930 nm for the longer period with P2 = 880-910 nm for the shorter period. 
Another issue regarding nano texturing could be observed in Figure 3-6 – that the center of 
the RIE hole may be different than the position of the pyramid underneath . This effect 
influences distance between the two adjacent pyramids while it does not have global effect 
to the period length, resulting in limited maximum PF and differences in W. Additionally, the 
same figure shows pyramids are not of the same size. Likewise, this limits PFmax as the larger 
pyramids will start overlapping while there is still a flat part present between the smaller 
pyramids. While the very same hole has not been imaged after the pyramid generation, it is 
most plausible that the lowest point of the hole is the apex (tip, the lowest point) of the 
inverted nano pyramid – which might not be in the center due to random etching. Likewise, 
deeper lowest point of the hole likely leads to deeper pyramids. 
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3.4.3 Nano/micro texture generation 
Finally, the nano/micro texture generation is the most complicated of the considered textures. 
First, the nano texture was generated, following the “Single sided nano texture” procedure. 
Afterwards, 100 nm SiO2 and 100 nm Si3N4 layers were deposited, where the former protects 
the texture during deposition of Si3N4 layer. Both layers together protect the texture during 
the “Micro texture” generation using TMAH etching. Longer (approximately 5 minutes) HF dip 
is required to remove the Si3N4 and the SiO2 layers, exposing the nano texture. There was no 
observed degradation of the nano texture during this process.  
Alternative options to generate nano/micro texture combination have not been attempted, 
as they are less likely to produce a high-quality texture combination. It would be possible to 
generate the micro texture first, followed by the nano texture. However, it would require 
many nano texturing steps, which might damage the micro texture. The NIL press step is the 
most problematic due to applied pressure – the rear side of the wafer is pressed against a hot 
plate. While it does not scratch the flat side of the wafer, it might dull the tips of the micro 
pyramids. Generation of both textures simultaneously would be very desirable to decrease 
number of processing steps and make the process cheaper to implement for volume scale 
production, but it is probably impossible to achieve. In addition to the TMAH solutions being 
different, the nano texture would likely become over-etched by the time micro texture is 
generated, regardless of the texture recipe. 
The double sided nano texture (nano/nano) could be also produced using the protective layers 
as for the generation of the nano/micro texture combination. This would enable use of stamps 
with different periods; however, such procedure would be more complicated than the 
simultaneous processing performed.  
3.5 Deposition of HJ and screen printing 
HJ structure was chosen for the samples, as it is the basis of the highest efficiency crystalline 
solar cells [1]. Steps to produce the heterojunction with the ITO deposition are illustrated in 
Figure 3-11. 
 
Figure 3-11: Generation of the HJ structure including the ITO deposition. 
HF dip was performed immediately before the deposition of hydrogenated amorphous silicon 
(a-Si:H) to remove thin native oxide and enable good passivation of the intrinsic a-Si:H (i-a-
Si:H) layers. Front side of the heterojunction was deposited first. The chamber was 
conditioned, then 8.5 nm of the i-a-Si:H was deposited (5 nm isotropic to the micro texture). 
HF dip 
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Immediately afterwards, 13.6 nm of the phosphorus doped (negative) a-Si:H (n-a-Si:H) was 
deposited (8 nm isotropic to the micro texture). Chamber was conditioned again before the 
rear side deposition. There, same 8.5 nm of the i-a-Si:H was deposited, followed by 13.6 nm 
of the boron doped (positive) a-Si:H (p-a-Si:H). This completes the deposition of a-Si:H. 
Thicknesses of the a-Si:H were optimized to perform good passivation, front surface field and 
back surface field of the random micro texture and were not optimized for the nano texture. 
While the p+ is typically used as the front layer due to better electrical properties [12], the n+ 
was chosen instead for improved optical performance (lower parasitic absorption). 
After a-Si:H deposition, ITO was sputtered. “Textured” recipe optimized for the random micro 
texture was used for both rear and front deposition, with the front ITO deposited first. The 
front ITO is thinner, at 120 nm in vertical (conformal direction), chosen to offer 70 nm 
perpendicular (isotropic) to the random micro texture. The rear ITO is thicker and measured 
200 nm in conformal direction, chosen to give 120 nm isotropic to the random micro texture. 
The ITO deposition concludes the steps required for the optical generation of the samples. To 
fabricate solar cells, screen printing using silver paste was performed on selected samples. 
The front side was printed with the traditional fingers and busbars, while the rear side had a 
nearly full Ag coverage excluding some spots. 
3.6 Measurement equipment 
Fabricated samples were measured on a variety of tools during the processing to check their 
electrical and optical properties. The most important tools for the final optical measurement 
of the samples were Loana (pv-tools, Germany) at IMEC, Belgium and the Lambda 950 
(PerkinElmer, USA) at the LPVO lab in FE, UL, Slovenia.  
Both tools were used to perform total reflectance (Rtot) measurements. Loana was additionally 
used to perform Rtot measurements on smaller areas such as between the fingers of the cell, 
while the Lambda 950 was used to additionally measure total transmittance (Ttot), and diffuse 
measurements (Tdif, Rdif). All measurements were performed using the corresponding 
integrating sphere. Lambda 950 measurements had basic post processing performed to 
eliminate the jump in signal at wavelengths of 860-900 nm. 
Texture profiles were obtained from AFM scans and cross-validated with SEM images, which 
were additionally used to verify thickness of the ITO layer. This information served as a 
validation of the sample generation process and as an input of the simulation models. Total 
and diffuse reflectance (Rtot and Rdif) and total and diffuse transmittance (Ttot, Tdif) were 
measured as the final optical parameters of the samples. 
In addition to the optical measurements, samples were measured at an atomic force 
microscope (AFM) from Bruker (USA) using Olympus probes AC160TS in tapping mode (also 
called AC mode), located at IMEC, Belgium. Both the lateral dimensions and the depth 
information were obtained from the AFM. It was found that AFM severely underestimates 
heights, while the imaged lateral dimensions matched the other known data (such as the 
period of the master stamp). Height error led to incorrect pyramid angles, with median angle 
of 48° instead of the expected 54.7°. Source of this error is currently unknown and persists 
consistently for all measurements, so the AFM calibration was likely incorrect. 
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Scanning electron microscope (SEM) Supra 35VP at National Institute of Chemistry, Ljubljana, 
Slovenia was also used to image the samples. Katja Polh and Gregor Kapun performed the 
imaging. Signals InLens and SE2 were used. Images of the random micro pyramids were taken 
from the top (0°) and at an angle (45°). Random micro pyramids with the rear side HJ and ITO 
layers was imaged from the side (90°) to confirm the shape of ITO deposition.    
3.7 Conclusion 
A variety of samples was prepared using different methods and tools with the purpose to 
verify the developed modelling tools and to investigate improvements related to different 
textures and their positions in silicon heterojunction solar cells. Two different types of textures 
– the periodic inverted nano pyramids, and the random (upright) micro pyramids – were 
generated on the wafers. Even though there are many manufacturing issues with the inverted 
nano pyramid texture, even these sub-optimal nano textures are comparable and sometimes 
even superior to the random micro textures. Therefore, these issues should be seen as a 
potential for further improvement and research, not as a reason to abandon inverted pyramid 
nano texturing. 
Deposition of a-Si:H layers for and the ITO layer deposition was performed on a subset of 
samples to complete them in HJ solar cell structures. These samples were fabricated to offer 
a difficult test case for the simulation tools, as well as confirming the HJ applicability to the 
nano-textured samples.  
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4. Optical models 
4.1 Introduction 
To test various structures and devices, different textures and novel materials, fast and 
accurate simulations are incredibly valuable, as they enable rapid validation and optimization 
of the concepts before they are fabricated. Optoelectronic device simulations can be split to 
optical and electrical modelling and coupled via charge generation distribution. Optical 
modelling can be then further split into rigorous and non-rigorous (approximate) methods. 
The rigorous simulations are accurate but generally slow, while the approximate simulations 
are usually faster but have limited applicability.  
Our first approach described in this chapter is Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis (RCWA), which 
is a rigorous method. Compared to the two well-known rigorous methods – the finite element 
method (FEM) [54] or the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method [55], the method is 
distinguished by fast and accurate simulations of many dielectric gratings (periodic 
structures). Additionally, the RCWA method can simulate flat interfaces of arbitrary thickness, 
similar to the transfer matrix method (TMM). However, even though it can simulate larger 
structures than what is possible by FEM, it suffers on accuracy for very large structures – for 
example, accurate simulation of structures the size of a micro pyramid is impossible [56]. 
Additional advantage is also straightforward coupling of resulting reflected and transmitted 
optical modes with input and output rays in ray tracing (RT) model in the simulator coupling 
called combined modelling approach (CMA), which includes transfer matrix method (TMM) in 
addition to the previously mentioned RCWA and RT. 
In this chapter, RCWA is presented first, starting with derivation and continuing with 
improvements to the basic model. CMA is presented afterwards. 
4.2 Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis 
A model based on Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis (RCWA) was developed in the frame of 
this PhD thesis to describe optical situation in thin-film layer stacks with nanotextured 
interfaces and other photonic structures. It was implemented in MATLAB®. RCWA [57], [58], 
also named Fourier Modal Method (FMM) [59], belongs to the category of rigorous methods. 
Rigorous methods are characterized by few or no approximations in solving the Maxwell 
equations, which leads to ability to deal with arbitrary accuracy of simulation of any structure, 
usually at the cost of long simulations compared to approximate methods.  
Other notable rigorous methods are the finite element method (FEM) [54] and the finite 
difference time domain (FDTD) [55] method. Compared to these methods, RCWA is faster for 
the given accuracy when dielectric structures are simulated, while it suffers on high accuracy 
for the simulation of metallic structures [60]. This enables simulations of larger structures at 
the same time. The method is readily applied to approximately 2 µm large structures [3], 
thereby filling the “micrometer gap” between the wave optics simulations with FEM and non-
rigorous methods [61]. Additionally, the method may be considered as an extension of the 
transfer matrix method (TMM), as it can also simulate untextured (flat) layers of arbitrary 
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thickness with the same formalism and speed as the TMM. This property is also shared by 
another closely related rigorous method - Chandezon method (C-method) [62], which is less 
used. 
RCWA originates from 1981 and was firstly targeted as a more accurate simulation tool for 
tilted planar gratings [57], improving simulation accuracy over previous methods, such as 
Kogelnik coupled wave method [63]. Current form of the method was established in 1995, 
when Moharam and Gaylord proposed formulation that converged well and produced 
accurate results for even very deep gratings, which was a notable limitation of the previous 
approaches [64], [65]. Next year, Li greatly improved convergence properties of TM 
polarization by use of inverse factorization [26]. However, improved approach was only 
applicable to 1D gratings in either 2D or 3D simulations, as the split to TE and TM is not well 
defined in 3D. Improvement of convergence for general 2D grating in 3D simulations proved 
to be much trickier and is continuously researched. Various approaches are discussed in 
chapter “Improving RCWA convergence”. 
There are three main characteristics defining the RCWA. First, method solves Maxwell 
equations with relatively few approximations, using plane wave as basis. This is explained in 
section “Application of Maxwell equations in RCWA”. Second is separation of equations to 
lateral and transversal components, as explained in section “Structure slicing”. Third is the 
Fourier transform, described in section “Periodicity”. 
Starting with the first characteristic of the method, Maxwell equations are explained and 
derived. Derivation focuses on RCWA, but steps presented here are general and applicable to 
all rigorous simulators, while further specific derivation follows in 3D RCWA system of 
equations. 
4.2.1 Application of Maxwell equations in RCWA 
All rigorous optical solvers are based on solving Maxwell equations for material, given in 
differential form by equations (4). 
 𝛻 ∙ 𝑫 = 𝜌 𝛻 ∙ 𝑩 = 0
𝛻 × 𝑬 = −
𝜕𝑩
𝜕𝑡
𝛻 × 𝑯 =
𝜕𝑫
𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑱
 (4) 
D, B, E and H are vectors of displacement of electric field, magnetic field, electric field and 
magnetizing field, respectively. J is the vector of free current density. 
Usually, linear isotropic medium is assumed in RCWA, which is most often the case also in the 
materials and layers used in solar cell devices. This assumption is valid for majority of solar cell 
materials at operating conditions, and is described by equations (5): 
 𝑫 = 𝜖𝑬;             𝑩 = 𝜇𝑯 (5) 
Where dielectric constant 𝜖 and permeability 𝜇 are real scalars.  
To acknowledge for nonlinearity, higher orders of E are required, 𝑫 = 𝜖𝑬 + 𝜖2𝑬
2 …, while 
anisotropy requires 𝜖 and 𝜇 to be tensors instead of scalars. Both modifications of derivation 
are possible for RCWA as well. For example, the method was used to simulate second 
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harmonic generation (SHG) [66]. Those modifications were not performed here; however, as 
they are rarely useful for solar cell simulations and complicate both method derivation and 
require longer calculations. Keeping linear isotropic medium approximation and inserting D 
and B from equation (5) into (4) we get 
 
𝛻 ∙ 𝑬 = −𝑬 ∙
𝛻𝜖
𝜖
𝛻 ∙ 𝑯 = −𝑯 ∙
𝛻𝜇
𝜇
𝛻 × 𝑬 = −𝜇
𝜕𝑯
𝜕𝑡
𝛻 × 𝑯 = 𝜖
𝜕𝑬
𝜕𝑡
+ 𝜎𝑬
 (6) 
𝜎 is electric conductivity of the material. 
Every light can be described as a superposition of base waves, which can be Gaussian beams, 
plane waves, and spherical waves and so on. For the RCWA, plane waves are used, which are 
written as 
 𝐴 = 𝐴0𝑒
𝑖(𝒌∙𝒓−𝜔𝑡) (7) 
A0 is a complex amplitude; imaginary part corresponds to the phase of the wave. The same 
form of the plane wave is used for both E and H.  
Time dependence of equations (6) is explicit only in time derivatives. Deriving equation (7) by 
time to prepare for inserting plane wave definition in equation (6), we get 
 𝜕𝑬,𝑯
𝜕𝑡
= −𝑖𝜔𝑬,𝑯 (8) 
As all equations have the same time dependent term, it can be omitted from equations. 
Inserting equation (8) into curl relation of H in equation (6), we get 
 𝛻 × 𝑯 = −𝑖𝜔𝜖𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑬 + 𝜎𝑬 = −𝑖𝜔𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑬 (9) 
𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥 stands for complex dielectric constant. Its imaginary term corresponds to field losses 
due to conductivity. From here onwards, 𝜖 will refer to 𝜖𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑥.  
Inserting equation (8) into other equations (6), 
 
𝛻 ∙ 𝑬 = −𝑬 ∙
𝛻𝜖
𝜖
𝛻 ∙ 𝑯 = −𝑯 ∙
𝛻𝜇
𝜇
𝛻 × 𝑬 = 𝑖𝜔𝜇𝑯 𝛻 × 𝑯 = −𝑖𝜔𝜖𝑬
 (10) 
There is a possibility to start analytical calculations or computer simulations directly with these 
equations. However, E and H have a greatly different order of magnitude, which would pose 
numerical inaccuracies when solving with digital computers. To solve this, H is renormalized 
to be the same order of magnitude and with same units as E. 
 ?̃? = 𝑖𝑍0𝑯 (11) 
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Where 𝑍0 = √
𝜇0
𝜖0
 is impedance of free space. After renormalization, E and H have the same 
order of magnitude with amplitude of 1 if incident wave is normalized to 1 (Poynting vector S 
of such wave is ½). 
Wave vector 𝑘0
2 ≡ (
2𝜋
𝜆
)
2
= 𝜖0𝜇0𝜔
2; 𝜖𝑟 =
𝜖
𝜖0
 and 𝜇𝑟 =
𝜇
𝜇0
 are relative dielectric constant and 
permeability, where 𝜖0 and 𝜇0 are  vacuum permittivity and permeability, respectively. 
For both 2D and 3D simulations, those equations are adapted further. For 2D simulations and 
TE polarization of incident light, it is more convenient to eliminate ?̃? from equation (12) while 
for 2D and TM polarization it is better to eliminate E. For 3D simulations, neither is eliminated, 
requiring the normalization in equation (11) for improved numerical robustness. Further 
derivation of equations for 3D simulations is RCWA specific and is presented in chapter 3D 
RCWA system of equations. 
4.2.2 Structure slicing 
The RCWA method requires structure to have periodic variation of refractive index, while the 
lateral component is required to be constant. This requirement enables subsequent Fourier 
transform when the problem dependence is separated to lateral and transverse components. 
The mentioned separation is achieved by slicing arbitrary periodic structure to lateral slices 
(sublayers), where 𝜖 and 𝜇 in each slice are approximated as laterally (z) independent, while 
retaining arbitrary transverse (x and y) dependence. This separation is illustrated in Figure 4-1. 
 
Figure 4-1: Slicing of a simple sine structure made from 2 materials to 2 sublayers. 
Thus, in basic RCWA the realistic structure is approximated by step-wise structure. Sliced 
structure is therefore not exactly the same as the original. With arbitrary number of sublayers, 
the structure – in this case a sinusoidal texture can be approximated arbitrarily close in terms 
of area (2-D) or volume (3-D). However, texture shape – line in 2-D and surface in 3-D – will 
 𝛻 × 𝑬 = 𝑘0𝜇𝑟?̃?
𝛻 × ?̃? = 𝑘0𝜖𝑟𝑬
 (12) 
Original structure Sliced structure (2 sublayers) x 
z 
y 
Material 1 
Material 2 
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remain wrong. Length or area of the boundary does not converge to the correct value of the 
original surface. This can be problematic for example for the highly conductive metallic 
surfaces [60]. With increasing number of modes and sublayers, even these problematic 
structures eventually converge to the correct value, and the convergence is proven in 2-D [26], 
[27].  
It is not possible to estimate simulation error with given number of sublayers in advance for 
specific structure, or even after the simulation was performed, similar to the other simulation 
methods. A convergence analysis is required for each simulated structure individually (see for 
example for our investigated structure in chapter 6). If the number of sublayers is far too low, 
reflection from the steps of the sliced structure can be clearly seen – but insufficient number 
of layers is obvious only in this case. These apparent steps in electric field are called “lack of 
homogenization” [60] – changes of field are visually abrupt at sublayer boundaries, instead of 
peaks and minima of E covering multiple sublayers. Homogenization is expected to occur 
whenever slicing is needed (almost all structures excluding pillars). Simulation results lacking 
field homogenization show the structure was clearly simulated with inadequate accuracy.  
This effect is illustrated on a simple 3D sine structure, described by the equation (13) and 
shown in Figure 4-2: 
 ℎ =
ℎ0
2
(1 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (2𝜋
𝑥
𝑃𝑥
) ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (2𝜋
𝑦
𝑃𝑦
)); 
Px=Py=P = 500 nm 
h0=354 nm 
(13) 
 
2 sublayers 100 sublayers  
  
 
   
a) b) 
c) d) 
2 
0 
1 
|Ey| 
c-Si 
air 
h = 354 nm 
P = 500 nm 
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Figure 4-2: Comparison of 2 sublayer slice (cross section of the structure is shown in (a)) to 100 sublayer slice (cross section 
in (b)) and their corresponding electric fields |𝐸𝑦| (c and d). Colorbar for both Ey is shown on the right. Lack of field 
homogenization is shown for the 2 sublayer slice results, while the 100 sublayer slice exhibits field homogenization. Note that 
homogenization is required but not sufficient for accurate simulations. 
In the top row of figures, cross section through the center of the simulated structure is shown, 
while in the second row, |𝐸𝑦| is shown with corresponding color bar. Comparison is done 
between the 2 sublayer slice on the left, and 100 sublayer slice on the right.  
In the presented simulation, 𝑃𝑥 = 𝑃𝑦 = 500 nm, ℎ0 = 354 nm. Refractive index of incident 
medium and the top part of the grating was 1, corresponding to air. Bottom part of the grating 
and the outgoing medium had refractive index of 3.94-0.0199i, corresponding to the refractive 
index of crystalline silicon at the simulated wavelength of 600 nm [67]. Light had 𝜆 = 600 nm, 
𝜃 = 0° incident azimuth angle from the top of the structure, TE polarization and amplitude 
normalized to 1: E = (0, Ey = 1, 0). 10 modes were used in the simulation. 
Visualisation of the 2 sublayer grating (Figure 4-2 (a)) shows significant differences compared 
to the finer 100 sublayer slicing (Figure 4-2 (b)), though ziggurat outline is visible even for the 
100 sublayers slice. There is also a large visual difference between the fields shown on Figure 
4-2(c and d), with large field reflectance from the steps of simulated structure sliced to 2 
sublayers, showing lack of homogenization over the sublayers. This indicates simulation was 
performed using too few layers to accurately approximate the sine texture. For the case of the 
smoother 100 sublayer structure, field is homogenized over the structure. Apparent 
interference effects are a consequence of number of modes – increasing number of modes 
changes the checkerboard pattern. 
After selecting sublayers, 𝜖 needs to be approximated inside each sublayer to eliminate z 
dependence. For the x and y positions where 𝜖 is the same throughout the z axis, selection is 
obvious. However, on the boundary between two (or more) materials, 𝜖 often changes value 
with z, and approximation is needed. Usually, abrupt change from one material to the other 
is used. 
4.2.3 Periodicity 
To enable Fourier transform (or discrete cosine transform) of 𝜖, and Floquet/Bloch expansion 
of E and H, we require structure which is infinitely periodic (ideal case). Initially, this prevents 
simulations of structures that need to be finite or aperiodic (for example the random texture). 
However, method limitation can usually be overcome by taking suitable pseudo-periodic 
structure. Finite structures are simulated as periodic with large enough void to the next 
instance of the structure (thus, the period is larger than the lateral dimension of the finite 
structure). Similarly, aperiodic infinitely long random textures can be simulated as pseudo-
random textures, where a sufficiently large area is taken from the infinite structure, and 
proclaimed to be a single period of the periodic structure [3]. However, error due to the 
structure approximation is generally unknown. In this thesis, only periodic and homogeneous 
structures were simulated using RCWA. 
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4.2.3.1 Wave vector k 
As the problem is set to be periodic, all wave vectors of the structure related to the incident 
wave vector can be calculated by the grating equation 
 
𝑘𝑥𝑚 = 𝑘𝑥0 + 𝑘0𝑚
𝜆
𝑃𝑥
, (14) 
Analogous equation, just with y replacing x, is obtained for the other transverse direction. 𝑃𝑥 
is the grating period, modes m are integers from −∞ to ∞ and 𝑘𝑥0 is the central mode of light 
around which the expansion is performed. Central mode usually corresponds to specular 
direction, while other modes represent diffracted light waves. Expansion to modes (light 
waves) propagating around any particular direction (not only central) is possible and for 
example, we can consider light incident at mode 1, or even multiple incident directions 
matching the wave vectors simultaneously. 
For incident light at polar angle 𝜃 and azimuth angle 𝜙 in spherical coordinate system, and 
considering incident mode to be the central (0-th) mode, 𝑘𝑥0 = 𝑘0𝑛𝐼(sin(𝜃) cos(𝜙) ,
sin(𝜃) sin(𝜙) , cos(𝜃)) in Cartesian coordinate system. 
As the infinite system of equations is impossible to solve numerically, number of modes needs 
to be limited. Usually, 𝑀𝑥 and 𝑀𝑦 are chosen which represent the cutoff mode, and all modes 
(represented by integers) from –𝑀 to 𝑀 are used. Total number of modes in 3D simulations 
is therefore 𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡 = (2𝑀𝑥 + 1)(2𝑀𝑦 + 1). This number of modes defines at the same time 
the size of system of equations and also the number of considered Fourier components of 𝜖 
which need to be calculated. This leads to longer simulations with higher number of modes. 
As the mode selection is arbitrary and not limited to all modes from -M to M, it is possible to 
select just particular modes in hopes of the accurate results with the fewest modes and fastest 
simulation. However, no selection of particular modes has been shown to consistently 
outperform other selections. Often, mode selection has more (preferably all) radiating modes 
and fewer evanescent ones [68]. 
Furthermore, number of modes required is heavily dependent on the structure and cannot be 
known or even calculated in advance. Similar to the other simulation methods, as well as for 
the difficulties with selection of sublayers in RCWA, there is no way to obtain upper bound on 
error of the simulation. To estimate simulation error, convergence analysis needs to be 
performed, similar to the one for the number of sublayers. Analysis is presented in chapter 6. 
Third component of the wave vector, 𝑘𝑧, which represent the verical direction, is calculated 
from the  
 𝑘𝐼,𝑂
2 = 𝑘𝑥
2 + 𝑘𝑦
2 + 𝑘𝑧𝐼,𝑂
2
𝑘𝐼,𝑂 =
2𝜋
𝜆
𝑛𝐼,𝑂
 (15) 
Where indices I and O represent incident and outgoing medium, respectively. Total number 
of different 𝑘𝑧 equals 𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡. 
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If the incident medium is non-absorbing, 𝑘𝑥 and 𝑘𝑦 are fully real values, which leads to, on the 
other hand fully real or fully imaginary 𝑘𝑧𝐼 . The imaginary 𝑘𝑧𝐼  represents the evanescent 
waves which are generated at the interface. For the non-absorbing outgoing medium 𝑘𝑧𝑂, the 
same holds. If the outgoing medium is absorbing, 𝑘𝑧𝑂 is complex with nonzero real and 
imaginary parts at the same time. As theoretically there exist 2 solutions, branch needs to be 
chosen where imaginary part is negative, to correctly convey absorption instead of gain in 
passive medium.  
It is unknown whether convergence is guaranteed for absorbing outgoing medium, even with 
arbitrary number of modes [27], and this remains an open problem of the method. However, 
for real simulated structures this does not pose problems and the simulations converge well. 
If the incident medium absorbs, 𝑘𝑥 and 𝑘𝑦 are complex due to 𝑘𝑥0 and 𝑘𝑦0 being complex by 
the complex 𝑛𝐼. This poses severe simulation difficulties if the method is not modified. In 
equations it is assumed that the unity incident wave at incident interface originated at infinity. 
This cannot hold for decaying waves, as it would require infinite power at that origin. 
Therefore, base wave is taken to be growing at the same rate as it decays due to propagation 
through absorbing medium. However, this leads to unphysical system behavior for all other 
layers, as it does not obey conservation of energy. Thus, simulations are performed with non-
absorbing incident medium. Rework to acknowledge possible absorbing incident waves is not 
difficult – only the wave needs to be proclaimed to have globally real 𝑘𝑥 and 𝑘𝑦, even though 
these become complex in the particular incident medium. Similar to the issue with complex 
outgoing medium, there is no guarantee of convergence in case incident medium is absorbing, 
although convergence is good for the majority of structures. 
For numerical calculations it is convenient to first write the whole matrix of vectors k, where 
columns of the matrix are 𝑘𝑥, 𝑘𝑦, 𝑘𝑧𝐼 and 𝑘𝑧𝑂 – therefore all components of k, for all modes 
analyzed. Therefore, simpler 𝑘𝑥 and 𝑘𝑦 are reworked into equally long vectors representing 
all modes of the system by repetition. For the combination of all modes between −𝑀𝑥 and 
𝑀𝑥 as well as −𝑀𝑦 and 𝑀𝑦, we have the following matrix for k: 
 
𝒌 =
[
 
 
 
 
𝑘𝑥,−𝑀𝑥 𝑘𝑦,−𝑀𝑦 𝑘𝑧𝐼,𝑀1 𝑘𝑧𝑂,𝑀1
𝑘𝑥,−𝑀𝑥+1 𝑘𝑦−𝑀𝑦 𝑘𝑧𝐼,𝑀2 𝑘𝑧𝑂,𝑀2
… … … …
𝑘𝑥,+𝑀𝑥 𝑘𝑦,+𝑀𝑦 𝑘𝑧𝐼,𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡 𝑘𝑧𝑂,𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡]
 
 
 
 
 (16) 
Such wave vectors for 𝑘𝑥 and 𝑘𝑦 with repeating components are converted to diagonal 
matrices – the elements of vectors in equation (16) are the diagonal elements. These matrices 
are therefore sized 𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡 × 𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡 and given as 
 
𝐾𝑥 =
[
 
 
 
 
𝑘𝑥,−𝑀𝑥 0
𝑘𝑥,−𝑀𝑥+1
…
0 𝑘𝑥,+𝑀𝑥]
 
 
 
 
 (17) 
Similar matrices are also obtained for 𝐾𝑥, 𝐾𝑧𝐼 and 𝐾𝑧𝑂. 
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4.2.3.2 Fourier series of 𝜖𝑟 and 𝜇𝑟 
After approximation where permittivity is not a function of z inside each sublayer, 𝜖𝑟 =
𝜖𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧). Then, 𝜖𝑟 is written as a Fourier series for each sublayer separately. For 2D 
simulation where 𝜖𝑟 is only a function of x, it can be written as 
 
𝜖𝑟(𝑥) = ∑𝜖𝑛𝑒
𝑖𝑛
2𝜋
𝑃𝑥
𝑥
𝑛
 (18) 
Likewise, for 3D simulations and both x and y dependence of 𝜖 the series are 
 
𝜖(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑∑𝜖𝑛𝑚𝑒
𝑖𝑛
2𝜋
𝑃𝑥
𝑥
𝑒
𝑖𝑚
2𝜋
𝑃𝑦
𝑦
𝑚𝑛
 (19) 
𝑃𝑥 and 𝑃𝑦 are periods in x and y direction, respectively. 
Permeability 𝜇 follows the same equations as 𝜖, but for all solar cell materials magnetic 
contribution at optical frequencies is negligible1 and can be ignored with 𝜇𝑟 = 1. 
Typically, abrupt changes of dielectric constant are used inside sublayer. Because 𝜖 is not 
continuous, Fourier series develops overshoots on discontinuities. This is known as the Gibbs 
phenomenon [69]. Even infinite number of modes is insufficient to eliminate the peak – while 
its area and energy tend to 0, peak height has a non-zero limit. This leads to about 9% 
overshoot for the simple square wave. This issue can be avoided by a smoother 𝜖(𝑥, 𝑦) 
function, however; computer speed is typically limiting number of modes in 3D simulations 
well below the point where ringing artefacts might be a dominant source of simulation error. 
Only for the 2D simulations, where the number of modes can be readily increased much 
further, selection of epsilon function inside sublayer influences simulation results. 
4.2.3.3 Determination of electric and magnetic fields E and H 
Due to lateral periodicity of the structure (as modelled in RCWA), E and H are also required to 
be periodic in lateral directions. Therefore, it is possible to make Fourier expansion and write 
them as Bloch states: 
 𝑬,𝑯 = ∑𝑬𝑚, 𝑯𝑚
𝑚
= ∑(𝑢𝑚(𝑧), ℎ𝑚(𝑧))𝑒
𝑖𝒌𝑚𝒓 
𝑚
 
(20) 
𝑢𝑚and ℎ𝑚 are complex amplitudes of electric and magnetic field, respectively. Their only 
dependence is in z, while all x and y dependence are in the 𝑒𝑖𝒌𝑚𝒓 term. This term is periodic 
just in x and y, therefore all the z-dependence of the E and H is put in their 𝑢𝑚 and ℎ𝑚. Usually 
a single incident ray in central mode is considered, with amplitude set to 1 (in later procedure 
the rescaling is considered according to the applied illumination at given wavelength). This 
leads to equation (21) 
                                                     
1 Solar cells generally do not include magnetic materials in their structure – for the typical crystalline silicon solar 
cell: Si, indium tin oxide (ITO), Al and Ag are all non-magnetic. Out of the commonly encountered materials, only 
Fe, Ni and Co are magnetic. Furthermore, even commonly encountered magnetic materials do not have 
susceptibility at frequency of visible light (hundreds of THz). 
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 𝑬𝐼 = 𝑒
𝑖𝒌𝑚0𝒓 + ∑𝑟𝑚𝑒
𝑖𝒌𝑚𝒓
𝑚
𝑬𝑂 = ∑𝑡𝑚𝑒
𝑖𝒌𝑚𝒓
𝑚
 (21) 
The field EI consists of incident one (first term) and diffracted components in reflected 
direction, all at the “Input” side of the structure. EO presents the sum of the transmitted 
component at the “Output” side of the structure. 𝑟𝑚 and 𝑡𝑚 are normalized complex 
amplitudes of scattered light waves in reflection and transmission, while 𝒌𝑚 are different for 
incident and outgoing medium if their refractive index is different – as 𝑘𝑧 differs. Time 
dependence of E is omitted, as according to the Maxwell derivation it cancels out. Equation 
for H is analogous, but r and t are usually defined for E. 
If incident wave’s amplitude is not 1, linearity of equations is used – system is calculated as if 
incident ray’s amplitude is 1, and then multiplied by the actual amplitude. Similarly, for 
multiple incident rays propagating in the directions as defined by modes, structure response 
can be calculated for any individual ray in isolation, and then coherently combined to produce 
the final system response. 
4.2.4 3D RCWA system of equations 
In simulations of realistic state-of-the-art solar cell structures 3-D simulations are required. In 
the following we describe the set of equations in RCWA used in 3-D calculations. Following 
the general introduction, RCWA procedure as implemented in my code is described step by 
step. Example scheme of the problem is described on the Figure 4-3. 
 
Figure 4-3: Sample structure considered by RCWA. A simple binary grating is shown in the cross section. 
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Let’s consider a textured interface (e.g. sinusoidal texture as presented in Figure 4-3), which 
can be a part of a multi-layer solar cell structure. In the lateral direction z, full simulated 
domain is split to 3 regions – above the grating, grating and below the grating, with light 
assumed to be incident from above. Regions above and below are required to be 
homogeneous, while grating region is the entire part of the structure which is changing. As 
described in section “Periodicity”, any considered structure is required to be periodic and is 
called grating. Additionally, it needs to be sliced to z-independent sublayers (see section 
4.2.2). 
Procedure in my RCWA implementation goes as follows: 
1.) The acquired structure (e.g. single interface or multi-layer structure) is sliced to z-
independent sublayers.  
a. For slicing, the number of equidistant sublayers has to be chosen. 
b. At the same time 𝜖𝑟 is discretized to a 2D rectangular grid. 
2.) Wave vectors are calculated according to the equations (14)-(17), as described in 
section Wave vector k. 
3.) FFT of 𝜖𝑟 is performed. Obtained coefficients are rearranged in the matrix as explained 
in Matrices [𝜖] and [𝜇]. 
4.) Matrix containing [𝜖] and 𝒌 is generated. Eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the matrix 
are calculated to solve the system of equations: 
a. Eigenvectors = 𝐸𝑧(𝑥, 𝑦) – modes of light inside the structure. 
b. Eigenvalues = 𝐸𝑧(𝑧) – exponential decay of waves. 
5.) Light is propagated from the transmitted medium to the incident medium, taking 
boundary conditions in account. 
6.) Matching of light on the incident medium and first sublayer interface. Reflectance R is 
obtained. 
7.) Light is propagated back from the incident medium to the transmitted medium to 
calculate transmittance T as well as E and H inside structure. 
Parts of the procedure were explained in the general introduction to the method, while the 
other steps specific to RCWA follow here. 
4.2.5 Matrices [𝜖] and [𝜇] 
After FFT of 𝜖𝑟 and truncation of subsequent series (see section 4.2.3.2), Fourier components 
are arranged in the matrix to enable further RCWA procedure. This matrix is noted as [𝜖] and 
corresponds to the dielectric constant as encountered by the modes. 
For 2D, resulting [𝜖] matrix is a Toeliptz matrix – all values on the diagonals are the same. 
 [𝜖]𝑖,𝑗 = 𝜖𝑖−𝑗 (22) 
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[𝜖] = [
𝜖0 𝜖1 … 𝜖𝑀
𝜖−1 𝜖0 𝜖1 …
… 𝜖−1 𝜖0 𝜖1
𝜖−𝑀 … 𝜖−1 𝜖0
] (23) 
In addition to simplicity, this form is also beneficial in terms of speed, as there exist 
significantly faster methods for solving the system of equations [70].  
3D simulations have [𝜖] created the same way, but the resulting matrix is a block Toeliptz 
matrix. Relation between the matrix and the Fourier series is given by 
 [𝜖]𝑖𝑀+𝑗,𝑘𝑀+𝑙 = 𝜖𝑖−𝑘,𝑗−𝑙 (24) 
 
[𝜖] = [
𝜖0,0 … 𝜖−𝑁,−𝑀
… 𝜖0,0 …
𝜖𝑁,𝑀 … 𝜖0,0
] (25) 
Matrix [𝜇] is in principle created analogous, though 𝜇𝑟 is usually taken to be 1 as we are 
interested in non-magnetic materials for solar cell simulations (see the footnote 1 on p. 41), 
which leads to [𝜇] = 𝐼, identity matrix of the same size as [𝜖].  
Both 𝜖𝑟 and E are infinitely long Fourier series truncated to the finite number of elements, and 
we are interested in their product at the equation (12). Convergence with increasing number 
of modes towards infinity is guaranteed only if there are no concurrent discontinuities of the 
series. If both series have simultaneous discontinuities, convergence is not guaranteed. In 
practice, (poor) convergence is still observed even at concurrent discontinuities, but 
significantly more modes are required compared to the case without concurrent 
discontinuities. Li first explained this effect and also formulated inverse rule [26]. We note 3 
possibilities: 
1.) 𝜖 and E do not have concurrent discontinuities. Laurent rule holds and  
 [𝑫] = 𝜖0[𝜖][𝑬] (26) 
Square brackets represent Fourier series of the functions. 
2.) 𝜖 and E have concurrent discontinuity, but their product (D) is continuous at that point. 
In this case, inverse rule can be used 
 [𝑫] = 𝜖0[1 𝜖⁄ ]
−1[𝑬] (27) 
Here, function 𝜖𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦) is first inverted, expanded into Fourier series, truncated, and 
then inverse of the truncated matrix is calculated. This requires two extra inversions, 
plus in the 2D simulations, the inverse of Toeliptz matrix is not Toeliptz anymore, 
requiring slower matrix solving algorithms. However, as fewer modes are needed to 
achieve the same accuracy, it is preferred over incorrect factorization. 
3.) 𝜖, E and D all have concurrent discontinuities. Neither Laurent rule, nor inverse rule 
would lead to good convergence of the method, so method performance is expected 
to be poor. 
For the 2D simulations, light with TE polarization uses Laurent rule while TM polarized light 
requires use of inverse rule. 3D simulations are in general more problematic because at some 
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points, all 3 quantities have concurrent discontinuity and the method converges slowly 
especially with high contrast between the materials (generally metals). For basic RCWA 
algorithm as introduced by Moharam, simple first equation is used, which is sufficient in many 
cases, although not optimal. Combinations and other attempts to speed up convergence are 
discussed in Improving RCWA convergence, which follows after other steps of RCWA 
implementation. 
4.2.6 E and H inside the structure 
To obtain the light propagation inside the structure, system of equations from the equation 
(12) is rewritten to eliminate lateral (z) components of E and ?̃?; while the remaining equations 
are written in the form of matrix equations (~ is omitted from here on).  
 𝜕𝐸𝑧
𝜕𝑦
−
𝜕𝐸𝑦
𝜕𝑧
= 𝑘0𝜇𝑟𝐻𝑥
𝜕𝐻𝑧
𝜕𝑦
−
𝜕𝐻𝑦
𝜕𝑧
= 𝑘0𝜖𝑟𝐸𝑥
𝜕𝐸𝑥
𝜕𝑧
−
𝜕𝐸𝑧
𝜕𝑥
= 𝑘0𝜇𝑟𝐻𝑦
𝜕𝐻𝑥
𝜕𝑧
−
𝜕𝐻𝑧
𝜕𝑥
= 𝑘0𝜖𝑟𝐸𝑦
𝜕𝐸𝑦
𝜕𝑥
−
𝜕𝐸𝑥
𝜕𝑦
= 𝑘0𝜇𝑟𝐻𝑧
𝜕𝐻𝑦
𝜕𝑥
−
𝜕𝐻𝑥
𝜕𝑦
= 𝑘0𝜖𝑟𝐸𝑧
 (28) 
From this equation, 𝐸𝑧 and 𝐻𝑧 are eliminated by inserting the bottom 2 equations in the 
previous 4. First equation (for 𝐻𝑥) becomes 
 
−
𝜕𝐸𝑦
𝜕𝑧
+
𝜕
𝜕𝑦
1
𝑘0𝜖𝑟
(
𝜕𝐻𝑦
𝜕𝑥
−
𝜕𝐻𝑥
𝜕𝑦 
) = 𝑘0𝜇𝑟𝐻𝑥 (29) 
 𝜕𝐻
𝜕𝑥, 𝑦
= 𝑘0𝐾𝑥,𝑦𝐻 (30) 
Similar equations are also obtained for the 𝐸𝑥, 𝐸𝑦 and 𝐻𝑦, as well as their derivatives. All these 
equations can be written in the form of 2 matrix equations with the following definitions for 
matrices P and Q. 
 𝜕
𝜕𝑧
(
𝐸𝑥
𝐸𝑦
) = 𝑘0𝑃 (
𝐻𝑥
𝐻𝑦
) (31) 
 𝜕
𝜕𝑧
(
𝐻𝑥
𝐻𝑦
) = 𝑘0𝑄 (
𝐸𝑥
𝐸𝑦
) (32) 
 
𝑃 = [
−𝐾𝑥[𝜖]
−1𝐾𝑦 [𝜇] − 𝐾𝑥[𝜖]
−1𝐾𝑥
−([𝜇] − 𝐾𝑦[𝜖]
−1𝐾𝑦) 𝐾𝑦[𝜖]
−1𝐾𝑥
] (33) 
 
𝑄 = [
−𝐾𝑥[𝜇]
−1𝐾𝑦 [𝜖] − 𝐾𝑥[𝜇]
−1𝐾𝑥
−([𝜖] − 𝐾𝑦[𝜇]
−1𝐾𝑦) 𝐾𝑦[𝜇]
−1𝐾𝑥
] (34) 
[𝜖] corresponds to the matrix of truncated series of Fourier components of 𝜖𝑟, sized 
𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡 × 𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡. Matrix of wave vectors 𝐾𝑖 is the diagonal matrix of the same size, introduced in 
equation (17). Term 𝜇 was kept here to illustrate symmetry of equations, while in practice 
[𝜇] = 𝐼 due to non-magnetic materials considered in solar cells under optical frequencies. 
Equations (31) and (32) can be readily combined in a single large matrix equation 
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𝜕
𝜕𝑧′
[
 
 
 
𝐸𝑥
𝐸𝑦
𝐻𝑥
𝐻𝑦]
 
 
 
= 𝑘0 [
0 𝑃
𝑄 0
]
[
 
 
 
𝐸𝑥
𝐸𝑦
𝐻𝑥
𝐻𝑦]
 
 
 
 (35) 
Renormalization 𝑧′ = 𝑘0𝑧 is used to make equation dimensionless, from here onwards 𝑧 will 
refer to 𝑧’. This z’ can either refer to global z variable, or local one for each sublayer separately. 
It is more convenient to consider z as referring to a local variable for each individual sublayer, 
starting at 0 and continuing to sublayer thickness. While this matrix equation can be solved 
directly, it is 2 times larger than needed. This leads to slowing down of the algorithm and 
introducing additional numerical inaccuracy. Thus, it is preferred to derive equation (31) by z 
and insert equation (32) into derivative, leading to  
 𝜕2
𝜕𝑧2
(
𝐸𝑥
𝐸𝑦
) = 𝑃𝑄 (
𝐸𝑥
𝐸𝑦
) (36) 
Similar equation can be obtained for the magnetic field: 
 𝜕2
𝜕𝑧2
(
𝐻𝑥
𝐻𝑦
) = 𝑄𝑃 (
𝐻𝑥
𝐻𝑦
) (37) 
It is not required to solve both equations to obtain E and H. If E is calculated first using 
equation (36), then H can be calculated using equation (32) with less computational effort. 
Likewise, if H is calculated first with equation (37), E is calculated using equation (31). 
Equations (36) or (37) are solved by calculating eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the system. 
Third field component (Hz and Ez) can be calculated using the bottom 2 equations of (28) after 
other 4 field components are calculated. This component is not required to obtain reflectance 
and transmittance and its calculation is omitted to save time. However, it is required for local 
absorptance. 
 𝐻𝑧 = 𝐾𝑥𝐸𝑦 − 𝐾𝑦𝐸𝑥 (38) 
 𝐸𝑧 = [𝜖]
−1𝐾𝑥𝐻𝑦 − [𝜖]
−1𝐾𝑦𝐻𝑥 (39) 
Continuing with either equation (36) or (37), we rework the equation to obtain: 
 
(
𝜕2
𝜕𝑧2
− 𝑨) [
𝐶𝑥
𝐶𝑦
] = [
0
0
] (40) 
Cx and Cy correspond to Ex and Ey or Hx and Hy. Such equation needs to be solved for every 
sublayer of the structure, although sublayer indices were omitted here. To obtain unique 
nontrivial2 solution for the problem, matrix 𝑨 needs to be invertible, or, equivalently, the 
determinant of the matrix needs to be nonzero2. Uniqueness of solution is not guaranteed 
and degeneracy of system of equation poses numerical problems of the method. Assuming 
unique solution exists, we can solve the system of equations as 
 𝐶(𝑧) = 𝑐𝑓𝑒
𝜆𝑧 + 𝑐𝑏𝑒
−𝜆𝑧 (41) 
                                                     
2 Nontrivial and nonzero mean that C or matrix determinant is not a constant zero function. 
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𝑐𝑓 and 𝑐𝑏 are coefficients in forward and backward direction with 𝜆 a diagonal matrix of square 
root of eigenvalues. The purpose of exponential term that grows with z and another that 
decays with z is to make system stable to solve when absorbing layers are thick. With only 
growing waves in either direction, thick (sub)layers with absorption would lead to nearly zero 
output field. Those small numbers are propagated back and multiplied by large numbers, 
leading to huge errors due to numeric artefacts.  
Alternatively, both growing and decaying terms, as well as reason for the square root of 
eigenvalues could be explained from rewriting of operator: 
 
(
𝜕2
𝜕𝑧2
− 𝑨) = (
𝜕
𝜕𝑧
− √𝑨) (
𝜕
𝜕𝑧
+ √𝑨) (42) 
Square root of matrix is given by the same eigenvectors and square root of eigenvalues. 
Unique solution is characterized by nonzero determinant. The two main cases where system 
becomes non-unique is if equations themselves are degenerate, or if degeneracy is a 
consequence of numerical errors. The former case usually arises when period of the structure 
is an integer multiple of the wavelength, e.g. period of 1000 nm would lead to degenerate 
systems at 250 nm, 500 nm and 1000 nm wavelengths are taken with 1 nm step.  
Degenerate system either leads to problems with no solution or ones with multiple solutions. 
In the first case, simulation needs to be repeated with slightly different wavevectors (different 
wavelength or incident angle) or 𝜖 coefficients. Multiple solutions usually mean that 
simulation errors will be large, and a special care needs to be taken when considering resulting 
E and H amplitudes of transmitted or reflected modes – degenerate modes require summing 
of amplitudes, not intensities as in the case of non-degenerate modes. 
To solve the equation (40), we have to calculate eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the matrix 
𝐴. This is done using MATLAB’s built-in function eig. General solution to equation (40) 
combined with either equation (31) or (32), depending whether equation (40) was related to 
E or H, is written as 
 
[
 
 
 
𝐸𝑥(𝑧)
𝐸𝑦(𝑧)
𝐻𝑥(𝑧)
𝐻𝑦(𝑧)]
 
 
 
= [
𝑾 𝑾
−𝑽 𝑽
] [𝑒
−𝝀𝑧 0
0 𝑒𝝀𝑧
] [
𝑐𝑓
𝑐𝑏
] (43) 
W are the eigenvectors of E, V are the eigenvectors of H which are independent of z, 𝝀 is 
diagonal matrix of square root of eigenvalues of either quantity, as eigenvalues are the same 
for E and H. 𝑐𝑓 and 𝑐𝑏 are amplitudes of forward and backward travelling eigenmodes. 
When taking square root of the eigenvalues, there are 2 equally valid solutions 
mathematically, however one leads to decaying waves while the other has increasing waves. 
Correct branch needs to be taken to avoid numerical inaccuracies. 
To calculate V from W, or W from V, we insert the ansatz (41) into equations (31) and (32), 
resulting in the following matrix equations 
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 𝑽 = 𝑸𝑾𝝀−1, 𝑾 = 𝑷𝑽𝝀−1 (44) 
As the structure is transversally infinite and periodic with the whole sublayer taken as a single 
unit, the only material boundary conditions are in the lateral direction, at the sublayer 
interfaces. 
Using Faraday’s law (or 3rd Maxwell equation in integral form), we obtain that on all 
boundaries, tangential E needs to be conserved. Similarly, 4th Maxwell equation leads to 
conservation of tangential H. These boundary conditions lead to 
 
[
 
 
 
𝐸𝑥𝑖(𝑇𝑖)
𝐸𝑦𝑖(𝑇𝑖)
𝐻𝑥𝑖(𝑇𝑖)
𝐻𝑦𝑖(𝑇𝑖)]
 
 
 
=
[
 
 
 
𝐸𝑥𝑖+1(0)
𝐸𝑦𝑖+1(0)
𝐻𝑥𝑖+1(0)
𝐻𝑦𝑖+1(0)]
 
 
 
 (45) 
𝑇𝑖 is thickness of sublayer i, and equations refer to bulk of material. Inserting equation (43) 
into boundary conditions in equation (45), we obtain 
 
[
𝑾𝑖 𝑾𝑖
−𝑽𝑖 𝑽𝑖
] [
𝑿 0
0 𝑿−1
] [
𝑐𝑓𝑖
𝑐𝑏𝑖
] = [
𝑾𝑖+1 𝑾𝑖+1
−𝑽𝑖+1 𝑽𝑖+1
] [
𝑐𝑓𝑖+1
𝑐𝑏𝑖+1
] (46) 
Diagonal matrix 𝑿𝑖 = 𝑒
−𝜆𝑖𝑘0𝑇𝑖 was introduced to visually simplify matrix equations. 
Equations at the incident medium and first sublayer interface, or on the last sublayer and 
outgoing medium interface, are similar: 
 [𝑖𝑛𝑐 𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑] + [
𝑟𝐸
𝑟𝐻
] = [
𝑾𝑖+1 𝑾𝑖+1
−𝑽𝑖+1 𝑽𝑖+1
] [
𝑐𝑓𝑖+1
𝑐𝑏𝑖+1
] (47) 
 
[
𝑾𝑖 𝑾𝑖
−𝑽𝑖 𝑽𝑖
] [
𝑿 0
0 𝑿−1
] [
𝑐𝑓𝑖
𝑐𝑏𝑖
] = [
𝑡𝐸
𝑡𝐻
] (48) 
r and t are coefficients of electric field for reflectance and transmittance, respectively. Here, 
it is assumed there is no incident light from the other side of the solar cell, with fields marked 
reflectance and transmittance fields. This assumption is well justified for solar cell simulations. 
Even in the case of bifacial solar cells, full solar stacks are much thicker than the coherence 
length of sunlight, so 2 independent calculations, one with light from one side and the other 
with light from the other, lead to the correct result – without interferences of incident fields 
from both sides interacting with each other. 
4.2.7 Matrix formalisms 
There are many equations which need to be solved simultaneously – the system of equations 
for each sublayer is sized (2*Mtot)2, with SL such systems of equations. Solving all equations at 
once is not feasible – it would be reasonably numerically robust, but very slow and requiring 
a lot of memory. Therefore, multiple propagation algorithms are available. Main two options 
are T-matrix from Moharam [65] and scattering matrices, S-matrix [71]. 
S-matrix is a very known formalism to link input and output quantities. Term and matrices 
originate from high energy particle physics but are widely used in optics as well. Scattering 
amplitude equation is 
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(
𝐵
𝐶
)
𝐿
= (
𝑆11 𝑆12
𝑆21 𝑆22
)
𝐿
(
𝐴
𝐷
)
𝐿
 (49) 
A and D are incoming waves from the positive and negative direction (preceding and following 
sublayer), respectively; while B and C stand for reflected and transmitted wave, respectively. 
Generally, they refer to the electric field, although they may refer to the magnetic field as well. 
𝑆𝑖𝑗 are the scattering matrix coefficients. If the scattering matrix conserves energy, matrix is 
unitary and 𝑆12 = 𝑆21
∗ , and the scattering matrix approach is numerically stable. 
For only central mode considered, these equations equal TMM system of equations exactly, 
and all terms are a single number, while in general A->D are vectors with the length equal to 
the total number of modes, and S are square matrices sized the number of modes. As single 
incident wave is considered from positive direction, 𝐷 = 0 on the last sublayer, and 𝐴 = 1 on 
the first sublayer for the central mode and 0 elsewhere.  
Combining scattering matrices is possible using Redheffer star product, and leads to a great 
speedup if many scattering matrices are the same, or if the same structure is used for multiple 
incident waves [72]. 
Different matrix approach, T-matrix algorithm, is less used outside of RCWA. Algorithm works 
by splitting the (slightly different) scattering matrix into 2 parts. The first part is stable for 
inversion, while the second is a diagonal matrix, which might have very small terms in case of 
large absorption. The propagation formula here has been written already in equations (46) 
and (48), with the matrix containing W and V referring to the first part and the diagonal matrix 
X being the second. 
Inverting the diagonal matrix is not numerically stable due to machine range and precision, 
even though the inverse can be easily computed analytically, so the term is combined with 
transmission fields. Such modified transmission is propagated from the back side towards the 
front, and after obtaining R, from front side to back. This procedure ensures all fields are 
always propagating as a decaying wave – ensuring error cannot propagate.  
Even though the first term is stable for inversion as far as machine range goes, inverting the 
matrix still leads to poor performance and lacks numerical robustness. The equation solution 
was calculated as left or right matrix division using MATLAB® functions mldivide and 
mrdivide which are both numerically robust and often even faster. The inverse using inv 
was found unsuitable, while the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse using pinv was explored as 
well. It was found to offer the same results as the matrix division for the majority of cases 
where there are no numerical inaccuracies, and lower error with higher stability for ill-posed 
problems. However, it was notably slower, resulting in matrix division being the most suitable 
method. 
Finally, angular intensity distribution in reflection and transmission of the structure is 
obtained. AID in reflection and transmission are calculated from reflection and transmission 
amplitudes. 
 𝐴𝐼𝐷𝑟,𝑡 = 𝑟𝐸𝑟𝐸
∗, 𝑡𝐸𝑡𝐸
∗  (50) 
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This calculation is straightforward and valid for both TE and TM polarization, as long as electric 
field is used. For 2D simulations in TM polarization, equation for AID is often written as: 
 
𝐴𝐼𝐷𝑟,𝑡 = 𝑟𝐻𝑟𝐻
∗𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 (
𝑘𝐼
𝑘0𝑛𝐼 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)
) , 𝑡𝐻𝑡𝐻
∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 (
𝑘𝑂𝑛𝐼
𝑘0𝑛𝑂
2 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜃)
) (51) 
The formula looks distinct from the simpler equation above. However, r and t in the equation 
(51) refer to rH and tH – reflection and transmission amplitudes of the magnetic field, instead 
of the electric field as in the equation (50). 
It has to be noted that angular intensity distribution formulas above assume that modes are 
independent. However, when period is an integer multiple of wavelength, there are multiple 
modes propagating in the same direction. Numerically, it would be the best to eliminate those 
degenerate modes before matrix algorithm is performed – this leads to a smaller system of 
equations which is solved faster and has more robust solutions. If this is not performed, then 
final modes are not independent. In this case, complex field coefficients of all degenerate 
modes need to be summed to obtain final amplitude of the light travelling in the direction, 
and only then, the equation (50) or (51) can be used. Because the RCWA method is very 
suitable for simulations of solar cell structures, there is a sizeable interest in the method in 
the solar cell community. For example, the method has been applied to simulations of inverted 
nano pyramids [68] and black silicon [3], as well as other structures [20], including novel 
structures optimized by evolutionary algorithms [6].  
4.3 RCWA improvements and upgrades 
Besides careful implementation of RCWA in our code, we put special attention to make 
improvements and upgrades of RCWA which are mostly related to application to investigated 
devices – solar cells; but are applicable also to other optoelectronic structures. 
While the implemented core RCWA method is fast and efficient for a variety of simulated 
structures, there was nonetheless the desire to improve it further – either to simulate the 
same structures more efficiently, or to simulate a new class of structures that is unfeasible 
with the base RCWA method. The three main areas of improvement that we took into 
consideration are; 
-  incoherence of light,  
- calculation of local electric and magnetic fields (and from them, local absorptance), 
and  
- the convergence speed. 
4.3.1 Incoherence 
When simulating thick crystalline silicon layer with rigorous simulators such as RCWA, strong 
oscillations are observed, which are not present in the experiments. These oscillations are a 
result of interference - the incident wave is interfering with the wave reflected from the rear 
side of the solar cell, producing enhanced reflection or transmission. To remove the 
oscillations, the light or the structure needs to be treated incoherently to have random phase 
delay, eliminating interference. There are two types of coherence – spatial and temporal. First, 
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let’s discuss the spatial coherence. Incoherence effects arise from non-point sources where 
spatially different parts of the source emit light independently, which interferes sometimes 
constructively, sometimes destructively. For sunlight the coherence area is around 4 ∗
10−3 mm2 [73], which is orders of magnitude larger than structure sizes that can be 
considered in rigorous simulators and large enough any structure features encountered in 
solar cells will be spatially coherent. 
Temporal incoherence arises due to waves of different frequency interfering with each other 
– at some point, the waves will interfere constructively, but after a fixed time (called 
coherence time), interference will be destructive. Spectrally broader light has shorter 
coherence time [74]: 
 
𝛥𝑣𝛥𝑡 ≈
1
4𝜋
 (52) 
Where Δ𝑣 is effective spectral width, and Δ𝑡 is coherence time. Coherence time of sunlight is 
2 ∗ 10−15 s, which corresponds to 0.6 μm [75]. All structure layers thicker than approximately 
600 nm are therefore expected to behave incoherently. Experimentally, however, it was found 
out that such short coherence time and length are a significant understatement [76]. 
In the literature, there were many attempts to consider incoherent light for RCWA, FEM or 
other rigorous methods. Approaches are generally separated into 2 distinct groups. In the first 
group of approaches, simulated structure (or a part of the structure) has thickness variation 
to offer incoherent simulations, while in the second group, light itself is considered to be 
incoherent. 
4.3.1.1 Incoherent structure 
The simplest consideration of incoherent structure is to calculate structure response at several 
different layer thicknesses around the actual thickness, and average results. Improvement 
over the approach above is to calculate which thicknesses are the most beneficial to average 
by considering at which thickness the travelling wave phase offset would match sublayer 
thickness. Minimally, 2 thicknesses have to be averaged and their difference is given by [77] 
 
𝛥𝑑 =
𝜆
4𝑛
 (53) 
Averaging 4 thicknesses is expected to increase the curve smoothness further, their difference 
compared to the original thickness is given by [78]: 
 
𝛥𝑑1,2 = ±
3𝜆
8𝑛
 
𝛥𝑑3 =
3𝜆
4𝑛
 
(54) 
For a single layer, approach can be refined further by simulating for structure thickness in the 
middle between the constructive and destructive interference [77]. Equation for the resulting 
single thickness d’ is adapted from the article and given below: 
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𝑑′ = 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (
𝑑
𝛥𝑑
)𝛥𝑑 −
𝛥𝑑
2
 (55) 
With the Δ𝑑 defined in equation (53). 
 
Figure 4-4: Interference effects arising from thick c-Si layer. Comparison of various methods to deal with layer coherence is 
shown. 
The default, fully coherent simulations of the crystalline silicon using RCWA (shown in blue) 
always consider the same thickness of the layer, which was 200 μm in this case. These 
simulations exhibit very pronounced oscillations of R and T (for T not shown). Averaging these 
results with the ones obtained using the equation (53) to vary thickness produced the results 
shown in red. Oscillations are significantly weaker, but they remain. Additionally, despite the 
requirement of two simulations (hence, approximately twice the time), results are not 
improved as significantly as hoped – peak to peak difference is reduced approximately two-
fold. However, when increasing number of simulations to 4, significantly smoother simulations 
are observed (peak to peak difference of approximately ⅛ the original), although at 
approximately 4-times the time required for simulations. 
Intermediate thickness enables single simulation with the calculation of a correct layer 
thickness using equation (55), with the results shown in orange. While the method is as fast 
as the default simulation and completely eliminates interferences, it shows significant offset 
compared to the fully incoherent simulations using ray tracing (black). This offset is not shown 
in the either average, nor the fully coherent simulations. Consulting with Andrej Čampa, 
author of the article of the intermediate thickness formula, revealed this is to be the expected 
behavior for this particular structure due to high reflectance at Si/air interfaces. This produces 
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many other interferences beyond just the initial and reflected wave interfering - which are not 
eliminated in the case of thickness averaging, while they also offset the correct thickness for 
a single calculation. However, the applied methods work much better in case of e.g. 
minimizing the interferences caused by the thick front glass layer in a PV module structure.  
If light is significantly scattered after passing through the structure, improvements cease to 
work. Each direction of scattered light requires different thickness change to eliminate 
coherence; however, the scattered light is already highly incoherent, so the multiple 
thicknesses are generally even not required when scattering is significant. 
4.3.1.2 Incoherent light 
Approaching to incoherence by considering it as a property of light is physically well justified, 
matching behavior in actual devices. However, rigorous simulators such as FDTD, FEM and 
RCWA cannot readily consider broadened peaks of incident light due to enormous sizes of 
system of equations that would be required to simulate this effect. Additionally, non-rigorous 
ray tracing considers ray as a geometrical object and different wavelengths are calculated 
separately, incoherence arising from the complete discarding of the phase information instead 
of interference between different wavelengths. While the simulations using incoherent light 
are practically impossible, there are multiple post-processing approaches mimicking the 
behavior. 
Savitzky-Golay filtering can be used to smooth dense interferences due to coherent simulation 
[79]. It operates by fitting low degree polynomials over a window using the linear least squares 
method. Open parameters of the filter are the range (number of points) over which the filter 
averages, and the degree of polynomial used to fit the data. The number of points required 
depends on density of calculation – while for example 5 points are suitable when calculation 
is performed in wavelength steps of 10 nm, 50 might be needed if calculation is done for every 
1 nm change of wavelength. Degree of polynomial is also an open parameter, where higher 
degree produces less smoothing, while lower degree better tracks the data. 
Similar often used approach is a convolution with a Gaussian function [75]. Its advantage over 
Savitzky-Golay filtering is that such smoothing operation is the first approximation of the 
actual origin of incoherence – interference between different wavelengths, which are 
approximated to have Gaussian wavelength distribution [80]. Additionally, its only parameter 
is the width of the Gaussian, which is connected to the coherence time and is independent of 
the sampling density. While derivation is tedious and can be read in [80], the final result of 
derivation is simple to use: 
 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜ℎ(𝜔) = 𝐼(𝜔) ∗ 𝑅𝑐𝑜ℎ(𝜔) (56) 
 
𝐼(𝜔) = 𝜏𝑐√
𝑙𝑛(2)
𝜋3
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝑙𝑛(2)
𝜋2
𝜏𝑐
2𝜔2) (57) 
Where 𝜏𝑐 is the coherence time of the light (mainly sunlight with approximately 2 ∗ 10
−15 s 
coherence time). Equation (56) contains reflectance R as an example, while the same 
equations are also applicable to transmittance T and total absorptance A (but not local 
absorptances calculated from E and H). 
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These two approaches were compared (Figure 4-5) using the same fully coherent simulations 
using RCWA simulation results as the coherent data for the averaging. 
 
Figure 4-5: Interference effects arising from thick crystalline layer. SGolay filtering and gaussian smoothing were used to 
eliminate interferences. 
The same 200 μm thick bare c-Si wafer in air was used in simulations to explore incoherence 
effect, with the simulation results shown in blue. Savitzky-Golay filter (red) produced good 
smoothing of results until the long-wavelength oscillations, which arise due to the end of the 
data – smoothing is inaccurate for wavelengths in range of 1150-1200 nm. Despite low order 
and large window, some oscillations remain – these could be removed by even stronger 
smoothing. Gaussian smoothing (orange) produced good incoherence results as well – 
however, at a different coherence time than of the sunlight. Supposed sunlight coherence 
time produced far too strong smoothing, which removed all the features from the data. 
Comparing the thickness-averaged (Figure 4-4) and wavelength-averaged (Figure 4-5) 
methods shows wavelength averaging produces superior results to the thickness averaging. 
In addition to smoother results that follow the fully incoherent ray traced results better, 
wavelength averaging is also faster. A single simulation is required per wavelength, while the 
filtering or convolution operation are very fast. However, the response would be also 
smoothened for the structures exhibiting strong interference patterns arising due to thin film 
stacks or nano structures – while the thickness averaging would vary only the thickness of 
thick layers and retain these interferences. 
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4.3.1.3 Incoherence due to simulator combination 
Incoherence simulations are also possible through a combination of various simulation 
methods. For example, as the RT is incoherent, combination of the RT and RCWA simulations 
would lead to incoherent simulations in the desired subset of structure. Any structure 
requiring wave optics is calculated using RCWA, while ray tracing is used for thick layers, and 
all phase information is discarded (waves of RCWA are transformed to rays when entering the 
RT part). As each ray is traced separately and fully discards phase, this produces fully 
incoherent simulations without the need of additional simulations or averaging. 
For example, in simulations presented above (Figure 4-4 and 4-5), this combination would 
consider the thick c-Si layer as incoherent, matching the curve obtained from ray tracing 
calculations. This method of incoherence is superior to the others, as the incoherent curve is 
smoother and more accurate than the averaged results, regardless of the method chosen. 
Additionally, the combined simulation is even faster than the other approaches as there is no 
need to perform additional simulations or averaging.  
4.3.2 Local absorption in the structure 
Principal RCWA outputs are reflection and transmission amplitudes in modes. Total absorption 
A can be calculated from conservation of energy as 𝐴 = 1 − 𝑅 − 𝑇. Furthermore, from the 
local E and H, my RCWA implementation calculates Poynting vector S to obtain energy 
absorbed in the RCWA sublayer. Beyond that, field is calculated in arbitrary point and 
following the [81], local absorption of the RCWA was calculated from the calculated local E. 
However, instead of using the normalization factors derived in the article, absorption in the 
volume of interest was calculated as EE* without normalization, and then normalized to the 
total absorption A obtained from the R and T. This improved numerical robustness of the 
calculated local absorption and ensured the relation 𝑅 + 𝑇 + 𝐴 = 1 always holds, while still 
preserving accurate distribution calculation of local absorption. 
4.3.3 Improving RCWA convergence 
While this thesis does not contain any new contribution in terms of speeding up RCWA 
convergence nor their analysis, contributions of other authors are quickly summarized for 
completeness of this work.  
The basis of the RCWA, including my implementation, is Moharam’s method. It completely 
disregards Laurent rule [26]. Despite this issue, it was found to perform well for the 
rectangular structures, while its performance is poor for more complicated shapes such as 
circles. Li reformulated the problem in non-orthogonal coordinates, where light is locally 
parallel or perpendicular to the structure [59] and later extended it to generalized coordinates 
[82]. This improved the convergence for some structures. However, even something as simple 
as 1-D grating, considered as a rotated 2-D grating in 3-D simulations, could lead to very poor 
convergence of both approaches [83]. There, Moharam’s formulation led to good 
convergence of the TE light (same as the 2-D simulations with correct factorization), but 
convergence of TM light was poor. On the other hand, Li’s formalism helped with TM 
convergence, offering same convergence as with 2-D simulations with correct factorization, 
but it worsened TE convergence. Both the Moharam’s and Li’s factorizations are implemented 
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as an option, while only Moharam’s was used for presented results due to focus on dielectric 
structures. Therefore, convergence of the implementation is expected to be good for the 
rectangular metallic structures and dielectric structures; while complex 3-D metallic structures 
are expected to converge slowly. 
Normal vector (NV) field, introduced by Schuster as an extension of Popov and Neviere work, 
works by calculating the normal between material boundaries [83]. NV field is extended 
throughout the structure and made continuous (almost) everywhere. NV is used to 
decompose electric and magnetic field into local TE and TM component, and the correct 
factorization rule is used on every point. This stably calculates the above case of 1D grating, 
producing optimal convergence for both the TE and TM polarization of light at the cost of 
calculation of the NV field. However, the choice of NV field is generally not unique, and 
different choices have different convergence properties, some are even inferior to Moharam 
or Li formulation [83], [84] 
Adaptive spatial resolution (ASR) is the latest attempt to speed up RCWA convergence for 
complex structures. Here, source of convergence troubles is recognized to be abrupt change 
between the materials, which leads to the discontinuities in 𝜖 and E. To remove 
discontinuities, the coordinate system itself is transformed in each RCWA sublayer to 
eliminate discontinuities and spread out points on the material boundaries [85], [86]. This 
further improves RCWA accuracy with the given number of modes [86]. 
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4.4 Combined modelling approach 
The current state-of-the-art are the combined models, where both the rigorous and 
approximate simulations are combined in various ways to simulate structures unfeasible with 
a single simulator. Net radiative method [31], SETFOS [32] and OPTOS [29], [30] are all focused 
on speed and efficiency. These simulators convert structure to a stack of 1-D layers, and for 
each layer, its scattering matrix is calculated – a single scattering matrix per layer per 
wavelength of light. The matrices are angle discretized to a predefined number of radiative 
angles. Generally, approximately 100 angles are used. Various simulation methods, such as 
RCWA, FEM and RT, can be used for each individual layer, though multiple methods per layer 
are not possible. These scattering matrices are coupled non-iteratively to generate the full 
structure response to incident light. Coupling is very fast because it is 1-D and non-iterative, 
but the calculation of a scattering matrix of a layer requires a lot of time. 
Another approach for simulator coupling was presented, where RCWA is coupled with RT [56]. 
Scattering matrices are also calculated here, however, instead of one scattering matrix per 
layer per wavelength, many are calculated – one for each incident angle the problem is 
discretized to; while the resulting scattered angles are exact. Furthermore, coupling is not 
performed on the 1-D stack of layers, but for the exact 3-D structure. This enables calculation 
of several structure concepts impossible with the previously mentioned approaches. For 
example, simulation of double multiscale texture (nano texture superimposed on micro 
texture) is possible with our approach [56], as is inclusion of realistic contacts that shade parts 
of the solar cell [87]. Both are frequently encountered in solar cell research. 
Combination of RCWA and ray tracing (RT) was primarily considered here. As the RT simulator 
used (CROWM) already coupled RT and transfer matrix method (TMM), the final CMA 
presented consists of RT, TMM and RCWA.  
4.4.1 Coupling of simulators  
The main purpose of the coupling was to simulate structures, in our case state-of-the-art Si 
solar cells, which cannot be tackled using individual simulation methods. RCWA is very suitable 
for simulation of nano textures and coherent layers, while it has troubles with incoherent 
simulations (see section Incoherence) and large structures – see subchapter 6.6 or [56]. On 
the other hand, RT uses geometric approximation, making it very suitable for incoherent 
simulation of large textures, but it cannot simulate anything requiring wave optics – such as 
nano textures or even plan parallel thin layers. Example of such simulated structure is shown 
(Figure 4-6) 
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Figure 4-6: Bifacial silicon solar cell with nano texture on the front silicon interface and micro texture on the rear silicon 
interface. Materials and thicknesses of individual layers are listed on the left, and simulation methods required in the CMA 
simulation of the complete cell are shown on the right. 
The methods applied for simulation of different parts of the solar cell structure are specified 
on the right side of Figure 4-6. Thick c-Si wafer requires incoherent treatment, as do EVA, glass 
and the optional LMF. For these layers, RT was used in our coupled approach. On the other 
hand, thin layers (ITO and various a-Si:H) require coherent treatment. For the locally flat plan-
parallel thin layers, which includes thin layers deposited on large micro textures such as the 
one on the bottom side of the wafer in Figure 4-6, TMM is an efficient choice. For 
nanotextured thin-film stacks, however, rigorous simulations are required.  In our case, RCWA 
was used for this purpose due to its suitability to couple directly with RT. All the models 
together encompass our CMA, which was used to simulate the complete complex structure of 
the photovoltaic device.  
The coupling approach and simulators included in the CMA is illustrated (Figure 4-7). 
RT 
RCWA 
RT & TMM 
RT 
front side illumination (direct) 
LMF (100 m) 
EVA (500 m) 
glass (3.2 mm) 
ITO (120 nm) 
n- a-Si:H (14 nm) 
i- a-Si:H (8 nm) 
n- c-Si (200 m) 
i- a-Si:H (8 nm) 
p- a-Si:H (14 nm) 
ITO (200 nm) 
EVA (500 m) 
LMF (100 m) 
glass (3.2 mm) 
CMA RT 
3-D simulation 
rear side illumination (diffuse) 
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Figure 4-7: CMA illustration – the presented CMA consists of RCWA, RT and TMM. RCWA-RT and RT-TMM couplings have 
been implemented and are marked with solid lines. RCWA and TMM are currently not coupled, possible coupling is indicated 
by dashed line. 
CMA simulation starts with the (geometric) incident rays, generated by the RT module. Rays 
are equidistantly spread over the solar cell structure at a predefined angle (or various angles 
for diffuse simulations). Then, ray tracing of each individual ray is used for propagation 
through thick layers which are to be modelled incoherently (see section Incoherence), as well 
as scattering on the micro textures, considered geometrically. When a ray encounters nano 
structure or thin plan parallel layers that need to be modelled coherently, RCWA and TMM 
are used. Whenever a ray hits interface consisting of multiple thin plan parallel layers (for 
example in the a-Si:H and the ITO layers of the HJ structure), TMM for that particular subset 
of structure is calculated, generating probability of reflection, transmission and absorption. 
When a ray hits nano structure, RCWA simulation is required. RCWA is coupled with RT using 
scattering matrices. These scattering matrices give exact outgoing rays but are not calculated 
for every incident ray – the closest scattering matrix is used. Monte-Carlo ray tracing is 
performed, where every scattered ray is selected by its probability and gets attributed the full 
remaining power (after absorption). This is required especially for the RCWA-RT coupling to 
avoid explosion in the number of rays and was used for the RT-TMM coupling as well.  
As the RCWA and TMM operate on plane waves while the RT uses rays, conversion between 
the representations is required – the scattering matrices consider waves to permit maximum 
generality and keep possibility to combine RCWA with TMM or add other simulators (FEM for 
example). For the conversion from the ray to the plane wave, position information is 
temporarily omitted as it is not present in the plane waves. Intensity is converted to amplitude 
and arbitrary phase is assigned to the plane wave - due to incoherent coupling between the 
rays and the plane waves, phases are ignored on the transformation to rays. From the incident 
angles, wave vectors are calculated. Finally, the global TE and TM polarization as tracked by 
RT is converted to local TE and TM polarization of the sub-structure depending on the surface 
tilt and rotation. Conversion between the plane waves to rays performs the same steps in 
reverse – from the local TE and TM polarizations, global TE and TM are calculated. Wave 
vectors are converted back to angles. Amplitude is converted to intensity, while phase is 
omitted. The temporarily omitted ray position is re-assigned – the same position is used – 
both the RCWA and TMM sub-structure are assumed infinitely small in this coupling. 
RCWA and TMM are currently not coupled, although this extension is possible. It would be 
redundant to couple RCWA with coherent TMM given RCWA alone can simulate the same 
structure at the same speed – so the TMM addition to the CMA might even seem irrelevant. 
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However, it might be valuable to simulate thick layers using incoherent or partially coherent 
generalized TMM [88] instead of ray tracing – such simulations would benefit from TMM and 
find RCWA-TMM coupling valuable as well. Here, no transformation between the 
representations would be required given both simulation methods operate on plane waves. 
4.4.2 Scattering matrices 
RCWA performed calculations of all structures consisting of nano structures in advance with 
scattering matrix saved to a text file. Each incident ray direction and wavelength correspond 
to a single scattering matrix and a single text file. The scattering matrix consists of many rows 
where each row corresponds to a single outgoing plane wave direction (single mode) – both 
reflection and transmission modes are written. Below the rows with modes, absorptions are 
written per layer of the structure. Each mode has several numbers listed - polar angle 𝜃 and 
azimuth angle 𝜙 are listed first, followed by TE→TE, TE→TM, TM→TE and TM→TM intensities 
of the beam in this direction. Polarizations are defined by the plane of incidence, including for 
the outgoing plane wave. Note that 4 values are required as the polarization can change during 
propagation through the structure. 
 
Figure 4-8: Principle of the CMA coupling. RCWA is applied to the parts of the structure where nano textures are present to 
produce scattering matrices. These matrices are an input for the RT&TMM part of the simulator.  
In RT or TMM, the structure itself cannot change TE polarization to TM and vice versa (note 
that the TE to TM ratio can change); where the TE and TM polarizations are defined by the 
plane of incidence. On the other hand, in 3D RCWA simulations polarization changes are 
possible. Changes can happen for every 3-D structure because the incident and outgoing plane 
waves need not lie in the same plane. The percentage of TE polarization in each reflected or 
transmitted mode is calculated as  
 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑇𝐸 = (𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜙) , 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜙) , 0) ∙
𝒂
|𝒂|
 (58) 
Where  is the mode polar angle calculated from the wave vector and a stands for t or r – 
transmitted and reflected mode amplitudes, respectively. The TE energy of each mode is then 
calculated as the product of total energy of the mode and the percTE factor, while the TM 
energy is calculated as the total energy of the mode minus the TE energy.  
TE and TM polarizations were calculated independently and saved to the same file, as CROWM 
considers both polarizations simultaneously. For the incident plane wave, total powers of all 
modes are calculated. A random mode is selected with probability corresponding to the power 
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of the mode, and the full power of the incident ray is assigned to the mode. The outgoing TE 
and TM polarization ratio is calculated, and the ray is propagated further. 
For the analysis of accuracy with respect to angular discretization of scattering matrices, we 
simulated the inverted nano pyramids on the Si HJ structure at a subset of wavelengths for 1°  
polar angle ϑ and azimuth angle ϕ, and then explored simulation error with different 
discretization of the angles. The 5° ϑ, 15° ϕ discretization angles were found to be optimal 
with respect of the accuracy and simulation time. After taking symmetry of the grating into 
account, we required 36 different ϑ, 4 different ϕ and 2 polarizations, leading to a maximum 
of 144 files and 288 simulations per wavelength, if scattering was calculated in such detail 
from both sides.  
However, not all wavelengths required all combinations of angles. For short wavelengths, all 
the light entering thick c-Si is absorbed, therefore the rear side illumination does not have to 
be calculated. This consideration halves the number of required scattering matrices. By 
simulating when the transmittance is nonzero for the flat structure, the conservative 
threshold where rear-side simulations are required is given. Additionally, all different front 
angles are encountered only during the module simulations. For the cell structure simulations, 
nanotexture is on the top or bottom and generally only single incident ray from one side is 
required (with the typical 0° incident light). For the structures meeting both combinations, a 
single simulation is sufficient – therefore the CMA simulation reverts to just RCWA in cases 
where combinations are not needed. 
Analysis of the number of times each scattering matrix was used gives insights as whether we 
have calculated some matrices which ultimately weren’t needed, offering some potential time 
savings. Percentage of the matrix usage was sorted and indexed with I1 and O1 to O72, I 
corresponding to single scattering matrix for light incident to the front side of the surface and 
O1->O72 to 72 matrices for light incident to the back side of the surface. Simulations were 
performed for the 200 μm thick textured c-Si wafer in air (excluding other layers). 
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Figure 4-9: Number of calls to the scattering matrix for various cases and wavelengths. 200 µm thick textured c-Si wafer in air 
was simulated using CMA. Blue = 1000 nm light, red = 1200 nm light; while solid line shows nano/flat structure and dashed 
shows nano/micro. 10^4 initial rays were sent on the structure, corresponding to 10^4 calls to the single file on the top side 
of the structure. 
We can group these scattering matrices into 3 groups by wavelengths. In the first, short 
wavelength group (not shown in Figure 4-9), light does not reach back side of the nano texture 
– it gets absorbed in the bulk crystalline silicon. This is the case of wavelengths below about 
900nm for the given 200 μm cell thickness. In this group, a single RCWA simulation is sufficient 
for texture analysis; and our CMA was operated in such a way. 
In the second group, between roughly 900-1050 nm, there is a significant difference between 
nano/flat and nano/micro texture behavior. Nano/flat texture shows few files with significant 
number of calls, matching peaks of transmission modes AIDs of the incident ray. On the other 
hand, nano/micro has almost all the files used approximately as many times, as micro texture 
additionally scatters light. In this wavelength range, approximately half of the scattering 
matrices could be omitted for the nano/flat texture without accuracy loss, while the 
nano/micro texture would require almost all 72 matrices. As the same scattering matrices are 
used for both textures, calculation of all matrices was necessary. 
Finally, for the long wavelength light λ > 1050 nm, scattering matrices are used many times 
and almost all are used at least once for both structures. Therefore, calculation of all scattering 
matrices is again necessary. 
Further improvements to the coupling scheme are possible, where the RCWA simulations 
would be performed for exactly the incident ray if the ray is a common occurrence, while the 
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nearest scattering matrix would be taken for rays slightly deviating or being less common. This 
would offer either higher accuracy and calculate RCWA response for every ray individually, or 
better efficiency by calculating for less rays than the equidistantly discretized angles. 
However, as shown in Figure 4-9 and its analysis, there is not a lot of room for reducing the 
number of calculations and maintaining accuracy. The improved coupling would be still a 
viable venue to explore mainly to avoid manual setting of when the rear-side CMA simulations 
are required.  
We believe our CMA offers two main advantages over other approaches. Due to our ability to 
calculate local absorption in all structures, e.g. parasitic absorption in the ITO layer can be 
precisely calculated, offering insight in inner working of the structure. Additionally, the 
approach enables simulations of even highly complex structures such as the superposition of 
nano and micro texture introduced in 2.3.3. Such structures have been identified to offer 
efficient light management [4], [89].  
4.5 Computer equipment 
RCWA and FEM simulations were mostly performed on desktop PCs. There were 4 computer 
setups used, their main hardware specifications are listed in Table 1. 
Table 1: List of computer hardware 
Computer name Processor RAM 
PC 1 i7-3770K 32 GB 
PC 2 i7-3770K 32 GB 
PC 3 i7-4770K 32 GB 
Cluster 1 Xeon E5520 + 16x dual-
core PC 
12 GB + 16x 4 GB 
The majority of RCWA simulations ran on the PCs 1-3 due to memory requirements. Each 
instance of RCWA simulation received only 2 GB on Cluster 1. This is sufficient for at most 15 
modes with a single sublayer, while the often used 10 modes with 100 sublayers already 
required memory optimization or use of swapping, which slowed down the computation 
below the speed of the PCs. Therefore, only the smaller simulations with 5 modes and 100 
sublayers were faster on Cluster 1 than on the desktop PCs. However, such small simulations 
are fast enough the time difference due to increased performance was negligible, thus even 
the simulations where RCWA scattering matrices for coupling with RT were generated ran on 
PCs. 
RT simulations (RT, RT+TMM and RT+RCWA+TMM, excluding the generation of RCWA 
scattering matrices) used Cluster 1. Memory requirements were not an issue in this case, while 
the simulations completed in approximately half the time of the PCs and did not use resources 
that were better served for other purposes. 
MATLAB® enables mostly effort free simulations on GPUs supporting NVidia CUDA® with 
parallel computing toolbox [90]. GPU assisted simulations were performed on the PC 3, which 
includes NVidia GTX 660 graphics card, but the use of GPU was subsequently abandoned. Lack 
of video RAM (2 GB) produced the same issue as with the simulations on Cluster 1 – it severely 
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limited the number of modes and sublayers that can be efficiently calculated. Additionally, the 
card used limited us to single precision simulations. Although the main calculation steps were 
faster on the GPU when single precision calculations were performed, the overall performance 
was slightly worse (approximately 5% for the comparatively fastest 5M/100SL combination) 
due to few steps of RCWA algorithm where CPU performed faster, coupled with the need to 
transfer data to and from the GPU. Faster GPUs that include more RAM would be required for 
efficient simulations. 
4.6 Conclusion 
RCWA was presented and its main equations were derived from the Maxwell equations where 
all simplifications of the equations are justified for solar cells under typical operating 
conditions. Due to the structure slicing in z-independent sublayers and the subsequent Fourier 
transform of the refractive index, the method is very suitable for simulations of periodic 
dielectric structures – such as the nanotextures and nanostructures encountered in solar cell 
research.  
To improve on the basic RCWA method, calculation of local absorption was implemented. 
Additionally, various possibilities of incoherent simulations were explored. Averaging 
coherent results was found to outperform averaging of structure thickness, while the fully 
incoherent raytracing still performed the best and is offered by the combined modelling 
approach (CMA).  
The CMA was developed, where RCWA, RT and TMM are combined through scattering 
matrices. It is a very general approach that combines strengths of the individual methods, 
based on the high similarity between plane waves and rays – which are transformed from one 
form to the other. Brief analysis is presented as well, while the experimental validation is 
shown in section 5. 
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5. Experimental validation of the simulation models 
5.1 Introduction 
The most important utility of simulations is to offer insights to experimental results, to guide 
further experimental work and to make quantitative predictions related to improvements and 
new designs. In any case it is a need that simulation results are closely matched with the 
experiment. Realistic physical models on one hand and realistic input parameters on the other 
hand are crucial to meet this goal. 
In this chapter experimental data obtained from the characterization of fabricated samples 
was compared to the simulations. Measured optical properties of layers were used as well as 
interface texture parameters obtained from AFM and SEM analysis were applied. Agreement 
of simulations and experiments was analyzed for the rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA), 
ray tracing combined with transfer matrix method (RT&TMM) and a combination of all three 
methods (RCWA&RT&TMM) in so called coupled modelling approach (CMA). First, the 
textures on top of silicon wafer were analyzed for the untextured wafer, one-sided nano 
texture and a combination of nano texture on one interface with micro texture on the other.  
After, the most complex nano/micro and micro/nano textures were analyzed with the 
heterojunction generated on top of the silicon wafer (Si HJ). This is a significantly more difficult 
test of the simulators due to extra layers on top of the texture – two layers of hydrogenated 
amorphous silicon (a-Si:H): intrinsic (i) and either boron doped (p+) or phosphorus doped (n+), 
plus the indium tin oxide (ITO) layer.  
In addition to the validation of the simulation tools using reflectance measurements and 
comparison of structure performance between different fabricated textures, CMA also 
enabled extraction of absorptions inside each layer of the structure, which is difficult to 
measure, to offer additional insights in operation of the structure. 
5.2 Results of verification on textured Si wafer 
Bare textured c-Si wafer served as both the basis of subsequent silicon heterojunction (Si HJ) 
solar cell structures, as well as the initial test of the simulation methods and models. The most 
basic test is of the untextured (flat on both sides) 200 µm thick c-Si wafer. This structure is 
denoted as having flat front surface and flat rear surface (using incident light direction to 
define the front and rear sides), summarized as flat/flat. The thickness of the wafer requires 
the use of a RT model. As this is a most simple single-layer problem, the test is used to check 
the correctness of the complex refractive indices of the c-Si (and possible interfacial layers). 
It is to note that wavelength-dependent complex refractive indices are key parameters in all 
simulations performed. And secondly, accurately described morphology of textured interfaces 
must be applied in simulations. In this work we have not focused on determination of complex 
refractive indices of layers used, but we used experimentally determined values from the 
LPVO database and other sources [91]. However, we put a lot of effort to determine exact 
morphology of the textured (nano and micro) interfaces, by analyzing and comparing different 
AFM and SEM images. 
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Coming back to simulations of flat/flat c-Si wafer, the results of measured and simulated 
reflectance are shown in Figure 5-1 for specular illumination under 8° incident angle. 
Simulation curve obtained with the RT model fits very well to the measured curve. 
Next step was to introduce the nanotexture (inverted nano pyramids with 𝑃 ≈ 900 nm, see 
section 2.3.2) to the front interface (nano/flat case). In Figure 5-1 we present simulation 
results obtained by three different optical models: RT, RCWA and CMA.  
Figure 5-1 shows experimentally measured reflectance, compared to the simulations obtained 
by the RT, RCWA and CMA. Important structure parameters such as depth (D = 620 nm), period 
(P = 900 nm), flat part width (W = 30 nm) and pyramid fraction (PF = 89%) were obtained from 
the SEM and AFM images of the nano/flat samples. 
 
Figure 5-1: Validation of the CMA simulation tool with experimentally measured structures. Reflectance of flat/flat and 
nano/flat is shown for experimental data and simulations with RT, RCWA and CMA. 
In general, the CMA simulations show the best matching with the trends observed in the 
measured curve. The RT simulations shows disagreement in the short- and long-wavelength 
part. The geometrical optics applied to the geometry of the nano-textured inverted pyramids 
does not involve the diffraction effects, affecting the reflection of short- and long-wavelength 
light at front interface and light trapping in the layer of long-wavelength light.  
RCWA follows experimentally the observed behavior of the nano/flat structure until 900 nm. 
Beyond 900 nm, interference effects play a role in RCWA (also see 4.3.1). CMA treats thick 
silicon layer incoherently (due to RT model for thick layers) and eliminates interferences, 
closely following the experimental data except in the range of 900-1000 nm. This 
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disagreement between the simulation and the experiment is mainly caused by the overly 
idealized texture considered in simulations (ideal inverted pyramids with given P and PF) as 
opposed to the significant texture variability in the experimental samples. Agreement 
between the simulation and experiment is improved if some variation in the structure period 
and pyramid fraction is added as an additional set of scattering matrices, with random 
selection of the scattering matrix for each ray separately. Separately and possibly 
simultaneously, improvement is achieved by the consideration of the structure as having 
pyramids slightly offset instead of on a rectangular grid – similar to experimental samples due 
to the 6° difference between the periods of the holes. These improvements are not shown, 
however, as they used hand-picked (although realistic) parameters as opposed to values 
extracted from sample measurement. Similarly, offset at the short wavelengths is lower if the 
PF is increased; however, this increase cannot be justified by the experimental measurements. 
Besides total reflectance of the nano/flat sample we go even deeper in the analysis of 
reflected light and compare the simulated and measured reflectance of the diffuse light (Rdif). 
The light reflected from the sample outside the 6° cone is measured as the diffused 
reflectance. The same was considered in simulations. Lateral limitations of the sample and 
possibly escaped long-wavelength diffused light at the edges of the sample were not 
considered in simulations. 
 
Figure 5-2: Diffuse reflectance of the nano/flat sample - measured and simulated. 
Differences between the accuracy of various simulators are even more apparent in the diffuse 
reflectance Rdiff of the nano/flat sample. CMA closely follows measured trends of Rdiff, showing 
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intensities of diffraction orders calculated by the method are correct – they match 
experimental reality. This is especially pronounced near the (weak) oscillations, where some 
diffraction orders grow much stronger or weaker. On the other hand, RT does not follow any 
experimentally observed trends. RCWA (not shown) matches CMA simulations until 900 nm 
but predicts no diffuse reflectance with wavelengths longer than the maximum structure 
period (920 nm), as all non-specular reflection modes are evanescent. 
The next two structures that were included in the analysis are structures with introduced 
textures at both sides of the bare c-Si wafer; i.e. nano/micro and micro/nano case (Figure 5-3). 
Actually, nano/micro and micro/nano structures correspond to the same sample type, only 
illumination side is changed. The nano texture quality on this, both-side textured sample is 
different from the nano/flat sample (see chapter 4 on fabrication of the samples), which is 
also shown as slightly higher reflectance. This unfortunately also prevents experimental 
comparison between the nano/flat and nano/micro structure performance to show which 
combination offers higher efficiency. The nano texture has same P = 900 nm, but W = 90 nm, 
D = 570 nm, PF = 80%. 
 
Figure 5-3: Nano/micro and micro/nano reflectance and absorptance (1-R-T), experimental data and simulation results are 
shown. 
CMA simulation again shows very good agreement with the experimentally measured 
quantities, even for these structures where RCWA or RT individually are unfeasible – the RT 
simulation was shown to not follow the trends of the nano texture response in Figure 5-1, 
while the RCWA was found limited for the simulations of the large textures in chapter 6.6. 
Beyond good agreement of the reflectance, Figure 5-3 also includes absorptance in crystalline 
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silicon, obtained as 1-R-T, which also shows that the calculated transmittance closely matches 
between the experiment and simulation. 
The micro/micro sample has also been analyzed with the RT and found to agree with the 
experimental measurements but is not shown due to focus on RCWA and CMA analysis. The 
nano/nano sample is missing from the validation. That sample has been fabricated and 
measured – reflectance and transmittance were measured for illumination applied from one 
and another side. By changing the illumination side differences in measured optical properties 
have been observed despite the sample should be symmetrical. During fabrication special care 
was put on simultaneous etching of nanotextures. However, the sample has not been 
characterized under the SEM or the AFM. Therefore, the texture quality is hinted only through 
its reflectance. RCWA was found to agree reasonably well with either short wavelength part 
using suitable and realistic texture parameters – however, this is not a real validation of the 
simulator, as the texture parameters were obtained from the target reflectance instead of 
being produced independently. 
5.3 Verification results on Si HJ solar cell structure 
We performed verification of our optical models also on the Si HJ solar cell structure for 
various front/rear texture combinations. In these simulations we consider besides the c-Si 
wafer also the thin p- and n-type a-Si:H, intrinsic a-Si:H passivation layers and ITO contacts. 
The structure is shown in subchapter 2.2 and consists of 120 nm thick front ITO, 14 nm n- a-
Si:H and 10 nm i- a-Si:H, followed by the textured 200 µm thick c-Si wafer. Then, 10 nm i- a-
Si:H, 14 nm p- a-Si:H and 200 nm of ITO follow on the rear side, all layers assumed as 
conformally deposited on the texture. While the bare wafers already serve as a validation of 
simulation methods, showing the CMA is accurate even in situations where its individual 
components are not, heterojunction structure of the crystalline silicon with the hydrogenated 
amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) and indium tin oxide (ITO) offers a more difficult and realistic test 
of the structures similar to the final devices.  
In the analysis we include the nano/micro and micro/nano samples, since the SEM imaging of 
the nanotextured side was performed on these samples. SEM images of the front and rear 
texture are shown in Figure 5-4. 
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Figure 5-4: ITO deposited on top of the inverted nano pyramid texture (a) and random micro pyramid texture (b). ITO is 
slightly rough due to sputtering process. 
Both the side views of inverted nano pyramid texture (a) and random micro pyramid texture 
(b) are shown after a-Si:H and ITO deposition. a-Si:H thickness and growth is not observed on 
the images due to its thinness (approximately 20 nm for both layers). Conformal growth was 
assumed in simulations, while thicknesses were taken as 14 nm for the p- and n- a-Si:H; 8 nm 
for the i- a-Si:H. These values were not measured on samples presented, but they were 
measured previously using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 120 nm thick ITO is seen 
as slightly rough due to sputtering process on both SEM images. This nano roughness was 
ignored in simulations. The zoomed-in image of the inverted nano pyramid revealed that the 
deposition is mostly conformal, however, ITO is slightly thinner at the pyramid apex than at 
the flat parts of the pyramid. This is not observed on the larger upright random micro 
pyramids, where deposition is conformal. The experimentally measured ITO growth was 
considered in simulations, although difference to conformal growth is slight. 
a) b) 
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Figure 5-5: Reflectance of the nano/micro and micro/nano samples including thin layers of a-Si:H and ITO (Si HJ structure). 
The Si HJ solar cell structure is more complex than the bare textured c-Si wafer as it contains 
more layers. Figure 5-5 shows very good agreement of the CMA even for this complex 
structure, while the RT&TMM simulations show poor agreement with the experiment. 
Discrepancy of the RT&TMM simulator is the highest for the short wavelength nano textures, 
where the predicted trends are completely inaccurate. Additionally, the long wavelength 
range prediction also does not match with the experiment, unlike for the CMA.  
5.4 Conclusion 
RCWA and CMA simulators were experimentally validated. The RCWA simulator performs well 
for the short wavelength simulations of the nano textures, with simulation results closely 
agreeing with the experimental data, including the diffuse reflectance. For the long 
wavelengths, results are coherent, exhibiting interference. 
Only the CMA accurately simulated all structures, matching all experimental trends and closely 
agreeing with measured values. Each simulator comprising CMA accurately operated within 
its own domain, coupling enabled accurate simulation of all texture combinations, even of the 
nano/micro and micro/nano Si HJ structures. 
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6. RCWA accuracy and performance analysis 
6.1 Introduction 
Besides validation of optical models with selected experimental results it is crucial to study 
the application possibilities and to perform accuracy analysis of the model on a broader range 
of possible structures under scope. In particular we investigated the application of the RCWA 
to various textures that are of interest in photovoltaic devices.  
Accuracy and time considerations of various parameters are analyzed to obtain the optimized 
simulation parameters. The optimal parameter values should enable the best tradeoff 
between simulation accuracy and time required.  We published selected results of this RCWA 
analysis in Beilstein Journal of Nanotechnology [28]. 
Here, several simulations are presented which analyze accuracy of the RCWA model. In the 
first part, RCWA is analyzed for the inverted pyramidal texture including thin layers of a-Si:H 
and ITO (heterojunction structure), with respect to the changing number of modes, followed 
by analysis of the same structure with changing the number of sublayers. Three parts follow 
where each part analyzes change of one variable regarding the structure – oblique incident 
angle, different texture shape and different texture scale. Accuracy analysis is followed by 
time analysis. Finally, the chapter is concluded with the summary of the main results. 
6.2 Effect of number of modes  
As explained in description of the RCWA method already (see section 4.2.3), higher number 
of modes has a twofold effect. Firstly, it describes diffraction of light in greater detail – with 
insufficient number of modes, some of the radiant modes are not considered. Once all radiant 
modes are included by sufficiently high number of modes, only evanescent modes are added, 
however, they influence the radiative modes – results without considering evanescent modes 
may be inaccurate. Secondly, number of modes defines the number of discrete Fourier 
components that are considered in Fourier transformation of refractive index distribution in 
lateral direction of a sublayer. Therefore, for accurate simulations, a sufficient number of 
modes is required to correctly describe both the light and the structure. On the other hand, 
higher number of modes leads to larger system of equations to solve, which increases 
computational time and required memory (RAM) for calculations. Computational time and 
memory issues are addressed in in section 6.7. 
The effect on changing the number of modes was primarily analyzed for the inverted nano 
pyramid texture including the thin a-Si:H and ITO layers, as the Si HJ structure with the 
inverted nano pyramids was the main nano texture considered in this work. An idealized 
texture was used, where Px = Py = 900 nm, Wx = Wy = 150 nm and the ideal α = 54.7°, resulting 
in D = 530 nm and PF = 69%. Compared to the experimentally generated samples, the analyzed 
structure here has lower PF than the majority of samples. 85 nm of the ITO and 15 nm of the 
a-Si:H were added conformally (in the vertical direction) to the structure, while EVA was used 
to encapsulate the structure. Full structure height H is therefore 630 nm. The analysis of 
effects of number of modes on total reflectance was carried out. Reflection from the rear side 
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of the full solar cell structure was excluded here. The analyzed part of the structure is shown 
in Figure 6-1. 
 
Figure 6-1: Simulated inverted pyramid structure (Si HJ substructure of the upper part of the solar cell) for analysis of the 
effect of number of modes and sublayers. Solid green arrow corresponds to direct light incidence, while dashed blue line 
shows light incidence at θ = 45°. 
In the analysis of number of modes, a sufficiently high number of sublayers is required so the 
structure simulation inaccuracy is dominated by the error due to the insufficient number of 
modes. Analysis was performed by fixing the structure slicing – the structure was sliced to 300 
equally thick sublayers. Selected number of sublayers is assumed to be sufficiently high that 
for the majority of modes considered, too few modes are the dominant source of inaccuracy. 
This is confirmed in the next chapter (6.3), where even 30 sublayers were shown to be 
sufficiently accurate. Even higher RCWA simulation accuracy is possible in principle – 
simulations could have up to 20 modes on the available hardware, with arbitrary number of 
sublayers – however, such simulations take increasingly long time as noted in 6.6 and were 
not performed. 
As a reference curve, RCWA simulation with the main parameters of 10 modes and 300 
sublayers was set (most accurate among presented simulations). Additionally, each sublayer 
had the refractive index discretized to 400 points, over which the FFT was performed, though 
no difference was observed in discretization to either 1000 points or 100 points – the only 
difference is slightly slower slicing with higher number of points. Wavelength dependent 
reflectance R(λ) with different number of modes is shown in Figure 6-2. 
 
Incident light 
EVA ITO, 85 nm 
a-Si:H, 15 nm 
c-Si 
D = 530 nm 
P = 900 nm 
θ 
H = 630 nm 
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Figure 6-2: RCWA convergence with respect to the number of modes, for the inverted nano pyramid texture with P = 900 nm 
for 0° incident angle illuminarion. Simulation using another method FEM (simulator COMSOL) is added to validate RCWA 
accuracy. 
All simulations, even the least accurate ones agree well for the long wavelength range (please 
note that low reflectance in long-wavelength region is due to non-consideration of reflected 
light at rear interfaces). However, there is a slight difference observed in the short wavelength 
light, especially near the peak around  = 400 nm. Deviations in simulations in this wavelength 
region are noted. RCWA does not converge monotonously; therefore, a simulation with fewer 
modes might even offer more accurate results than a simulation with more modes, in some 
cases. Additionally, FEM simulation of the same structure is shown for comparison as a gray 
line. The results obtained by methods match the trends, although FEM simulations show lower 
reflectance peak at 400 nm – closer to the less accurate RCWA simulations than the most 
accurate RCWA simulation with 10 modes. This suggests RCWA simulation is more accurate 
than the FEM simulation here. FEM results are not used as a reference for RCWA analysis, as 
they are insufficiently accurate. FEM simulation error is estimated using |R+T+A-1| and was 
5% in the presented case. More accurate FEM simulations were not possible to be performed 
on the available hardware due to RAM limitation (32 GB). 
The deviations of other simulations compared to the assumed most accurate RCWA simulation 
with 10 modes and 300 sublayers are shown in Figure 6-3 in terms of ΔJSC losses, calculated 
using equation (59): 
 
|𝛥𝐽𝑆𝐶| = ∫ |𝑅1(𝜆) − 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝜆)|
1200 𝑛𝑚
350 𝑛𝑚
𝑆(𝜆) (
𝜆𝑞
ℎ𝑐
) 𝑑𝜆 (59) 
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Where q is the elementary charge (1.6 * 10-19 As), h is the Planck constant (6.6 * 10-34 Js) and 
c is the speed of light (3 * 108 m/s). R1 is the total reflectivity of the simulation for which the 
ΔJSC is calculated, while the Rref is reflectivity of the reference simulation, here with the 
parameters 10 modes, 300 sublayers. 
ΔJSC losses of simulations with fewer modes are shown in Figure 6-3. Threshold for sufficient 
simulation accuracy was chosen to be 0.1 mA/cm2 here.  
 
Figure 6-3: ΔJSC metric for error estimation of less accurate simulations. Different number of modes are analyzed at constant 
300 sublayers, for the inverted nano pyramid grating with P = 900 nm, 0° incident light. Accuracy threshold of 0.1 mA/cm2 is 
shown as a dashed line. 
For the inverted nano pyramid simulations at 0° of light incidence, simulations with even just 
3 modes fall within the given threshold and may be considered sufficiently accurate for rough 
simulations. Adaptive simulations, where the number of modes changes with the wavelength, 
were not performed, as there was no need here – even a very fast simulation is accurate 
enough. However, if maximum accuracy is desired, it would be viable to simulate 300-700 nm 
wavelengths with as many modes as feasible, while the 700-1200 nm wavelength range could 
be simulated with only 3 modes to save time.  
We attribute good convergence of the inverted pyramid texture to the refractive index inside 
each sublayer changing just in strictly x and y directions, without changing in diagonal (or 
other) direction. Therefore, all the boundaries between refractive indices have field that is 
threshold 
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either TE or TM. In this case, Moharam’s factorization works well and even modest number of 
modes approximates layer sufficiently. 
6.3 Effect of number of sublayers 
Section 4.2.2 briefly mentions effects of insufficient number of sublayers to the simulation 
accuracy. Here, detailed analysis is presented. Higher number of sublayers describes the 
geometry of the structure with greater accuracy (in our cases textures are described more 
accurately with the step functions with a lower height, corresponding to thicknesses of the 
sublayers). Disadvantage of increasing number of sublayers is similar to the case of modes, 
increased number of system of equations that needs to be solved, leading to linear increase 
in computational time. Additionally, slicing of an arbitrary structure with a higher number of 
sublayers slows down this preparation step. Computational time is addressed in section 6.7 in 
greater detail. 
Like for the effect of the number of modes, changing number of sublayers was primarily 
analyzed on the inverted nano pyramid texture with the same parameters as for the analysis 
of the number of modes: P = 900 nm, W = 150 nm and the ideal α = 54.7°, resulting in D = 530 
nm and PF = 69%. Same 15 nm of a-Si:H and 85 nm of ITO were included while EVA was the 
incident medium (see Figure 6-1). To ensure number of sublayers is the primary limitation to 
computational accuracy in this analysis, sufficiently large number of modes (10) were used for 
all simulations.  
 
Figure 6-4: RCWA convergence with respect to the number of sublayers, for the inverted nano pyramid texture with P = 900 
nm, 0° incident light. Simulation using another method FEM (simulator COMSOL) is added to validate RCWA accuracy. 
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The reference, most accurate simulation, is the same as before – simulation with 10 modes 
and 300 sublayers, shown as a thicker black line. Simulation with only 10 sublayers (red) is 
shown to be insufficiently accurate even to show short wavelength trends. Simulations with 
30 sublayers and more are required to match the trends. Once again, the most notable offset 
between the simulations is shown for the short wavelength peak, while the long wavelength 
results match well for all simulations. FEM simulation is included as a gray line, while the same 
remarks regarding its insufficient simulation accuracy apply here as well.  
Quantitative sublayer accuracy analysis was also performed, using ΔJSC measure calculated 
from equation (59). Results of analysis are shown in Figure 6-5, where the same 0.1 mA/cm2 
threshold value is used. 
 
Figure 6-5: ΔJSC metric for error estimation of less accurate simulations compared to the reference. Different number of 
sublayers are analyzed at constant 10 modes, for the inverted nano pyramid grating with P = 900 nm, 0° incident light. 
Accuracy threshold of 0.1 mA/cm2 is shown as a dashed line. 
Error with 10 sublayers is large. This is attributed to sharp pyramid peak, which broadens with 
fewer sublayers, and reflection from terraces. However, even as few as 30 sublayers are 
required for sufficient simulation accuracy with respect to the selected threshold value. This 
validates 300 sublayers selected as a sufficient accuracy for the mode convergence analysis. 
Again, mixed simulation accuracy where the short wavelength peak is simulated using more 
sublayers while the long wavelengths are simulated using fewer, would be possible but not 
offer a significant gain as even 30 sublayers are shown to be enough. Similar to the mode 
analysis, it would be feasible to simulate with as many sublayers as possible for the short 
threshold 
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wavelength peak and using fewer sublayers for the simulations of the long wavelength light. 
Here, a scheme for merging sublayers is required to avoid slicing the structure multiple times, 
which would partially negate the speedup of simulations. Even the simplest “select every n-th 
sublayer” would be suitable here, for example with 300 sublayers taken for the 300 nm – 600 
nm and 30 sublayers (every 10-th sublayer) used from 600 nm to 1200 nm. 
Both the mode and sublayer analysis are applicable for only the presented structure with the 
given dimensions for the 0° incident light. Different structures and incident lights have 
different convergence properties and have their own minimum number of modes and 
sublayers for sufficiently accurate simulations. The extent of variation is shown in the next 
three sections, where analysis of the 45° incident light is presented for the same structure, 
analysis of the 0° light is presented for the sine structure with the same dimensions (period 
and height) and finally, analysis of the 0° light is presented for the same inverted pyramid 
texture with different dimensions. 
6.4 Effect of different incident angles  
The same structure (Figure 6-1), inverted nano pyramids with P = 900 nm, W = 150 nm and 
the ideal α = 54.7°, resulting in D = 530 nm and PF = 69%; with 15 nm of a-Si:H and 85 nm of 
ITO and EVA as the encapsulant, were considered in analysis of effects related to different 
incident angle. In particular, situation corresponding to a selected non-perpendicular an angle 
of 45° was investigated here. 
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Figure 6-6: Analysis of the RCWA convergence by changing the incident angle. All left-hand side graphs correspond to the 
results of number of sublayer variation with fixed number of modes (10 modes) whereas the right-hand side graphs represent 
the results corresponding to the number of mode variation with fixed number of sublayers (300 sublayers). Top two graphs 
(a, b) correspond to the incident angle of 0° whereas the middle two (c, d) are for the incident angle of 45°. The bottom two 
graphs (e, f) quantify deviations between RCWA results using the |Δ𝐽𝑠𝑐| measure. 
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The plots on the left side of Figure 6-6 all show the effects of number of sublayer variation. 
The plots on the right side demonstrate the effects of variation of number of modes.  The top 
two graphs of Figure 6-6 correspond to the reflectance of the substructure with inverted 
pyramid textures and vertical light incidence, which were analyzed in 6.2 and 6.3. The middle 
two graphs present the reflectance of the same substructure at 45° light incidence, whereas 
the bottom two graphs are the corresponding |Δ𝐽𝑠𝑐| values for RCWA simulations with 
different number of sublayers and modes compared to the reference simulation. 
A general observation from the reflectance curves is that the vertical light incidence (0°) leads 
to somewhat lower reflectance than the incidence at an angle (shown for 45°). This is generally 
the expected behavior of the structures and matches for the flat layers as well. However, 
validation using another simulation model such as FEM was not possible. Light incident at 45° 
prevented the use of all symmetries, leading to larger simulation volumes. Due to RAM 
limitation, accurate simulations were not possible. 
In further we analyze the effects of number of sublayers used in RCWA simulation, considering 
45° of incident angle. Results in Figure 6-6(a) and (c) suggest that for good convergence 
towards the steady solution 30 sublayers are sufficient for both incident angles, at least for 
the wavelengths above 450 nm. However, for the 45° incident light, the same 30 sublayers 
were required to match the other reflectance curves for long wavelengths, whereas for the 0° 
incident light, 10 sublayers were enough to accurately simulate structure response to the long 
wavelength light. Errors in JSC as a function of different number of sublayers (Figure 6-6(e)) 
indicate lower |JSC| for the vertical light incidence. 300 sublayers were used as the reference 
(most accurate) simulation. For 30 or more sublayers used in simulation, the simulated |JSC| 
drops below the chosen threshold line of 0.1 mA/cm2 for 0° light incidence, while 50 sublayers 
are required for 45° incidence. 
We proceed with the analysis of number of modes used in RCWA simulations under 45° 
incident illumination (Figure 6-6(b) and (d)). First observation is that even 3 modes are 
sufficient for predicting the correct reflectance trends for both the vertical and non-vertical 
light incidence. Convergence of non-vertical incidence is again slightly worse than of the 
vertical incidence though differences are small from 500 nm onwards. The errors in JSC as a 
function of different number of sublayers show that the |JSC| error corresponding to the 
vertical incidence drops below the threshold of 0.1 mA/cm2 with 3 modes (10 modes were 
used as the reference), while in case of non-vertical incidence at least 6 modes are required 
to meet this threshold. 
When comparing the |JSC| plots corresponding to the variation of number of sublayers 
(Figure 6-6(e)) and number of modes (Figure 6-6(f)) we generally observe smaller effect for 
changing number of modes (note different scales). Similar to the oscillations noted in 6.3, 
these oscillations are present for the sublayer convergence of 45° light, while neither incident 
angle shows oscillations in convergence when changing the number of modes. Convergence 
of both incident lights shows similar slope, but the 45° incident light has error roughly twice 
as high (compared to the 0° incident light) for both the sublayer and the mode convergence.  
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6.5 Analysis of RCWA accuracy in simulations of textures of different 
shapes 
In this section we included into analysis besides inverted nano pyramids also a smoother 
texture, i.e. sinusoidal (sine) texture. This structure does not have any sharp peaks or valleys, 
which are often a source of simulation inaccuracy due to large E and H present at such features 
[24]. On the other hand, sine texture has circular boundary between the materials in the cross-
section, which does not converge well without considering more complex forms of equation 
such as NV [83] or ASR [86]. To highlight the effects related to different texturization shape 
the same period and height was assumed for both textures – the structure has P = 900 nm, 
Htext = 530 nm, and the same 15 nm of conformally deposited a-Si:H and 85 nm of conformally 
deposited ITO with EVA as the encapsulant. The structure is shown in Figure 6-7. 
 
Figure 6-7: Simulated sine structure (Si HJ substructure of the upper part of the solar cell) for analysis of the effect of number 
of modes and sublayers.  
The sine structure was analyzed for the 0° light incidence. Analysis was performed in 
comparison to the inverted pyramid structure to note the effects of different texture shape 
on RCWA convergence with different number of sublayers and modes. The most accurate 
simulation of the sine structure was performed with 300 sublayers and 10 modes, like for the 
inverted pyramid structure. The simulation results of the sine structure are shown in Figure 
6-8 along the previously presented and analyzed simulation results of the inverted pyramid 
structure and quantitative analysis using ΔJSC from equation (59). 
Incident light 
EVA 
ITO, 85 nm 
a-Si:H, 15 nm 
c-Si Htext = 530 nm 
P = 900 nm 
H = 630 nm 
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Figure 6-8: Analysis of the RCWA convergence for different textures – sine compared to the inverted nano pyramids. All left-
hand side graphs correspond to the results of number of sublayer variation with fixed number of modes whereas the right-
hand side graphs represent the results corresponding to the number of modes variation with fixed number of sublayers. Top 
two graphs (a, b) are for inverted pyramidal and the middle two (c, d) for the sine nanotexture. The bottom two graphs (e, f) 
quantify deviations between RCWA results using the |ΔJSC| measure. 
A general observation from the reflectance curves is (as anticipated) that the texture shape 
(inverted pyramidal and sine) affects the reflectance characteristics of the front substructure 
of the solar cell. Besides different wavelength dependency of curves one can observe 
significantly lower reflectance for the case of the sine texture (note significantly different 
reflectance scales), which is in accordance with [20].  
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Next, we analyze the effects of number of sublayers used in RCWA simulation. Results in Figure 
6-8 (a) and (c) suggest that the sine texture converges slightly better, as even 10 sublayers 
simulation produces the same trends, excluding the short wavelength peak, whereas the 10 
sublayer simulation of the inverted pyramid texture produces slight reflectance peak at 650 
nm, which disappears with the increased number of sublayers. The errors in JSC as a function 
of different number of modes (Figure 6-8(e)) indicate much lower |ΔJSC| for the sinusoidal 
texture. However, this is a consequence that the initial reflectance is lower. On the relative 
scale, changes are similar. The sine texture requires only 20 sublayers to produce errors below 
the chosen 0.1 mA/cm2 threshold, compared to 30 sublayers required by the inverted pyramid 
texture. Additional notable effect is that the inverted pyramidal texture oscillates around the 
final converged value, while smoother sine texture converges monotonously, without 
oscillations. We attribute this difference to the staircase approximation, which is a known 
RCWA issue especially for the metallic gratings [24] – this effect is more pronounced near the 
sharp structure features. 
We proceed with the analysis of number of modes used in RCWA simulations (Figure 6-8(b) 
and (d)). First observation is that the sine texture shows greater variation in simulation 
accuracy with respect to the number of modes. This is likely caused by circular lateral cross-
section of the sinusoidal texture, which leads to field which is not strictly TE or TM on 
boundaries. This requires higher number of modes in simulations as some points will have 
concurrent jumps of E, H and ε. Convergence of such textures is improved using NV [83] or 
ASR [86]. Comparison of |ΔJSC| (Figure 6-8(f)) confirms worse convergence of sine texture, 
where 5 modes are required for error below the 0.1 mA/cm2, whereas the inverted pyramid 
texture required only 3. However, lower reflectance of the sine texture leads to lower total 
error for 5 modes and beyond. 
When comparing the |ΔJSC| plots corresponding to the variation of number of sublayers 
(Figure 6-8 (e)) and number of modes (Figure 6-8 (f)) we observe sine and inverted pyramid 
texture show different trends. For the inverted pyramid texture, error due to the insufficient 
number of modes is lower (note different scales), whereas for the sine texture, error is lower 
due to number of sublayers. This confirms initial assumption that for the sine texture, 
Moharam’s (incorrect) factorization is an issue, but slicing is less of a problem, while for the 
inverted pyramid texture, factorization is sufficient and the slicing poses issues.  
Thus, sharp cones, such as the black silicon texture studied by e.g. Bett et al. [3], would likely 
pose the most problems for the RCWA method, while cut pyramids lacking the sharp tips 
would converge the best. Considering the worst case, 30 sublayers and 5 modes were enough 
for both the inverted nano pyramids and the sine texture. This selection of parameters could 
be considered the baseline offering suitable accuracy for the simulations of various P = 900 
nm textures.  
6.6 Analysis of RCWA accuracy in simulations of textures of different 
scales 
For this section, the inverted nano pyramid texture is rescaled laterally and vertically, 
maintaining the same ratio of lateral dimensions compared to the vertical dimension (aspect 
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ratio). The thicknesses of thin layers (ITO and the stack of a-Si:H layers) were kept the same, 
i.e. 85 nm and 15 nm thick (conformal growth), respectively. The final textures were rescaled 
(i) by a factor of 2, and (ii) by setting period to 5 µm to approximate the size of random micro 
pyramids. The double sized texture had P = 1800 nm, W = 300 nm, α = 54.7°, D = 1060 nm and 
PF = 69%. The large texture had P = 5000 nm, W = 830 nm, α = 54.7°, D = 2940 nm and PF = 
69%. Full structure height H is 100 nm higher than the texture depth D of the texture due to 
ITO and a-Si:H layers (refer to Figure 6-1). Results of the analysis of both textures, compared 
to the baseline P = 900 nm texture, are shown in Figure 6-9 for different number of modes 
and sublayers. 
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Figure 6-9: Analysis of RCWA convergence for micrometer sized textures. Left hand side of the graphs correspond to the 
results of variation of number of sublayers with fixed number of modes, while right hand side graphs correspond to the results 
of variation of number of modes with fixed number of sublayers. Top two graphs (a, b) show visual pyramidal texture 
convergence with number of sublayers and modes for the P = 900 nm texture, (c) and (d) show visual pyramidal texture 
convergence for P = 1800 nm and (e) and (f) show convergence for P = 5000 nm. Graphs (g) and (h) quantify difference 
between RCWA results using the |Δ𝐽𝑠𝑐| measure. 
Results for the texture with P = 1800 nm and 5000 nm indicate much larger effect of number 
of sublayers on the reflectance curves (Figure 6-9 (c, e)), compared to the texture with P = 900 
nm (Figure 6-9 (a)). Smaller deviations are observed with respect to the number of modes 
(Figure 6-9 (d, f)).  The P = 5000 nm simulation is especially problematic due to many artefacts 
occurring for 10 modes and 300 sublayers. Some artefacts are present for lower number of 
modes as well. We assign these artefacts to numerical errors in these RCWA simulations. In 
particular with the growing number of sublayers and modes the system of equations becomes 
rank deficient either due to numerical difficulties or due to particular match between periods 
and wavelengths [58]. Rank deficiency leads to inaccurate results as can be seen with the 
artefacts, or even results in no solution. Additional simulations of structures with 
macrotextures showed that the system becomes more stable if materials with higher 
absorption are used, as the numerical artefacts cannot propagate throughout the layers. 
Furthermore, results for larger texture do not converge to the final solution even if the 
number of sublayers is increased to 300, as they did in case of substructure with P = 900 nm 
and P = 1800 nm. General trend of the results shows gradual approach towards shape of the 
curve obtained by RT&TMM results, while the offset remains even at 300 sublayers. This offset 
is not assigned to any systematic error in RCWA or RT&TMM simulations. Single wavelength 
simulation of the structure sliced to 1000 sublayers was performed at  = 400 nm, obtaining 
1% error in R( = 400 nm) compared to RT&TMM, whereas in simulation with 300 sublayers 
this error is 10%.  Further increase of number of sublayers was not attempted for the entire 
wavelength range due to calculation time constraints. On the level of |JSC| (Figure 6-9(g, h)) 
we can observe increasing error with respect to increasing period for the same number of 
sublayers and modes. By doubling the texture period (e.g. from P = 900 nm to 1800 nm) we 
need to increase the number of sublayers by more than factor of 2 to achieve comparable 
accuracy. On the other hand, there is not significant increase in the error with respect to the 
number of required modes. This trend suggests P = 5000 nm result would require at least 
roughly 500 sublayers with 10 modes for suitable accuracy (excluding artefacts), and above 
threshold 
threshold 
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1000 sublayers and 15 modes for high accuracy simulation of such structures. These 
parameters are in principle possible with our RCWA simulator but would result in very long 
simulations with effects analyzed in section 6.7. 
6.7 Simulation time and memory requirements in RCWA simulations  
The simulation accuracy on one hand and the simulation time and memory consumption on 
the other hand often present a trade-off.  
There are several steps of the RCWA algorithm that are expected to be time demanding by 
the amount of calculation that needs to be performed. Sorted by the order of procedure, these 
are:  
1. structure slicing to sublayers, 
2. fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the dielectric constant (square of refractive index) for 
each sublayer, 
3. calculation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix containing ε and k, 
4. solving the matrix system to propagate light from rear side to the front side and vice 
versa 
All steps are linear with respect to the number of sublayers. For the points 1 and 4, the number 
of steps of the procedure is increased – for 1, refractive index inside each point needs to be 
obtained and saved for all final sublayers, while for 4, the number of systems of equations is 
equal to the number of sublayers + 1. For the points 2 and 3, the same procedure needs to be 
performed for each individual sublayer. Thus, both the memory and time are expected to scale 
linearly with the number of sublayers. It has to be noted that only a single equation needs to 
be saved at the same time – therefore, there may be no additional memory requirement. 
However, recalculating all matrices poses additional computational demand and is avoided if 
possible. Swap memory or saving matrices to disk has been always significantly faster than 
recalculation in tests; therefore, recalculation is the last resort when there is not enough disk 
space to hold all the intermediate data. However, as such overly large simulations are also 
extremely slow, they have not been performed for actual structure analysis. 
Relations of simulation time to the number of modes are more complex. The point 1 does not 
scale with the number of modes at all – slicing is given only by the number of sublayers. Point 
2 does change with the respect to the number of modes due to the calculation need of FFT – 
number of modes defines the length of the vectors where FFT is performed. The time 
requirements grow as a power of 6 with the number of modes in 3-D simulations and 
quadratically for 2-D simulations, while memory requirements are quadratic in 3-D and linear 
for 2-D simulation. 
Point 3 is a matrix equation. Calculation of eigenvectors and eigenvalues is a widely used 
procedure, where various algorithms exist. The algorithm used by MATLAB® is the most basic 
one, scaling as modes6. There are faster algorithms that scale approximately as power of 5. 
However, these algorithms are rarely used, as the amount of memory and cache limit their 
actual performance for realistic matrices. Finally, point 4 is similar to the point 3, except the 
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system of equations (matrix equation) is solved as opposed the eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
calculation of a single matrix. Time required to solve the system of equations again scales as 
modes6. Memory requirements scaling of both point 3 and 4 is the same – quartic for 3-D 
simulations and quadratic for 2-D simulations. 
The sublayer slicing was not analyzed beyond noting the amount of time required does indeed 
scale linearly with the number of sublayers. For the realistic simulations where a wide 
wavelength range of 350 nm to 1200 nm in step of 10 nm is used, slicing is required only once 
for the simulated structure. Therefore, the analysis was focused on the time required for the 
actual RCWA simulation, excluding the slicing procedure, as the addition of the slicing would 
barely influence the results. Results of sublayer and mode scaling with respect to time are 
given in Figure 6-10, where 5 modes were used to explore scaling with sublayers, while 1 
sublayer was used to explore scaling with modes. 
  
 
Figure 6-10: Time dependence on the number of sublayers (a) and modes (b) used for simulations. Sublayer scaling is linear 
in time, while modes scale as a power of 5.3. 5 modes were used for exploration of sublayer scaling, while 1 sublayer was 
used for mode scaling. 
There are no surprises with the sublayer scaling – as all the demanding steps are linear, the 
time required for the total simulation is linear with the number of sublayers as well.  
On the other hand, modes are observed to scale as modes5.3. To verify eventual scaling with 
extremely high number of modes as O(modes6), as would be expected from the systems of 
equations, the problem would have to be calculated for even higher number of modes to 
eliminate all steps that scale at a lesser power – their contribution to the total simulation time 
would become negligible. This is unfortunately not possible – the system of equations is at the 
edge of memory capacity of the simulation computers already for the highest number of 
modes tested here. 
The very brief memory analysis puts the upper bounds of modes and sublayers that are 
feasible to simulate at 15 modes and 100 or fewer sublayers and up to 10 modes with 100 to 
1000 sublayers due to memory requirements on the current simulation PC with 32 GB of RAM. 
Up to 25 modes and arbitrary number of sublayers are possible if recalculation is permitted, 
however, these simulations are slow as noted before. The best tradeoff depends on the 
analyzed structure shape and scale, as shown in 6.5 and 6.6. However, as also shown in the 
b=5.3 
a) b) 
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same section, even significantly fewer modes and sublayers are enough for sufficiently 
accurate simulations of most nano textures – thus, RCWA may be considered a very good 
method for simulations of dielectric structures with periods shorter than approximately 2 µm, 
offering fast and accurate simulations of solar cells. However, the increased need for 
computational resources for larger textures (5 µm and above), paired with numerical 
instability for those textures, prevents the method to expand its reach into geometric optics 
(ray tracing). Thus, to simulate arbitrary structures including micro textures, RCWA needs to 
be combined with ray tracing. 
Unlike the RCWA, newly designed CMA has not been analyzed in such detail yet. Accuracy 
analysis was performed only briefly for selected wavelengths, with less accurate RCWA 
simulations used. Time required for the many CMA simulations with much higher accuracy at 
all wavelengths (which needs to be performed to obtain the full analysis) is extremely 
prohibitive especially due to the number of high-accuracy RCWA simulations that are 
required. Thus, CMA was validated using experiment, as were RCWA and RT+TMM, but its 
accuracy analysis has not been performed. 
6.8 Conclusion 
The accuracy of the RCWA method and application on realistic textures in solar cells have been 
analyzed in detail in a variety of metrics. For the inverted nano pyramids, used as the base 
nano texture, modes and sublayers scaling was explored first. It was noted that the 10 modes, 
300 sublayers simulation of the structure total reflectance, used as the reference, deviates 
only slightly from the simulations with 3 modes, 30 sublayers simulation throughout the 
wavelength range, with the only small differences at the short wavelength reflectance peak. 
The results were additionally validated using FEM, which closely follows the same trends as 
the RCWA. 
The analysis was additionally performed for oblique incident angle, which revealed the need 
for slightly more modes and sublayers to maintain accuracy of such simulations. Furthermore, 
smoother sine texture with the same texture period and structure height as the inverted nano 
pyramids showed that different textures have different mode and sublayer requirements – 
the sine texture required more modes but fewer sublayers to maintain the sufficient accuracy. 
However, even taking the worst converging structure parameters for the number of modes 
and sublayers, 5 modes and 30 sublayers are enough for the P = 900 nm structures.  
The analysis of different texture scale showed the limitation of the RCWA simulations – when 
the system of equations is large enough and the materials non-absorbing, simulations might 
be unstable, exhibiting unphysical sharp peaks in reflectance, which are a numerical artefact 
of simulations. Paired with increase in the number of sublayers and modes required, this 
ultimately limits the method reach to approximately 2-3 µm texture periods for 3D simulations 
(on current hardware). Finally, effects of modes and sublayers on the simulation time are 
addressed, where the simulation time was found to scale as sublayers*modes5.3. 
Memory consumption scales as sublayers*modes2 if memory optimization is not 
performed and modes2 if memory optimization is performed – note, however, that the 
memory optimization slightly slows down the calculation. The analysis concludes that the 
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RCWA is a very suitable method for simulation of nano textures encountered in solar cells, but 
it is not viable for simulations of micro textures. 
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7. Optical optimization of Si HJ solar cells with nano and 
micro textures 
7.1 Introduction 
Simulations with validated and calibrated optical models offer invaluable opportunity to test 
the designs and optimize concrete structures. This minimizes the number of required 
experimental trials and save the costs. In this chapter, first the optimization of the inverted 
pyramid nanotexture at the front side of the Si HJ cell is carried out by using RCWA.  
With respect to process of fabrication there are only 2 independent parameters for the 
inverted nano pyramid texture – texture period P and pyramid fraction PF; which in turn define 
flat part width W and depth D (any two parameters define the other two). These parameters 
are not expected to have significant effect on the electrical performance of the structure and 
were varied freely. Results of the PF variation were included in the Beilstein Journal of 
Nanotechnology article [28]. Additionally, thickness of the ITO layer is varied. This may 
influence electrical performance of the structure – increase in ITO thickness leads to increase 
in its lateral conductivity. Thicknesses of a-Si:H layers were kept constant, as otherwise 
passivation might be severely reduced. Different inverted nano pyramids were compared to 
the random micro pyramids to show their advantages and disadvantages. 
Different texture shapes were not considered in this optimization. Sine nano texture was 
found to offer better antireflection (AR) properties with the same aspect ratio (see 6.5), 
however, it would have to be produced using reactive ion etching, which would result in worse 
electrical performance of the structure [45]. Similarly, black silicon is known to offer excellent 
AR due to its high aspect ratio, but passivation is difficult [3]. 
In the second part of this chapter CMA simulations of single-side illuminated and bifacial Si HJ 
solar cell, encapsulated in a PV module configuration are carried out. PV module structure 
offers possibilities of further optimizations. Analysis of optical effects related to different 
combinations of front and rear textures, applying either front or both-side illumination of the 
bifacial device is performed. Additionally, effects of external light management foil (LMF) is 
explored for both the front and rear side illumination. 
7.2 Optimization of the front side of nanotextured Si HJ solar cell 
The pyramid fraction, the period of the inverted nanopyramids and the thickness of the front 
ITO layer are varied and the effects on optical performance of the front side of the device 
studied. RCWA is used in this analysis since only the front, nanotextured part of the Si HJ is 
simulated. By lowering the reflectance of this substructure, the gain in EQE and JSC of the 
complete device is expected due to improved light in-coupling at the front. 
7.2.1 Pyramid fraction 
Pyramid fraction PF can be varied in samples mainly by changing the time of etching. Short 
etching time results in low PF, which is then increased the longer etching time is, until PF 
reaches 100%. After, pyramids rapidly degrade due to over-etching. Performance due to 
changes in PF was analyzed in simulations using RCWA.  
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The pyramid fraction PF was varied from the starting value 0.7 to 1. These values were chosen 
based on initial quality of the inverted pyramid nanotexture and the desire to see how much 
structure performance could be improved by optimizing it. In this optimization, the period of 
the unit cell was kept to 900 nm. The depth of the pyramid was changed accordingly with PF, 
maintaining the same angle of the pyramid facets (54.7°, linked to anisotropic etching), while 
thickness of indium tin oxide (ITO) and hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) was kept 
constant at 85 nm and 16 nm, respectively, in this analysis. In simulations we considered 
encapsulation of the cell with ethyl-vinyl-acetate (EVA), which was set as incident medium. 
The incident illumination was applied perpendicularly and at 45° in this analysis. Structure is 
presented in Figure 7-1. 
 
Figure 7-1: Simulated inverted pyramid structure (Si HJ substructure of the upper part of the solar cell). Inverted pyramid 
structure depth changes according to the pyramid fraction. Height and depth ranges are shown for PF = 0.7 - 1. Solid green 
arrow corresponds to direct light incidence, while dashed blue line shows light incidence at θ = 45°. 
 
 
Figure 7-2: Effect of increasing PF in the texture in the front part of the solar cell. Reflectance as a function of wavelength for 
vertical light incidence (a) and resulting JSC gain for the two cases of incident angles (b). 
Incident light 
EVA ITO, 85 nm 
a-Si:H, 15 nm 
c-Si 
D = 530-630 nm 
P = 900 nm 
θ 
H = 630-730 nm 
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In Figure 7-2 effects of PF variation on reflectance of the analyzed sub-structure (Figure 7-2 
(a)) and on corresponding expected JSC gain (Figure 7-2(b)) are shown. In RCWA simulations, 
10 modes and 300 sublayers were used. We optimized the PF with respect to decreased 
reflectance of the front part of the cell, giving potential to gain in JSC. of the cell. The 
corresponding JSC gain, which was calculated by Eq. 7.1, shows the potential of the improved 
antireflection effect, where all additionally in-coupled light would be absorbed in c-Si and 
transferred into photocurrent. Thus, these are the maximal potential gains related to the given 
PF variation. As a reference (zero gain) the structure with PF = 0.7 was taken. In Figure 7-2(a) 
reflectance curves are shown for the case of vertical incidence of light. As a reference, 
reflectance curve corresponding to the random micro pyramids texture is added to the graph 
(calculated by RT&TMM). Results indicated that by increasing the PF of the inverted nano 
pyramids the antireflection effect is improved (reflectance curves get lower monotonically). 
In short-wavelength region ( < 600 nm) the textures with increased pyramid fraction (PF > 
0.75) exhibit smaller reflection than the standardly used random micro textures. However, at 
longer wavelengths only the curve corresponding to the highest pyramid fraction (PF = 1) 
approaches to the random pyramid case.  
JSC, R is calculated using equation (60), while JSC gain is calculated using equation (61): 
 
𝐽𝑆𝐶,𝑅 = ∫ 𝑅(𝜆)
1200 𝑛𝑚
350 𝑛𝑚
𝑆(𝜆) (
𝜆𝑞
ℎ𝑐
)𝑑𝜆 (60) 
 𝐽𝑆𝐶 𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛 = 𝐽𝑆𝐶,𝑅(𝑃𝐹 = 0.7) − 𝐽𝑆𝐶,𝑅(𝑃𝐹 = 𝑋)  (61) 
In Figure 7-2(b) the corresponding JSC gains are shown for the case of vertical (0°) and non-
vertical (45°) incidence of light. In both cases, the JSC gain increases monotonically while 
increasing the PF. Zero gain is set to the structure with PF = 0.7. The reference lines 
corresponding to the random micro texture are added for the two incident angles. Results of 
optimization show the potential for JSC gain of 1.18 mA/cm2 and 1.08 mA/cm2 for the vertical 
and 45° incident illumination.  
PF of approximately 90% is required for the inverted nano pyramids to outperform random 
micro pyramids. This PF was achieved experimentally with the optimized etching process 
(3.4.2), while the unoptimized process offered 70% PF, which was the starting point of 
optimization.  
Over-etching was not explored as the process is more complicated and the resulting texture 
shape heavily depends on the particular reason of the over-etch (see 3.4.2.3 for 
experimentally noted limitations). However, all experimental samples were found to have 
significantly higher reflectivity on the parts exhibiting over etching than on the parts where 
the pyramids have not yet started to degrade. Long over-etch (~1 minute) even produced 
locally flat wafers. 
7.2.2 Period 
Analysis of the period (P) variation for the inverted nano pyramids was performed for the 
inverted nano pyramidal texture as experimentally found on the nano/flat sample, analyzed 
in section 5.2. This sample has 89% PF, P ≈ 900 nm, W ≈ 50 nm and D ≈ 600 nm.  
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To compare different samples, either sample’s PF or W may be fixed. As all experimental work 
was performed on P = 900 nm textures, it is unknown whether keeping the same maximum 
achieved PF or minimum W is more realistic for sample generation. It could be argued that 
keeping W the same is more realistic, as only when W drops to 0, over-etching starts to occur 
– thus, aiming for the same low W even for larger textures would be achievable. However, this 
is only true if variation in pyramid position remains the same. If the variation is caused by 
stamp orientation or stretching, or if holes made by RIE are proportionally wider, same PF 
would be maintained. Finally, keeping the same PF leads to only stretching of the texture with 
the same factor – the structures would behave the same under ray optics. We believe this 
offers a closer comparison of structures and therefore we restricted this analysis to the same 
PF. 
In simulations the period was varied from P = 500 nm to P = 1100 nm. The nano texture of the 
nano/flat sample was used as the base P = 900 nm, while samples with all other periods were 
rescaled in all dimensions, maintaining texture shape and aspect ratio. Thickness of the 
heterojunction layers (a-Si:H and ITO) was kept constant and did not scale with texture 
stretching. ITO thickness was 120 nm, n- a-Si:H was 14 nm thick with i- a-Si:H being 10 nm 
thick, as on the experimental samples with P = 900 nm. The simulated structure was also 
encapsulated with EVA (Figure 7-3). 
 
Figure 7-3: Simulated inverted pyramid structure (Si HJ substructure of the upper part of the solar cell). Inverted pyramid 
structure depth changes according to the period. 
The simulated structure was analyzed in terms of R(λ) to qualitatively show the trends and 
features observed, while calculated JSC, R quantitatively characterizes structures.  
Incident light 
EVA ITO, 120 nm 
n- a-Si:H, 14 nm 
i- a-Si:H, 10 nm 
c-Si 
D = 330-730 nm 
P = 500-1100 nm 
H = 480-880 nm 
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Figure 7-4: Effects of period variation on sub-structure reflectance. The texture produces minimum reflectance at wavelength 
of approximately 1.5*P due to encapsulation with EVA. 
Notable differences are observed in reflectance curves corresponding to different P. The P = 
500 nm period (blue) produced the highest JSC, R, due to its very broad short wavelength 
reflectance peak. Its reflectance minimum is reached at approximately 750 nm. Continuing 
towards the longer structure periods the short wavelength peak generally narrows; however, 
ITO and its refractive indices play the dominant role with respect to the peak. The long 
wavelength reflectance minimum of P = 600 nm as well as the P = 700 nm textures are at 900 
nm and 1070 nm. Thus, the minimum reflectance of the encapsulated solar cells falls at 
approximately 1.5x period, which is expected from the nEVA ≈ 1.5. The optimal structure was 
found to be with P = 1000 nm, which, despite not having pronounced reflectance minimum in 
the wavelength range considered, offers excellent all-round low reflectance. Its JSC, R is 0.45 
mA/cm2, 0.27 mA/cm2 better than of the P = 900 nm texture. 
This performance advantage of structure with optimized period is already significant for 
single-junction solar cell structure, however, even larger gains would be possible for tandem 
configuration, as the nano texture has a pronounced reflectance minimum at the structure 
period. This enables further optimization to a subset of wavelengths – for example, if only 
wavelength range above 900 nm is considered for this part of tandem, textures with P = 600 
nm and P = 700 nm outperform the rest of textures. 
7.2.3 ITO thickness 
ITO layer thickness may affect the antireflective properties of the device, since its thickness is 
in the range of light wavelengths and interference effects play a role. The thickness can be 
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varied and precisely controlled by changing the deposition time. It is to be pointed out that 
varying ITO thickness is simpler than changing the nano texture period as it does not require 
fabrication of different master and soft stamps. However, unlike the changes of the inverted 
nano pyramid texture which are unlikely to have significant electrical effects, thinner ITO layer 
will have lower sheet conductivity – therefore, detrimental effect on the electrical 
performance of the solar cell structure, mainly showing as reduction in fill factor (FF). This 
effect has not been analyzed here. Additionally, thinner ITO will have lower parasitic 
absorption, which also has not been analyzed – primarily due to long simulations required to 
obtain local absorption. 
P = 900 nm texture was considered to investigate the effects of varying ITO thickness, which 
was varied from 50 nm to 150 nm in steps of 10 nm. 
 
Figure 7-5: Wavelength dependent reflectance of structures with different ITO thicknesses. 
Simulation results of reflectance curves of the analyzed substructure are shown in Figure 7-5. 
Two reflectance peaks can be observed. The short wavelength reflectance peak (450 nm for 
the hITO = 110 nm structure) moves towards longer wavelengths by increasing ITO height. Due 
to the selected wavelength range, peak only appears with hITO > 80 nm. The longer wavelength 
peak (at approximately 650 nm) decreases in height by increasing ITO thickness. For hITO > 100 
nm, the peak disappears. Finally, reflectance decreases with increasing ITO thickness for long 
wavelengths (> 1000 nm). The interplay between these parameters leads to only slight 
differences in JSC, R for most of ITO thicknesses. Only at the extremes – hITO = 50 and 60 nm and 
hITO = 150 nm, the spectrally weighted reflectance JSC R is significantly higher than for the rest 
of the textures. ITO thickness of 120 nm as used on the experimental samples is not optimal, 
hITO 
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as a slightly lower value of 100 nm produces JSC, R of 0.58 mA/cm2, which is 0.14 mA/cm2 lower 
than of the texture with 120 nm thick ITO. 
Additionally, both the ITO thickness and the texture period were varied simultaneously to 
explore whether different periods have different optimal ITO thickness and to find the 
minimum with combined parameters. The whole set of combinations was performed where 
different periods between 500 nm to 1100 nm with step of 100 nm were considered at the 
same time as different ITO thicknesses between 50 nm to 150 nm in steps of 10 nm. These 
simulations are also analyzed with spectrally weighted reflectance JSC R. 
 
Figure 7-6: JSC R for various structures where hITO and P both varied. The only region with high reflectance is on the left for hITO 
= 50 nm, while there are few texture combinations with low reflectance – structure with P = 1000 nm, hITO = 120 nm performed 
the best, but combinations P = 1100 nm, hITO = 120 nm or P = 600 nm, hITO = 110 nm or 140 nm were also very good. 
Analyzing variation with respect to the changing ITO thickness first, as it shows more 
significant differences, reveals that the lowest ITO thickness is less favorable for all texture 
periods, producing highest JSC, R loss. Highest ITO thickness of 150 nm is generally also slightly 
worse. The ITO thickness optimum as concerns the reflectance losses in the analyzed structure 
is in 90-140 nm range for all considered texture periods, with little variation of the gain 
between these thicknesses. While the optimization of ITO thickness together with the 
optimization of pyramid fraction has not been performed, the current results on 89% PF 
suggest that the optimal ITO thickness on the inverted nano pyramid texture when changing 
the PF, may be calculated using linear combination of 120 nm thick ITO at the slopes and 70 
nm thick ITO for the flat parts of the texture: 
 ℎ𝐼𝑇𝑂 𝑜𝑝𝑡 = 120 𝑛𝑚 ∗ 𝑃𝐹 + 70 𝑛𝑚 ∗ (1 − 𝑃𝐹) (62) 
This equation results in optimal ITO thickness of 115 nm in the presented case with 89% PF. 
At maximum, it reaches 120 nm for 100% PF, while flat wafers with 0% PF optimally have 70 
nm thick ITO – matching the already used values for textures and flat wafers. 
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Analyzing variation with respect to the period does not reveal as significant patterns. 
Generally, due to decrease and narrowing of the short wavelength reflectance peak with 
increasing period, it is expected that the higher nano periods work the best in the analyzed 
front layer stack of the Si HJ cell. This is true for all ITO thicknesses. However, the optimization 
would have to be continued much beyond 1100 nm to see where the effects start tapering off 
and whether texture performance regresses for periods beyond some threshold. However, 
longer periods would require additional and even longer simulations than the ones performed 
(as analyzed in 6.6, the method converges worse for large textures). 
Combining both contributions shows that the optimal texture, with respect to minimal 
reflection losses, was already found during period variation – the minimum JSC R was offered 
by the P = 1000 nm, hITO = 120 nm structure, and was 0.45 mA/cm2. 
7.3 Optical optimization of encapsulated Si HJ solar cells with textured 
interfaces 
The preceding sections (7.2.1, 7.2.2 and 7.2.3) all analyzed optimizations on the silicon 
heterojunction partial structure, and the optimization utilized the RCWA simulator. In addition 
to that optimization, the encapsulated SI HJ cell – i.e. entire photovoltaic (PV) module 
structure (the shading due to contacts are not taken into account in this simulations) can be 
also optimized using the CMA simulator. The most straightforward possibility is to analyze 
performance of various combinations of front and rear side textures – for example, samples 
may be fabricated with the front nano and rear micro texture (nano/micro). Additionally, the 
module can include light management foils (LMF), while bifacial configuration is also a 
possibility beyond the traditional mono-facial one. 
The variation of front and rear textures for the single sided solar cell is considered first in 7.3.1, 
while application of LMF in bifacial module configuration follows in 7.3.2. 
7.3.1 Variation of front and rear textures in single-side illuminated Si HJ module 
The first optimized nano texture with PF = 1 and P = 900 nm (optimized in 7.2.1) was used as 
the nano texture. Random micro pyramids were used as a micro texture. Moreover, our 
analysis was extended to investigation of the effects related to so called double textures, 
which combine nano and micro texture at the same interface. In particular, random micro 
pyramids and inverted nano pyramids superimposed on top of the random micro pyramids 
were considered (see 2.3.3 for description). Perpendicular incident light was applied for all 
cases. The structure and textures applied are shown in Figure 7-7. 
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Figure 7-7: Schematic representation of the simulated HJ Si solar cell structure including illustration of the front and rear 
textures. 
The analysis was performed for all combinations of the front and rear textures, with the A(λ) 
curves shown in Figure 7-8. Under realistic assumption nearly all carriers are extracted, short-
circuit current JSC is calculated using equation (63), with the JSC values and gain over the 
untextured (flat/flat) texture presented in Table 2. 
 
Figure 7-8: Simulated absorptances in c-Si layer of the HJ Si solar cell using RCWA, RT&TMM (CROWM simulator) and CMA. 
Comparison between RCWA and RT&TMM is shown in (a). Graph (b) shows RT&TMM and CMA simulations of the cell with 
the nano texture with PF 1. Corresponding JSCs calculated from the absorptance curves are listed in Table 2.  
In Figure 7-8 simulated absorptance curves (A) in c-Si wafer of the encapsulated single-side 
illuminated Si HJ solar cell are presented for various texture combinations applied to the front 
and/or rear part of the cell. Different simulation approaches are applied to demonstrate their 
applicability or non-applicability to the studied cases. We assume an ideal extraction of light-
generated charge carriers from the c-Si wafer and neglect contributions of carriers from thin 
doped and undoped amorphous layers. Under this assumption the A can be equaled to 
external quantum efficiency, EQE, of the device [8], although i- a-Si also contributes slightly to 
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short-wavelength EQE [9]. The potential JSC of the cells can be calculated directly from A by 
applying AM1.5g solar spectrum (S) following equation (see JSC numbers in Table 2). 
 
𝐽𝑆𝐶 = ∫ 𝐴(𝜆)
1200 𝑛𝑚
350 𝑛𝑚
𝑆(𝜆) (
𝜆𝑞
ℎ𝑐
) 𝑑𝜆 (63) 
We additionally assume that, due to maintained initial thickness of ITO and a-Si:H layers for 
all textures, electrical performance should not be affected significantly for all simulated 
structures. However, introduction of nanostructures may in general worsen electrical 
performance of devices, namely special attention to be paid to obtain good surface 
passivation [45]. 
In Figure 7-8(a) we show the results of the RCWA and RT&TMM simulations applied to 
complete HJ Si solar cell structure with (i) flat front and flat rear interfaces (denoted by flat / 
flat) and (ii) nano textured front (inverted nano pyramids) and flat rear interfaces (nano / flat). 
To explore a broader range of applicability of RCWA we applied it here also to selected cases 
of simulations of the entire solar cell structures. In RCWA simulations of the complete device, 
interference fringes are observed. They originate from fully coherent treatment of the thick c-
Si wafer in RCWA and are not present in realistic spectral measurements of solar cell (not 
shown here). Interferences can be smoothed out by averaging simulation results, especially if 
simulated on 1 nm wavelength accuracy. Smoother result shown on the figure was achieved 
by averaging absorption at 11 wavelengths simulated on 1 nm and presented on 10 nm, as 
with all other simulations. Convolution of absorption with a Gaussian function produces 
similar results to this averaging (not shown). This averaged curve is in good agreement with 
the result of the same (flat / flat) structure simulated by RT&TMM tool, although the RT&TMM 
simulation results are still smoother. 
RCWA simulation of the structure in nano/flat configuration is shown only for the non-
averaged case. Focusing now on the improvements related to introduced nanotexture, even 
from this, not smoothed curve obtained by standalone RCWA simulations the trends of 
improvement in A if nano texture is introduced at the front side are observed in short- and 
long-wavelength part of A. Short-wavelength improvement is a consequence of better 
antireflection (AR) properties at front interfaces, compared to the flat structure in this case. 
For wavelengths in the range 500 - 800 nm, optimized front thin film stack serves as an 
efficient AR coating already in the flat device, so addition of nano texture does not improve 
the results much further in this wavelength region. Differences in the long-wavelength region 
of A are a consequence of light scattering on the front nano texture, enhancing light trapping 
effect in the structure. With the results shown in Figure 7-8(a) we exploit the potential of 
efficient simulation of the cell with RCWA and proceed with the CMA, which opens possibilities 
for a broad range of textures and their combinations.  
Figure 7-8(b) presents the results of CMA simulations for various combinations of front and 
rear textures. To indicate the improvements in A related to different textures and their 
combinations a reference curve corresponding to the RT&TMM simulation of the flat/flat cell 
is shown also in this figure (grey curve). In all simulations shown in Figure 7-8(b) no 
interference fringes are observed, since either in RT&TMM or CMA method, thick layers are 
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treated incoherently. Whereas the RT&TMM method itself is applied to the structures 
including flat interfaces and micro textures, the CMA is used for all structures including nano 
textures. Next, we focus on the improvements in solar cell performance related to different 
textures and their combinations. In First observation is that in the wavelength region 650 – 
750 nm all A curves are relatively close together as the selected thicknesses of the front thin 
layers assure good antireflection properties (already in the flat / flat case). However, 
significant improvements related to the textures are observed in short- and especially in long-
wavelength region. According to the optimization results obtained in section 7.2.1 for the 
front part of the structure, the cells with nano textured front interfaces (nano / flat, nano / 
micro) exhibit the highest gain in A in the short-wavelength part ( < 600 nm). In this 
wavelength region, the rear part of the cell does not influence A as the light is absorbed before 
reaching there. In the long-wavelength region, simulation showed that the total increase of 
optical path due to light scattering or refraction of long-wavelength light is mainly caused by 
increased back reflections at the front interfaces of the devices. By internal redirection of light 
propagation, total reflections of light waves can occur at front interfaces if incident angles 
meet the condition of total reflection. The nano / flat combination of textures performed the 
best, while the second-best nano / micro texture had comparable light trapping, but higher 
parasitic absorption in the textured rear layers.  
In Figure 7-8 we also present the simulation results of the nano+micro double textures. From 
simulation results, it can be observed that such combined texture surprisingly does not 
outperform the cells with (single) nano or micro textures at front. The analysis showed that 
the main drawback of this particular texture is poor AR property in the short wavelength 
region. However, it is known that in general combined textures have potential to outperform 
the single textures [4], but they have to be carefully optimized for the particular solar cell 
structure. Here optical simulations can play an important role.  
Improvements in A shown in Figure 7-8(b) were also transferred to the corresponding JSC gains 
of the complete cells. The absolute JSC values and their relative improvements to the flat / flat 
case are summarized in Table 2. The simulated results are listed from lowest to highest JSC. 
Table 2: Simulated JSC of the encapsulated solar cells with different textures 
front texture / rear texture JSC (mA/cm2) Rel. JSC gain (%) Simulation method 
flat / flat 32.96 0 RT&TMM 
nano+micro / micro 36.24 10.0 CMA 
nano+micro / flat 36.43 10.5 CMA 
micro / flat 36.69 11.3 RT&TMM 
micro / micro 36.88 11.9 RT&TMM 
nano / micro 37.11 12.6 CMA 
nano / flat 37.39 13.4 CMA 
 
Table 2 shows simulated JSC in ascending order. All textures significantly improve solar cell JSC 
by at least 10% compared to the flat case. Nano / flat texture performs the best, in accordance 
with observed A trends in Figure 7-8(b), reaching JSC = 37.39 mA/cm2 in the analyzed structure. 
In addition to the JSC being 4.43 mA/cm2 (13.4%) higher than that of the untextured solar cell, 
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it also outperforms micro textured solar cell by 0.51 mA/cm2 (1.4%). This is significantly higher 
than the accuracy of the CMA, estimated at 0.1 mA/cm2.  
The very good performance of the nano/flat texture is caused by three things. Firstly, the 
inverted nano pyramids show excellent AR property with lower JSC, R than the random micro 
pyramids – both the nano/micro and nano/flat outperformed micro/micro and micro/flat. 
Additionally, nano texture scatters and traps light well, so addition of the rear side texture 
does not improve structure performance. Micro texture on the rear does not worsen light 
trapping (reflectance is approximately the same), but it also does not improve it. Third, the 
flat rear interface has lower parasitic absorption than the textured one. The combination of 
second and third effect leads to the nano/flat texture combination outperforming the 
nano/micro one. On the other hand, for the front random micro pyramids, addition of the rear 
micro pyramids improves light trapping more than the increased absorption on the rear side, 
slightly improving its efficiency – there, micro/micro performs better than the micro/flat. 
On the cell level further improvement in JSC might be achieved for example by optimizing thin 
layer thickness for the particular texture. Furthermore, optimization of the cell or PV module 
structure might include additional antireflective and light management coatings.  
7.3.2 Optical optimization of bifacial Si HJ modules with LMF 
Optimization of a bifacial Si HJ module was considered, where the bifacial operation is already 
an optimization of a PV module. The considered structure is an encapsulated Si HJ solar cell 
structure, where the wafer is possibly textured on front and rear interface, with the a-Si:H 
layers conformally deposited on top of textures, followed by conformal deposition of ITO 
(unlike slightly different actual deposition, see 5.3). The Si HJ structure is encapsulated using 
EVA and followed by glass. Full simulation structure is presented in Figure 7-9. 
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Figure 7-9: Encapsulated Si HJ solar cell including different textures on top of c-Si and LMF on top of glass. Bifacial operation 
is shown – both the front and rear light are considered in simulations. The structure excludes silver contacts, otherwise the 
full PV module is depicted. 
Due to refractive index difference between the air as the incident medium and glass protecting 
the PV module (Figure 7-9), 4% for direct light incidence at 0° and 9% for Lambertian angular 
distribution of incident light is lost to reflection. To decrease that loss, light management foil 
(LMF) is added on top of glass. LMF offers several potential benefits, the main advantage is its 
behavior as an anti-reflective (AR) coating – addition of LMF decreases initial air-glass 
reflection. Furthermore, retro-reflector textures, such as the cornercube texture, are designed 
to increase light trapping inside the PV module by increasing reflectance on the LMF – air 
interface for the light reflected from the solar cell [35]. Both contributions of the LMF are 
analyzed for the bifacial Si HJ PV module with nano and/or micro textures.  
CMA is applied to investigate the optical effects in the encapsulated Si HJ solar cells in bifacial 
configuration. Different combinations of internal textures are explored first, while the role of 
the LMF is analyzed in the second part. 
For the nano texture, our best experimentally realized inverted pyramidal nano texture with 
88% PF (realized on the nano/flat sample) was considered in all simulated structures where 
required. As the front side illumination, direct light was applied perpendicularly to the solar 
cell, using AM1.5G spectral distribution. For the rear side illumination, diffused light with 
Lambertian (cosine) angular distribution was applied, again using AM1.5G spectral 
distribution, whereas the total intensity was weighted with the albedo factor  = 0.3 [18]. 
Simulations under front and rear illumination were performed individually, as there is no 
front side illumination (direct) 
LMF (100 m) 
EVA (500 m) 
glass (3.2 mm) 
ITO (120 nm) 
n- a-Si:H (14 nm) 
i- a-Si:H (8 nm) 
n- c-Si (200 m) 
i- a-Si:H (8 nm) 
p- a-Si:H (14 nm) 
ITO (200 nm) 
EVA (500 m) 
LMF (100 m) 
glass (3.2 mm) 
rear side illumination (diffuse) 
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correlation between them, and then superposition of the corresponding optical effects was 
considered to obtain the final results.   
Absorptance in the active layer, as well as in other layers, is presented in Figure 7-10. 
 
 
 
Figure 7-10: Encapsulated bifacial solar cell simulation results: a) absorption in c-Si for front and rear illumination with  = 
0.3, without LMF. b) absorption in layers of the micro/nano structure without LMF; front side illumination is shown with rear 
illumination JSC listed. 
Figure 7-10(a) shows the absorptance of c-Si layer (EQE) of the solar cell structures with 
flat/flat, micro/nano and nano/micro internal texture combinations (all structures without 
LMF). The presented curves correspond to the single side illumination from either front or 
rear side of the bifacial device. Please note that for the purpose of normalization, the intensity 
of the front side illumination was considered in both cases. This way, we are able to indicate 
the actual contributions of stronger front side and weaker rear side illuminations already on 
the absorptance level. As expected, flat/flat combination, which corresponds to ideally flat 
solar cell, produces significantly lower A(λ) than the textured cells for both illumination cases. 
The second general observation is that by applying any combination of the textures 
(micro/nano, nano/micro) in the analyzed solar cell structure, the performance of the cell is 
improved significantly, yet both texture combinations result in similar optical performance. 
However, by looking more closely in the short-wavelength region, A(λ) of the micro/nano 
combination shows a slight improvement compared to the nano/micro case (observed for 
front side illumination). The analysis of internal optical losses revealed that this is mainly 
caused by the slightly lower parasitic absorption in the n- and i- a-Si:H front layers arising from 
the flat parts (PF = 88 %) of the nano texture. At longer wavelengths (above 1000 nm), on the 
other hand, A(λ) of the nano/micro combination is slightly better. The main advantage shown 
in simulations is better light trapping. For the rear side illumination, almost no differences are 
observed for the analyzed texture combinations. 
In the analyzed structure, optical effects of the inverted pyramidal nano texture result in 
similar gains in absorptance as obtained with the random pyramidal micro texture, although 
much more significant optical gains in antireflection have been observed for the standalone 
c-Si wafer in the case of nano front texture. Applying thin layers and final encapsulation 
therefore changes the optical situation significantly, which again calls for careful optimization 
a) b) 
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of layer thicknesses, such as TCO thickness (considering tradeoffs between optical and 
electrical performances), and further nanotexture optimization. 
The distribution of absorption and JSC losses (Alayer) inside individual layers is shown in Figure 
7-10(b) for the structure with micro/nano texture on silicon, again without LMF. Up to  = 600 
nm, a significant portion of light is lost by the parasitic absorption in the amorphous layers 
and ITO. Reflectance losses at front interfaces are the main limitation to module performance 
between the  = 600 nm and 1000 nm, while reflectance, transmittance and EVA+ITO 
absorptance dominate as loss mechanisms from  = 1000 nm onward. JSC contributions from 
 = 300 nm to 1200 nm are shown as an inset in the figure for the case of front and, 
additionally, rear side illumination ( = 0.3). The most significant contribution to JSC losses is 
R, followed by combined a-Si:H absorption, absorption in both layers of ITO, T, absorption in 
both layers of EVA and finally absorption in glass. Glass and a-Si:H have negligible absorption 
in the long wavelength range, therefore they are not listed twice. 
For the structure with micro/nano texture combination, again without LMF, the distribution 
of light absorption and JSC losses inside the individual layers is presented in Figure 7-10(b). 
Absorptance curves are shown for the front side illumination only, whereas the JSC values are 
given for both, front and rear illumination. In this representation, the contributions of two 
layers of the same material, i.e. one at the front and the other at the rear (in the case of glass, 
EVA, i-a-Si:H and ITO), are joined together. The results show that in the wavelength range up 
to 600 nm, a significant portion of light is lost by the parasitic absorption in the i-a-Si:H layers 
and ITO (mostly in the front layers). In the range between 600 nm and 1000 nm, the 
performance is mainly limited by the reflectance losses at the front interfaces, while 
reflectance, transmittance and EVA+ITO absorptance are the dominant loss mechanisms from 
1000 nm onward. JSC contributions from 300 nm to 1200 nm are shown in the inset of the 
figure for both illumination cases. The most significant contribution to JSC losses comes from 
reflection, followed by combined a-Si:H absorption, absorption in both ITO layers, 
transmission, absorption in both EVA layers, and finally absorption in glass (mainly front 
layers). 
To improve light in-coupling and possibly trapping in the encapsulated bifacial cell, LMF was 
applied in simulations. In the presented analysis, the potential of the LMF is studied not only 
for single side illumination but also for both side illumination of the bifacial cell. Comparison 
of simulation results of the structures without LMF and of those including LMF on both sides 
is shown in Figure 7-11(a) for combined front and rear illumination with  = 0.3. The total 
absorptance curves plotted in the figure are constructed from the individual results obtained 
separately under front or rear illumination, i.e. A(λ)total = A(λ)front + A(λ)rear. Therefore, the 
limiting level of EQE for both side illumination is 1.3 and 1 for single front side illumination 
(shown as a dashed horizontal line in the plot). This representation was chosen to clearly show 
the additional contribution of rear side illumination (A(λ)total > 1) in addition to the front side 
illumination. 
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Figure 7-11: CMA simulation results of the encapsulated solar cells with LMF and bifacial illumination. Both graphs consider 
illumination from both sides with  = 0.3 (except the reference lines) and with varying LMF position and silicon textures (see 
2 for structures and naming). 
Simulation results show that all structures surpass the EQE = 1 limit for the central part of 
wavelengths, including the perfectly flat solar cell with no LMF. By adding LMF to both sides 
of the flat/flat solar cell, the performance is boosted in the entire wavelength range, 
significantly beyond lowering just the initial reflection at the air-glass interface. This 
combination surpasses the structures with textured silicon (micro/nano and nano/micro) 
without LMF in the central wavelength range but lags significantly at both short and long 
wavelengths. Structures that combine textured silicon with LMF perform best throughout the 
complete wavelength range. However, detailed analysis of the internal optical situation 
revealed that the improvement related to the addition of LMF is in these cases limited to 
lowering the initial reflection from the solar cell, yet does not contribute significantly to 
internal light trapping as has been reported for the case of planar cells [18], since this light 
management function is already performed by the internal textures of the silicon wafer. 
Additional simulations showed that a flat AR foil (coating) matching the AR properties of LMF 
achieved the same device performance for perpendicular incidence, whereas for oblique 
incidence LMF performed better. 
Finally, JSC for various cases of different texture combinations are shown in Figure 7(b). The 
graph reiterates that the addition of the LMF significantly increases the performance of the 
untextured silicon cell. However, despite the significant improvement offered by LMF, all 
structures with untextured silicon (flat/flat) are still inferior to any of the samples with 
textured silicon. For the textured cells, improvement due to the LMF does not offer as notable 
gain, even though the LMF on both sides performed the best.  
From the studied cases, the highest performance was observed for the structure with 
micro/nano silicon texturization and LMF applied on both sides. This combination achieved JSC 
= 49.57 mA/cm2, which is 2.6 mA/cm2 (5.5 %) higher compared to the same cell without LMF, 
and 2.63 mA/cm2 (5.6%) higher compared to the conventional micro/micro cell without LMF. 
For reference, total JSC available in the 350-1200 nm wavelength range is 46.23 mA/cm2 for 
the single side illumination and 60.09 mA/cm2 when including also the extra 30 % illumination 
a) b) 
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from the rear side. All structures with textured silicon surpass the single side illumination 
maximum, while none of the untextured silicon structures do. The best structure has the 
potential to extract 81.9 % of the total available JSC in bifacial operation with  = 0.3, and 107.2 
% of the total JSC that is available from the front side illumination. 
Further improvements of the cell would require optimization of thin layer thicknesses or 
increase of the PF of the nano texture, which would decrease its R [56]. Additional 
optimizations are possible on the module level as well. While the cornercube LMF already 
boosts JSC by 5.5% for the best cell, its reflection can be lowered further [18]. We additionally 
explored “perfect AR coating” that has 0 reflectance on glass-air interface without light 
redirection. However, it did not improve performance over cornercube LMF – gains in the 
short wavelength range due to lower reflectance were countered by long wavelength range 
losses due to higher light escape from the structure. 
There is still room for further improvement especially of the nano textured PV modules, even 
keeping within constraints of using inverted nano pyramid texture on the wafer. Taking 
optimal inverted nano pyramids with respect to pyramid fraction, period, ITO thickness, 
combination of textures and light management foil would still have to be explored all at once. 
However, simultaneous changes of all these parameters would result in enormous number of 
simulations required. Thus, such optimization is only feasible on significantly faster computer 
hardware than what was available, or finalization of preliminary studies of GPU assisted 
simulations. Additionally, other nano textures may be fabricated using RIE or isotropic 
etchants such as HNA, where the sine texture was found to offer already excellent AR 
properties. Such textures could be possibly passivated using other materials such as Al2O3. 
Furthermore, other LMF textures could be used to improve module performance. 
7.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter we applied the developed CMA to investigate and optimize optical situation in 
Si HJ solar cell and PV module (shading of fingers not included). While the random micro 
pyramids are a well-known and widely used c-Si solar cell texture, there is not much available 
space for further improvement beyond decreasing amount of material wasted due to etching. 
On the other hand, nano textures may be improved by changing some of its parameters. The 
most important parameter for the performance of the inverted nano pyramids was found to 
be its pyramid fraction. High pyramid fraction offers significantly lowered reflectance from the 
structure, allowing inverted nano pyramid texture to offer lower reflectance than the random 
micro pyramids even after deposition of HJ layers. 
Variation of the nano pyramid texture period in the given range offered additional minor gain 
throughout the solar spectrum. Significantly lower reflectance for wavelengths close to the 
structure period is possible (or, for EVA as the incident medium, for wavelengths at 1.5 times 
the period). This advantage would be additionally pronounced if the nano texture were a part 
of a tandem solar cell, where optimization to only a subset of wavelengths is required 
(wavelength-selective reflectance properties). 
Changing ITO thickness affected performance of the all inverted nano pyramid textures as 
well. Variation of ITO thickness resulted in appearance of 2 distinct reflectance peaks together 
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with differences for long wavelength reflectance. The intermediate wavelength peak (~650 
nm) and long wavelength reflectance (>1000 nm) were found to decrease with increasing 
thickness, while the short wavelength peak (~400 nm) moved towards longer wavelengths 
with increasing thickness. Combination of the effects, paired with considered PF, leads to 
approximate equation (62) which may be used to optimize ITO thickness for the given PF. 
CMA was utilized for optical optimization of Si HJ PV module structure as well. Optimized 
pyramids with respect to the pyramid fraction were used as the nano texture, explored 
together with the random micro pyramid texture as well as the superposition of the two 
textures. The superimposed structure was found to perform poorly, but the inverted nano 
pyramids outperformed random micro pyramids. 
Light management foil was investigated on both sides of bifacial PV modules. Simulation 
results showed that the cornercube LMF improves the JSC of PV modules, regardless of the 
internal textures on the wafer. Benefits of LMF applied to PV modules with untextured wafers 
surpass simpler improved AR properties, but samples with untextured wafers including LMF 
on the module still perform worse than the samples with textured wafers without LMF on the 
module. For the textured wafers, LMF application on the glass offered modest improvement 
of only decreasing initial reflectance from the structure, although that still offered 5.5% 
improvement in JSC for the best considered PV module with micro texture on front and nano 
texture on rear. 
Taking all improvements in account, with simulations we showed that the best nano textured 
PV modules outperform modules with random micro pyramids, while the nano textures in 
general still have a considerable room for some improvement especially through exploration 
of many parameters simultaneously, or if considered as a partial structure of the tandem. 
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8. Conclusion and outlook 
To keep improving solar cell efficiency, research of existing and novel concepts is required. 
Here, our research focused on the crystalline silicon heterojunction solar cell. Si HJ structure 
is the most efficient among silicon-based technologies, and therefore a target of considerable 
research interest in both experiments and simulations. The Si HJ structure is a combination of 
thick wafer based crystalline silicon wafer with thin film technologies of amorphous silicon (a-
Si:H) and indium tin oxide (ITO). The structure is compatible with many device configurations, 
such as the traditional mono-facial device configuration, or a bifacial one where light is 
incident from both sides of the solar cell or photovoltaic module. Both mentioned 
configurations were explored in our work. Additionally, all wafer-based technologies may 
include textured silicon wafer instead of the untextured (flat) one. There are various 
possibilities how to texture the wafer, we chose wet etching for good electrical performance 
(despite focus only on optical performance). 
We fabricated the experimental samples at IMEC, Belgium. Wet etching of the wafer resulted 
in two different textures: inverted nano pyramids and upright random micro pyramids. The 
random micro pyramid texture is very common and dominates in the current modules on the 
market. Additionally, it was found easy to fabricate, requiring single etching step. But it 
removes more material than the nano textures, which is problematic for ever thinner c-Si 
wafers. The considered nano texture, in addition to lower material removal, also shows 
improved optical performance compared to the random micro pyramids. It requires more 
steps to fabricate and was found to have issues reaching the highest possible pyramid fraction. 
This, however, should not be seen as a disadvantage, rather as possible source of 
improvement of already very good texture. Selected samples also had deposition of thin a-
Si:H and ITO layers on the (possibly textured) Si wafer to complete the Si HJ structure. Both 
the bare Si wafer and the Si HJ cells were used primarily to enable comparison of experimental 
samples with numerical simulations – easier verification on the single layer bare wafer and 
the more difficult test case of a structure including several thin layers in addition to the thick 
absorber. 
There exist different complementary and competing numerical methods to perform optical 
simulations of PV devices. Primary method considered in this thesis was rigorous coupled-
wave analysis (RCWA). A well-known advantage granted by the RCWA are unique by its ability 
to efficiently simulate even very thick crystalline silicon solar cells. This made the method 
especially suitable for simulation of the Si HJ structure. The method was implemented and 
extensively tested and validated. As the RCWA calculates structures coherently, this leads to 
dense interferences in simulation results due to thick c-Si layer. Both the wavelength-
averaging and thickness-averaging methods were applied and tested. Wavelength-averaging 
methods outperformed the thickness averaging methods by offering smoother results at the 
lower computational cost; however, the fully incoherent ray tracing (RT) simulation is 
smoother still. 
In addition to implementing the RCWA method, combined modelling approach (CMA) was 
developed and implemented. In the CMA, various simulators are combined to enable efficient 
simulations of even very complex structures that may not be feasibly simulated using any 
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individual simulation method. Emphasis here was on efficient coupling of the RCWA, TMM 
and RT, where RCWA is used for simulations of nano textures and structures, TMM for 
simulations of plan-parallel thin film stacks and RT is used for propagation through thick layers 
and calculation of diffraction on large textures. Coupling between the simulators is performed 
through scattering matrices. For each incident direction the problem is discretized into, 
scattering matrices are generated by the RCWA; which are used whenever the ray is incident 
on the nano texture. The flexibility offered by such approach is mainly shown as ability to 
simulate multiscale texture – nano texture superimposed on top of the micro texture.  
Experimental samples introduced previously were used to test and validate both the RCWA 
simulation method as well as the CMA. Fabricated samples were measured in spectrometer 
Lambda 950 to obtain reflectance and transmittance profiles, while AFM and SEM data 
provided measured texture parameters. Texture parameters were then inserted in the 
simulators to generate the model of a sample that closely approximates the experimental 
sample. Then, simulations of the structures were performed and difference to the 
experimentally measured values noted. RCWA was found very suitable for simulations of nano 
textures, offering good short wavelength agreement of the simulation and the experiment for 
those textures. On the other hand, agreement of the RT+TMM simulations with experiment 
was especially poor for the nano textured Si HJ solar cell structure. For the long wavelength 
simulations with RCWA, simulations were coherent, producing dense interferences which are 
more efficiently removed using RT than by any of the averaging methods. CMA combining the 
RCWA, RT and TMM proved excellent for simulations of arbitrary structures by combining 
individual method strengths and overcoming their limitations. 
In addition to experimental validation of the simulators, detailed analysis of RCWA simulation 
accuracy with respect to the changing number of modes and sublayers was performed. 
Analysis showed that the method rapidly converges for P = 900 nm textured heterojunction 
structure. The inverted nano pyramid texture required as few as 3 modes with 30 sublayers 
to achieve suitable simulation accuracy with vertical light incidence. The required number of 
modes and sublayers increases for oblique light incidence. Sine texture, as an example of a 
smooth texture lacking sharp pyramid tips, was shown to converge better with respect to the 
number of sublayers, while increased number of modes is required due to non-rectangular 
lateral cross section of the structure. Therefore, to maintain suitable accuracy for the Si HJ 
structure with arbitrary texture of P = 900 nm, at least 5 modes and 30 sublayers were found 
to be required. Analysis of larger textures has been performed as well, with P = 1800 nm 
texture still shown to be efficiently simulated by the RCWA. On the other hand, for the P = 
5000 nm texture, numerical artefacts were clearly visible especially for the simulation with 
highest number of modes and sublayers. Additionally, convergence of the simulations was 
significantly worse; even excluding artefacts the 300 sublayers and 10 modes would be 
insufficient for accurate simulations. 
Both the RCWA and CMA were used to explore optimization of the base Si HJ structure. Many 
structure parameters were explored - different texture pyramid fraction PF, period P and 
thickness of the ITO layer hITO; as well as the different texture combinations and a light 
management foil (LMF) on top of glass. Inverted nano pyramids were found sensitive to the 
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PF, with higher PF offering better AR properties. PF of 0.9 was required to surpass random 
micro pyramids in JSC R for both considered light directions. Research of over-etching was not 
performed in simulations, while it was noted that experimentally reflectance is significantly 
increased – therefore, the optimal pyramid fraction of 100% obtained in simulations is indeed 
the optimal value, with sharp deterioration in structure performance after. Variation of P and 
hITO offered additional improvement for the texture, with P = 1000 nm and hITO of 110-120 nm 
being the texture with the lowest reflectance.  
Beyond improvements of the inverted nano pyramid texture (partial structure), various 
texture combinations were explored with the full encapsulated solar cell structure (PV 
module, excluding electric contacts), with the nano pyramids on the front side with flat rear 
side performing the best. Compared to the structure with random micro pyramids on both 
sides, it offered 0.51 mA/cm2 (1.4%) higher JSC. Surprisingly, the multiscale texture where the 
random micro pyramids were combined with inverted nano pyramids, did not perform well – 
it lagged both inverted nano pyramids and random micro pyramids alone. This suggests 
combination of textures needs to be carefully chosen for the good performance of the 
multiscale texture, as even two individually excellent textures did not perform well when 
combined.  
Investigating the inverted nano pyramids and random micro pyramids for bifacial solar cells 
showed that the random micro pyramids on the front side of the wafer with inverted nano 
pyramids on the rear outperformed other combinations of textures on silicon. Addition of the 
LMF improved performance of all texture combinations. While structures with textured silicon 
improved only because of lower anti-reflective properties, the flat silicon structure showed 
significant gains by the application of LMF – but even that gain was insufficient to match any 
of the textured solar cells. The best solar cell with LMF on both sides, nano texture on front 
and micro texture on rear outperformed micro/micro silicon texture without LMF by 2.63 
mA/cm2 (5.6%). 
Ultimately, nano textures were shown to already surpass the commonly used micro/micro 
texture combination, despite still having room for improvement regarding choice of texture 
parameters, which were also optimized in this work. The separate consideration of the LMF 
additionally showed gains to the PV module efficiency mainly by decreasing initial air-glass 
reflectivity.  
It must be emphasized that the inverted nano pyramidal texture as well as the cornercube 
LMF are only examples of silicon nano texturing or LMF. There are many other textures and 
even texture combinations that may be tackled by our developed CMA simulator. For 
example, sine texture was shown to offer low reflectance, which might be even lowered by 
changing aspect ratio or considering it as a part of multiscale texture superimposed on random 
micro pyramids – these improvements could show even higher gain of efficiency than 
demonstrated here.  
Finally, as the industry is expected to also start using nano textures [44], we believe such 
optical simulators would be an incredibly useful tool to explore their strengths and 
weaknesses and show possible optimizations. Thus, we believe the main contribution of this 
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thesis is not the optimizations already performed and presented, but the possible further 
optimizations enabled by our developed and tested tools. These tools are not limited to the 
textures or structures considered here and may be for example also applied to simulations of 
the perovskite-silicon tandem solar cells in the quest to offer the best possible PV module. 
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